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ABSTRACT
In this book, eight contributors examine issues
related to the likely effects of the decentralization of school
governance on educational practice. Two major themes emerge in the
book. The first (chapters 1 through 4) is that governance reforms in
education may have little to do with what actually happens in
schools, but have much to do with external policy conditions. The
second theme (chapters 5 through 8) is that decentralized decision
making may indeed have important effects on schools, as its defenders
have argued, but that standard theoretical arguments are not very
helpful in explaining why. The chapters include the following: (1)
"School Governance in the United States: Historical Puzzles and
Anomalies" (David Tyack); (2) "School Decentralization: Who Gains?
Who Loses?" (Richard F. Elmore); (3) "Control Versus Legitimation:
The Politics of Ambivalence" (Hans N. Weiler); (4)
"Deinstitutionalization and School Decentralization: Making the Same
Mistake Twice" (Dan A. Lewis); (5) "Fiscal Decentralization and
Accountability in Education: Experiences in Four Countries" (Donald
R. Winkler); (6) "Decentralization in Two School Districts:
Challenging the Standard Paradigm" (Jane Hannaway); (7) "School
Improvement: Is Privatization the Answer?" (Martin Carnoy); (8)
"Employee Involvement in Industrial Decision Making: Lessons for
Public Schools" (Clair Brown); and (9) "Epilogue: Refraining the
Debate" (Jane Hannaway and Martin Carnoy). A conclusion is that
decentralization reforms cannot be understood in isolation; they must
be seen within the context of society's educational standards. Seven
tables and eight figures are included. References accompany each
chapter. (LMI)
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Do decentralization reforms hold real promise for American education? Is there a rela-

tionship between the structure of the
system and its performance? What can we
learn about decentralization from history?
from other industries? from other public
sectors? from other countries? And what
risks does decentralization entail?

In this book, eight distinguished contributors examine these and other questions
related to the likely effects of decentralizing
school governance on educational practice.
Drawing on theoretical models, case stud-

ies. and comparative analyses of other
sectors and countries, the authors argue
that governance reforms are likely to have
little impact on what actually happens in
schools. They explain the cyclical and reactionary nature of decentralization debates
and show how they are endemic to modern

society. And they tell why decentralized
structural arrangements alone are unlikely
to establish conditions necessary for general

improvement in educational practice.
Educational researchers, administrators.
and policymakers will learn how linking
decentralization reforms with higher
performance demands, more directed technical demands, and clearer accountability
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Preface

Many analysts now argue that a structural overhaultypically,
some form of decentralizationis necessary to improve education in
the United States. A decade of tinkering with the current system has
produced only disappointing results, and business as usual is just
not good enough. In this book we consider the possible merits and
limitations associated with decentralization reforms in American
education.
We began our analysis by organizing a Forum on Decentralization in Education under the sponsorship of the Consortium for
Policy Research in Education (CPRE). We invited twenty scholars
and practitioners from industry and education to spend two days
with us at Stanford University, where we posed several key questions Do decentralization reforms hold real promise for American
education? Is there a relationship between the structure of the system and its performance? What can we learn from history? from
other industries? from other public sectors? from other countries?
What risks do decentralization reforms entail? From this discussion
we identified topics and authors, and CPRE sponsored a smaller
seminar in Washington, D.C., where the contributors to this book
presented draft papers. Our discussions considered theoretical models, case studies, and comparative analyses of other sectors and other
countries. Our central concern throughout was the likely effects of
decentralizing school governance (that is, shifting decision making
to lower levels in the system) on educational practice. The chapters
in Decentralization and School Improvement reflect that concern.
We consider system-level decentralization (decentralizing decision
xi
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making from national to local jurisdictions), organization-level decentralization (decentralizing decision making from central authorities to school-level actors), and market decentralization (decentralizing decision making to parents).
Two major themes emerge in the book. The first (Chapters
One through Four) is that governance reforms in education may

have little to do with what actually happens in schools but have
much to do with external political conditions. A number of the
contributors to this book argue that centralization-decentralization
debates reflect inevitable, cyclical, unresolvable tensions and contradictions in society and that the connection between these tensions
and school performance is weak at best. The second (Chapters Five

through Eight) is that decentralized decision making may indeed
have important effects on schools but that standard theoretical arguments are not very helpful in explaining why. Extensions and
modifications of these arguments are necessary for understanding
decentralization effects, and only with this fuller understanding can
we develop effective educational systems.

Overview of Contents

The first chapter, by David Tyack, takes a historical look at governance reforms in the United States and suggests that the outlook for

improving classroom practice with decentralization reforms is
bleak. Tyack describes the cycles of centralization and decentralization debates from the days of the one-room schoolhouse until now.

Noting a number of anomalies, he observes that arguments for
greater centralization in one period of reform turn out to be the
same arguments for greater decentralization in the next period. The
reformers of the Progressive Era, for example, argued for greater

central administrative control in order to enhance efficiency; reformers today seek greater school-level control, and less administra-

tive control, for the very same reason. As Tyack puts it, "One
period's common sense becomes a delusion in the next." No matter

how education has been governed, Tyack contends, little has
changed in the classroom. A second observation that Tyack makes
is often overlooked by policy analysts: nongovernmental forces affect education in significant ways. For example, textboo:, publish-
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ers and ideologies about teaching practice may produce more homogeneity across classrooms in the United States than central directives could ever hope to yield. Thus, the system may behave as
if it were highly centralized even with decentralization reforms in
governance.

Chapter Two, by Richard F. Elmore, develops reasoning
similar to that of Tyack. Elmore argues that decentralization debates are cyclical and reactionary and that governance structures
have little effect on the efficiency, accountability, or effectiveness of

school systems. Elmore argues that governance debates are about
"who should have access to and influence over decisions, not about
what the content and practice of teaching and learning should be
or how to change those things." The political nature of the debate
results in administrative outcomes that embody contradictions and
ambiguities concerning the intended beneficiaries, the identification of the responsible parties, and the bases on which the system
is to be evaluated. Largely as a consequence of these ambiguities,
governance in education is not tightly coupled to educational
practice.
Chapter Three, by Hans N. Weiler, is written from the point

of view of the state and attempts to explain why centralizationdecentralization governance debates are endemic to modern societies. Weiler argues that the modern state has two basic but contra-

dictory interests: maintaining control and sustaining its own
legitimacy. The persistent tension between these interests is evident
in debates about centralization and decentralization, especially under conditions of conflict. Centralization promotes control; decen-

tralization promotes legitimacy. Under conditions of conflict,
decentralization is an attractive instrument of both conflict management and "compensatory legitimation," but it also results in some
loss of control for the state. As a consequence, Weiler argues, "policies of decentralizing the governance of educational systems carry
the seeds of their own contradictions." Rhetoric about decentralization is to be expected, but the state's interest in control is likely to
limit the extent of any real decentralization.
In contrast to Weiler, Dan A. Lewis, in Chapter Four, sees
decentralization, particularly forms of decentralization that rely on
market mechanisms, as undermining the legitimacy of the state by

xiv
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legitimizing the privatization of services. Lewis claims that justification for reforms is typically advanced in terms of the problem
being addressedin the case of decentralization, the problem is defined as an institutional oneand not in terms of the effects that the
reform itself is likely to produce. He analyzes current decentralization debates in education through the lens of deinstitutionalization
reforms in mental health. Lewis concludes that if decentralization
reforms in education are similar, they will have devastating effects
for the poor.
Donald R. Winkler, in Chapter Five, lays out the expected
advantages and disadvantages associated with ideal models of fiscal

decentralization. He then compares those models with existing
practice in developing and developed countries. He concentrates his
analysis on four countriesAustralia, the United States, Brazil, and

Chilethat have distinctly different organizational arrangements.
Most arguments for decentralization assume that its benefits derive
largely from the nature of the accountability pressures it produces;
Winkler's analysis suggests that the connection between decentralization and accountability is often problematic and depends on a
number of other conditions. Thus, the advantages that decentralization is typically expected to yield are also problematic.
Jane Hannaway's analysis, in Chapter Six, questions the ap-

propriateness of standard arguments for organizational decen-

tralization in education. The standard arguments claim that
organizational efficiency is enhanced when the actors with the best

information about a particular area have the discretion to act on
that information. These arguments certainly make sense, and many

reformers use this reasoning to argue for more decision-making
authority for teachers. Hannaway contends that teachers already
have very high levels of discretion. Using the results of two case
studies of reputedly successful decentralized school districts, she
concludes that the behavior of teachers in successful decentralized
districts is in fact more controlled than that of teachers in traditionally organized educational settings. Teachers have less, not more
discretion. The controls, however, are social controls, rather than
bureaucratic ones. The controls are also infused with technical demands that direct teachers' attention to well-defined areas directly

concerned with issues of teaching and learning. Both conditions
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social controls and technical demandsmay be necessary for effective decentralization in education, given the unclear nature of the
teaching-learning process and the absence of clear performance
indicators.
In Chapter Seven, Martin Carnoy also focuses on demands.
He argues that "the most logical and consistent empirical explanation for higher-quality education, whether public or private, lies
primarily in differential demand" for quality. Using data on differences in the achievement of various types of students in various
situations, at various times in the United States, Carnoy argues that
choice plans, either public or private, that decentralize decision
making to parents are likely to improve the performance of only
high-demand, low-middle-income families. A large fraction of students, particularly those from low-demand families, are likely to be
worse off. According to this argument, the primary consequence of
choice is likely to be an increase in the variance in students' achievement: some students may be better off, but others will be decidedly
worse off. Carnoy also argues that students' performance can be
promoted if central authorities set higher curriculum standards and
thereby increase the schools' demand for higher achievement by
students.
In Chapter Eight, Clair Brown describes decentralized management arrangements in industry and then considers the lessons

for public schools. She cautions against making inferences about
the effects of decentralization in education on the basis of experiences in industry. Differences between schools and industry are
large and important. For example, the "production process in education is vastly more complicated than in the private sector, because of the large number of intervening social, political, and
economic variables that are outside the control of schools." Evaluating changes that result from new decision-making arrangements is
therefore problematic. Agency and monitoring costs are also different, largely because the employment security of teachers is not dependent on organizational performance. In general, experience in
industry has shown that employee involvement in decision making
may have marginal effects on organizational performance, but it
cannot solve deeply rooted problems. Experience in education will
probably show the same.
,"1
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In Chapter Nine, we summarize the findings of the book and
argue that decentralization reforms cannot be understood in isolation: they must be seen within the context of educational standards
that society sets for itself.
This book as a whole suggests that decentralization reforms are
unlikely to be the solution to education problems; simple solutions
seldom solve complex problems. Similar reforms did not solve the
problems of the past, current decentralization reforms are unlikely
alone to solve the problems of today, and they certainly will not solve

the problems of the poor. Nevertheless, decentralization reforms
accompanied by higher performance demands, more directed technical demands, and clearer accountability systemsmay make important contributions to improving educational performance.
Audience

This book is intended for education policy analysts and practitioners and for scholars of administration. Some of the chapters are

primarily theoretical, but we feel that those chapters are just as
relevant for practitioners as they are for scholars. Without a clear
understanding of the conditions under which, and the ways in
which, structural reforms affect educational practice and performance, policy initiatives have only a hit-or-miss chance of success.
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School Governance
in the United. Sides:
Historical Puzzles and Anomaliec
David Tyack
When Americans grow dissatisfied with public schools, they tend to
blame the way they are governed. There is too much democracy or

too little, critics insist, too much centralization or too little, too
many actors in policy formation or too few. Although Americans
have recurrently demonstrated a profound distrust of government
(Farnham, 1963), they have also asserted a utopian faith that once
Americans found the right pattern of school governance, education
would thrive. Policy talk today about "restructuring" and "choice"

and "national standards" is a recent rhetorical episode in a long
series going back a century and a half (U.S. Department of Education, 1991; National Governors' Association, 1991). Despite this

faith in reform through changes in governance, we know little
about how different forms of governance might affect the heart of
educationclassroom practice. The answer may be "not much." As
Richard F. Elmore says in Chapter Two, governance reforms have
been mostly disconnected from what students learn. Moreover, no
matter how schools have been run, basic patterns of instruction
appear to have changed remarkably little over long periods of time
(Cuban, 1984; Cohen, 1990).
Rhetoric about centralization and decentralization has prom-

ised much, for reformers have not been shy in their claims. Much
of this policy talk is based on different ideologies and interests,
either explicitly stated or taken for granted. One period's common
sense becomes a delusion in the next. Reformers have been fond of

arguing by analogy, and copying business has periodically been
fashionable. In the Progressive Era, for example, business leaders
1
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wanted to centralize control of schools, emulating the consolidation
of vast corporations; today they urge "restructuring" or decentralization, citing business practice in each case as a guide to reform in
schooling.
This does not mean that the debate over governance should
be dismissed as mere rhetoric, as opposed to some observable reality.
Shared belief systems do matter: they build common cultural meanings that in turn shape schools and form public expectations about
them (Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Thomas, Meyer, Ramirez, and Bo li,
1987). Policy talk about control is a rich tapestry of symbols and

cultural assumptions, even when it fails to map organizational
practice or the distribution of political power accurately (Cohen
and Rosenberg, 1977; Popkewitz, 1988).
This discourse, which often occurs in cycles (Downs, 1972),

needs to be juxtaposed, however, to long-term institutional trends
and to what little we know about life in classrooms (Cuban, 1990;
Tyack, forthcoming). Some trend lines suggest that the advocates of
centralization have won, hands down. In broad-brush terms, one
can argue that there has been a steady march from decentralization

to centralization. In nineteenth-century Americaa mostly rural
nationlocal lay trustees vastly outnumbered teachers and had
powers unmatched in any other system of public education in the
world. Even in cities, large lay boards actively participated in all
phases of decision making and delegated many powers to ward
school committees. The federal office of education had minimal
powers and staff, and state departments of education were tiny and
had meager means of enforcing regulations. Local control seemed
to be the paradigm of democratic education (Kaestle, 1983; Cremin,
1980; Warren, 1974; Tyack and Hansot, 1982).

Much of this changed in the twentieth century, however.
Hundreds of thousands of school districts were collapsed to about
sixteen thousand, and one-room schools nearly disappeared. City
school systems became large, differentiated bureaucracies in which
small school boards delegated policy formation to administrators.

State departments of educationand, in more recent years, courts
and the federal governmentassumed an increasingly activist role
in setting policies and imposing regulations (Firestone, Fuhrman,
and Kirst, 1989; Tyack, 1990).
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Observers with different ideologies have disagreed about how
to evaluate these changes. Some have portrayed the past as a golden
age of democratic participation. When schools were decentralized in

rural America, they argue, parents and patrons called the shots,
teachers were part of the community and met its needs, and bureaucracy and regulations were unnecessary. Schooling was cheap, effective, and responsive to parental concerns about morality and useful

learning. Local people were right in resisting consolidation and

state regulation, for they already had the kinds of schools that served
them (Sher, 1977; Fuller, 1982).
Others tell a different story. According to this version, local
control resulted in schools that were grossly unequal in resources,
reproduced the "dull parochialism and attenuated totalitarianism"
of village life (Lieberman, 1960, pp. 34-36), repressed the discretion
and expertise of profess; Jnal educators, and stirred petty politics.
The cure was to consolidate country districts and to ..ke city schools
out of ward politics (Cubberley, 1914).
In urging centralization of control, educational reformers of
the Progressive Era argued that concentrating authority in experts
would bring a kind of accountability that was absent in a more
fragmented and dispersed system. Regulation, bureaucratization,

and centralization would equalize education by standardizing it,
delegate decision making to experts, and "Americanize" a diverse
population (Cubberley, 1934; Strayer, 1930).

In recent years, critics have argued that the reforms of the
Progressive Era produced bureaucratic arteriosclerosis, insulation
from parents and patrons, and the low productivity of a declining
industry protected as a quasi monopoly. Some call for decentralized
decision making, coupled with accountability for "high performance"; others argue that the whole system of political and bureaucratic control is so ineffective that there should be an open market
of schooling in which competition would guarantee results (Chubb
and Moe, 1990; Clune and Witte, 1990; U.S. Department of Education, 1991).

Muddying the Waters of an Imagined Past

Beneath the different evaluations and the apparently triumphant
transition from decentralization to centralized governance, however,
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linear logic. Patterns of govlie puzzles that complicate any simple, of systems of control to
especially the relation

ernance, and

practice, have been more
contrasting ideologies and educational
of debate would
nuanced and complex than the conventional terms behavior often
suggest. Organizational charts and organizational
diverged. Anomalies appear at every turn:
the nineteenth century
Even though control of rural schools in
decentralized
and
responsive to grassappeared to be highly
classrooms
in these one-room
roots demands, what happened in
1875; Tyack and
schools seemed surprisingly alike (Adams,
Hansot, 1982).

during the nineteenth
Key actors in standardizing schooling
Women's
centurysuch as the American Book Company or the appear
in
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU)don't even

for they were private
most accounts of public school governance, agencies (Bordin,
not
public
corporations or voluntary groups,
Superintendents," 1896).
1981; "Confessions of Three
nineteenth century was
The governance of urban schools in the
Rube Gold-

often chaotic and pluralisticresembling one of
and inberg's comic machinesbut in many cities curriculum
1885).
struction were models of tight coupling (Philbrick,
administrative
conStreamlined modern forms of "apolitical"
coordination
of
trol in the Progressive Era promised efficient

loosely coupled with
school systems but have often become only
practice in classrooms (Weick, 1976).
the civil
Broad-based social movements of the 1960s, such as
responsive
to
rights movement, struggled to make schools more
tended to

their needs, but legal and organizational responses

what centralizaproduce increased bureaucracy and fragmented
tion existed at the local level (Meyer, 1980).
astonishToday, the label of "restructuring" is plastered on an
to
call
at
the
same
ing variety of practices, while people seem
and more local autonomy
time for greater national uniformity
(Elmore and Associates, 1990).

studies and in the history of
Recent scholarship in organizational
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about governance. Historians and organizational sociologists are

coming increasingly to appreciate, for example, the force of
common cultural beliefswhat one might call "the invisible hand
of ideology"in shaping institutions. This is a key, for example,
to the remarkable uniformity found in schools during the nineteenth century, even in apparently autonomous and isolated rural
communities. One misses this standardizing and centralizing influence of ideology if one looks only at the formal powers of officials
and at organizational charts (Adams, 1875; Mansfield, 1851).

The "new institutionalists" help to explain continuities in
schools once established within this ideological framework. As
March and Olsen (1984) remind us, institutions are neither simply
arenas for individuals to pursue their own agendas nor creatures of
outside forces, ever permeable to the winds of change; they may
show continuity over long periods of time and an ability to resist

or co-opt outside demands for reform. Institutionalized schools
(Meyer and Rowan, 1977) gained a kind of autonomy and momentum that deflected deliberate efforts to change organizational structure and behavior. Schools also have shown great resilience in the
face of social upheavals. Even the Great Depression, a major economic catastrophe, had surprisingly little impact on public schools
(Tyack, Lowe, and Hansot, 1984).
Continuity in classroom practice illustrates an observation of
Stinchcombe's (1965): that many organizations continue to bear the
imprint of their time of origin. Even in the case of bureaucratized
city school!, one might argue, the isolated individual classroom in
the "egg crate" structure of the graded school system, each with its
own teacher and twenty to thirty pupils, retained some key features
of the original one-room school.

A striking example of institutional continuity is the new
prototype for the schools that New York plans to build in the 1990s
("Jolt," 1991, pp. 23-24). The architects decided that "the classroom
is the cell of the school system." They rejected the large open classroom as a design "predicated on infinite optimism" because it failed

to consider fractious student behavior and pedagogical custom.
Their innovation consisted of giving a "jolt" to the standard square
of the self-contained room to provide more light and flexible space.
But conservatism asserted itself when they decided that "the teacher
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would remain the real focus of the room." Despite spaces for computers, one architect said, the center of activity "is still the
blackboard. A teacher up there with a piece of slate and a lump of

chalk." This episode offers confirmation of Cuban's argument
(1984) that even after major changes in the organizational size and
complexity of schools, older patterns of teacher-centered instruction

changed very little at the secondary level, while in elementary
schools "hybrid" adaptations of certain progressive practices appeared here and there, but rarely did they occasion fundamental
transformation in instruction.
Research on "loose coupling" in schools has demonstrated
that the relationships among centralization, bureaucratization, and
systems of organizational control are more complicated than reformers (Cubberley, 1934) had expected. The architects of differentiated school bureaucracies in the Progressive Era, like Cubberley,
thought that specialized structures would produce accountability;

one could tell which expert was in charge of which domain
(whether traditional, such as the teaching of mathematics, or new,
such as special education). But specialization also produced the
classic bureaucratic response: "That's not my department." Furthermore, the connections between line administrators and classroom

teachers have proved tenuous. Organizational theorists such as
Weick (1976) declare that schools are classic examples of "loosely
coupled" systems. Meyer, Scott, Strang, and Creighton (1985) have
suggested that recent federal and state categorical programs and
centralized mandates have produced bureaucratization but not centralization. Because the directors of the new programs often owe
more loyalty to their specialized domains than to school districts as
a whole, and because they report to bureaucrats at state or federal
levels, the fragmented governance that results may destabilize normal lines of command and turn accountability into accounting.
Cohen (1978) has observed that some of the most powerful
standardizing agencies rarely appear on organizational charts of
school governance. A number of the more influential organizationstextbook publishers, test companies, and accreditation agencies, for exampleare private groups whose accountability to the
public is slight. One could add to this list scores of powerful voluntary special-interest groups. The Women's Christian Temperance
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Union (Bordin, 1981), for example, managed by 1900 to install the
one subject required in all school districts (on the evils of alcohol);
fundamentalist creationists succeeded for many years in stifling, if
not preventing, the teaching of evolutionary biology (Nelkin, 1982).
In this chapter, in light of this new scholarship on cultural

values, institutionalization, and nongovernmental influences on
public education, I will explore further some of the historical puzzles concerning school governance. Despite statistical trends that
track an apparent shift from autonomous and decentralized schools
to centralized state systems, reform rhetoric about governance has
often obscured more than it revealed about actual practice in classrooms. This is still the case, and I shall conclude by pointing out
some anomalies in current efforts to reform education by changing
governance.

The Invisible Hand of Ideology

In the nineteenth century, public schoolscalled "common schools"
were largely grass-roots affairs, especially in rural America: local
in support and control. There were differences between schools, of
course, according to community wealth, ethnicity, and region (the
South, for example, was late in adopting the common school and
had an impoverished and racially segregated system). As settlers
moved across the continent, however, tney built schools that were
remarkably similar in institutional character and that taught similar lessons (Kaestle, 1983; Adams, 1875).

How can one explain these similarities, in the absence of
centralized formal control? They resulted in part from the new communities' emulation of the older, but there was a less obvious and

deeper source of standardization as well: a common Protestantrepublican ideology, adapted to the common-school crusade in the
1840s by people such as Horace Mann and repeated by countless
other leaders in later decades. Common culture, more than common
political command, was a source of standardization. The crusaders
who spread public education generally shared a set of beliefs: that
public education's purpose was to train upright citizens by inculcating a common denominator of nonsectarian morality and nonpartisan civic instruction and that the common school should be
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free, open to all children, and public in support and control (Wiebe,
1969; Higham, 1974).
In 1860, four out of five Americans lived in rural areas. Dotting the nineteenth-century countryside were the one-room public

schools that were the sole form of schooling for most children.
Small and sparsely equipped, but often with a bell tower resembling
a church steeple, the school was closely linked to two other local
institutions: the family and the church. Local trustees and parents
selected the teachers, supervised their work, and sometimes boarded
them in their homes. Brothers, sisters, and cousins went to school

together and, with their classmates, gave "exhibitions" of their
knowledge to the members of the community at public assemblies
(Fuller, 1982; Tyack and Hansot, 1990).
The school, like the church, was expected to be, in Waller's
phrase (1965), a "museum of virtue." Ministers were key leaders in
persuading local citizens to build common schools, and they often
held church services in school buildings (Smith, 1967). Although
officially nonsectarian in religion and nonpartisan in politics, the
school was expected to be religious and moral in tone and republican
in doctrine. No one better represented the common denominator of
civic virtue than the Reverend William Holmes McGuffey, whose
textbooks were read and reread by generations of schoolchildren.
There were, of course, dissenters from the sort of public culture desired by the majority of school reformers. The attempts of
nativist and Protestant educational leaders to incorporate this ideology into the schools produced conflict as well as consensus: Catholics might protest the use of the King James Bible, and immigrant
groups might want their languages and cultures included and honored in the schools. Just what was to be a common public culture,
like what is to be the canon today, might be contested in communities. More often, however, citizens agreed with Mann's model of
moral and civic instruction (James, 1991; Perko, 1988; Troen, 1975).
Legally, the local public ("common") schools were part of
the state system. Some states were more aggressive than others in
trying to impose state standards on local districts, but few during
the nineteenth century had the power or staff to coerce local trustees.
As late as 1890, the average size of a state department of education
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was two. This was no accident: most citizens did not want active
state government (Bryce, 1888).
When they wrote or revised their state constitutions, citizens
of states and territories over and over again showed their disdain for
strong government by limiting their legislatures and weakening the
executive branch. In 1879, a delegate to the convention to revise the

California constitution proposed the following resolution: "There
shall be no Legislature convened from and after the adoption of this
Constitution . . . and any person who shall be guilty of suggesting
that a Legislature shall be held, shall be punished as a felon without
benefit of clergy" (Sargent, 1917, p. 12).

Despite their fear of centralized government, the writers of
state constitutions, like most leaders in public education, shared a
powerful ideology that linked the survival of the republic to the
education of all its citizens. Key members of the U.S. Congress subscribed to a similar ideology and gave large grants of land to create
what might be called "land-grant common schools." After the Civil
War, Congress actually required all new states to provide a free,
nonsectarian system of public schools (Tyack, James, and Benavot,
1987).

During most of the nineteenth century, however, neither the
federal government (Warren, 1974) nor the states had the capacity
to control the process of schooling or even to require communities
to build schools or enforce attendance (Tyack, 1976). The resulting
decentralization of control was quite compatible with the similarity
of aspirations and practices in public schooling. A common ideology provided a blueprint that coordinated the efforts of scattered
local communities. In like fashion, churches founded on successive
frontiers by local citizens might reproduce common rituals, church
architecture, and catechisms (Smith, 1967).
Grass-roots organizations such as schools and churches also
linked up with nonpublic national agencies to promote uniformity
of doctrine by providing the books that constituted the core of learning. One of the most centralized and bureaucratized organizations
in the United States before the Civil War was the American Sunday

School Union, which supplied millions of its approved texts to
pupils across the nation (Rice, 1917). A parallel in public school
bookselling was the American Book Company, which sold over
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120,000,000 copies of the McGuf fey Readers, most of them used in

one-room rural schools, and which accomplished distinctly nonMcGuffeyesque feats of corruption as it sought to build a monopoly
in the textbook business ("Confessions of Three Superintendents,"
1896).

Today, the creation of Christian day schools illustrates a similar connection between a pervasive national ideology and local
institution building. Christian day schools appear to be paradigm
cases of grass-roots institutions, for it is usually local church
members who create them. The sponsors of these schools often want
no truck with government in any form, state or national (they often
refuse even to submit reports to government agencies). But Chris-

tian fundamentalists are also inspired to create such schools by

nationally televised evangelists. In supermarkets, they buy the bestselling fundamentalist guide for parents by James Dobson (1977).
Fundamentalist educators often belong to the Association of Christian Schools International and use national textbooks and curricula

produced by fundamentalist publishers. Thus an ideology ex-

pressed by national leaders and ccordinated by centralized agencies
inspires and reinforces local uniformity of ideals and practice today,
just as in the nineteenth-century rural common school (Lewis, 1991;
Kienel, 1985).

Tight Coupling
Many of the city school systems of the period from 1870 to 1900
present an apparent anomaly: patterns of governance were extremely heterogeneous, not to say chaotic, but instruction was
tightly coupled to the course of study established by administrators.
Ideological agreement among most citizens concerning the general
purpose and nature of schooling encouraged school leaders to organize instruction more efficiently, even where politicians contested
over the spoils of office or engaged in ethnocultural disputes. In
they found
many places, city councils created school boards when
that they could not discharge all their duties and hence needed
subsidiary agencies. These councils, however, often divided up responsibility for schools among different governing bodies. In Nashville, for example, the board of public works controlled buildings,
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so that "while the board of education had authority to purchase
chalk, brooms, pens, and soap, it could not supply furniture, stoves,
or curtains" (Re ller, 1935, pp. 150, 156). In Buffalo, janitors were

appointed by the mayor, teachers by the superintendent; the city
council chose school sites; and the department of public works
erected buildings. One reason why authority was so splintered was
that each domain offered opportunities for political patronage and
graft. Powerful machines sometimes coordinated school politics behind the scenes, as in New York, where Tammany Hall ran the
show and raked in the profit (Re ller, 1935; Cronin, 1973).
Another source of conflict was the division of power between
the central boards of education and the local ward boards. In Pittsburgh, the thirty-nine local boards raised their own taxes and made
all educational decisions except about paying teachers, selecting
textbooks, and running the high school. In both central and ward

boards, laypeople took an active part in what today would seem
administrative matters, such as methods of teaching reading, choosing a grammar text, visiting schools on a cold day to make sure that
the furnaces were working, or buying blackboards and desks. People
argued that large central and ward boards were necessary because
there were so many tasks for committeemen to perform. Philadelphia had 42 members on the central board and 504 on the ward
committees (Tyack, 1974).

Reformers vigorously complained that so many cooks
spoiled the broth of urban education, even when they were not after
lucrative contracts. Having so many bosses certainly complicated
the task of superintendents who were determined to create what
John Philbrick of Boston called a "uniformity of excellence" in
urban schools. But superintendents persisted in that task. Believing
that there was "one best way" of educating children, Philbrick
(1885, pp. 58-59) and his professional peers were intent on "the
perfecting of the system itself . . . the devising of a more rational
program and a more rational system of school examinations."
Despite the obstacles of chaotic governance, a large number
of urban superintendents did succeed in systematizing schooling.
They divided pupils into grades by academic proficiency. They installed a uniform curriculum and calibrated teaching and testing to
that system. In the process, they devised the most tightly coupled
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form of instruction that the United States has produced. They were
so successful, in fact, that much of "progressive education" was a
reaction to the rigidity of this top-down percolation of what was
called "positive knowledge." Teachers as well as students were ex-

pected to "toe the line"a literal phrase at the time, meaning that
toes were to line up to the edge of the floorboard when a child
recited (Rice, 1893). The measure of accountability for pupils was
the passing of tests, presumably the product of their labors; teachers

were held accountable for following the approved process of
instruction.
Superintendents and principals used three main devices to
ensure that all pupils learned the same thing. First, they wrote out
the required curriculum in detail, grade by grade, with textbooks

aligned (urban educators sometimes wrote the textbooks themselves). Second, principals supervised the teachers to make sure that
they were following the course of study exactly (the model of supervision many of them proposed was that of inspector general). Third,
they wrote tests that were taken by all the pupils. Promotion from
grade to grade and entrance into high school (for a meritocratic few)
depended on passing these tests. The examinations were so demanding that large numbers of pupils failed at each grade, especially the

first three grades, which caused a disproportionate distribution of
children in the primary grades (Philbrick, 1885; Ayres, 1909).
Some cities went beyond these three devices that produced

tight coupling by creating special normal (or teacher-training)
classes to prepare young women specifically to teach the course of
study in the approved manner. In Washington, D.C., the "normal-

ites" actually practiced the proper way to "yawn and stretch," a
prescribed midmorning ritual (Tyack and Hansot, 1990). Strict control of classroom teachingan ideal of some reformers today, who

want teachers to toe the line of "accountability"coexisted with
nonsystems of "governance" that seemed a nightmare to reformers
of the time.
A Corporate Model of Schooling
At the turn of the twentieth century, the administrative progressives
in education sought to accomplish two major aims: to depoliticize
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schooling and to differentiate it. They regarded the pattern of lay
governance as chaotic and intrusive when it was not also corrupt.
They considered the uniform curriculum of the nineteenth century
school to be rigid, bookish, and ill adapted to the variety of pupils
flooding the nation's classrooms. They turned to business for inspiration and support, and businesspeople proved to be useful allies.
By emulating patterns of control found in corporations, school
leaders thought, they could take the schools out of politics. By copying the functional specialization and methods of coordination of
centralized firms, they believed, they could make school systems
efficient, differentiated by function, and accountable (Callahan,
1962; Spring, 1972; Tyack, 1974).

In the process, they sought to define what was a standard
school system. A school became standard because it conformed to
a professional model, often written into state law and local policies

and eventually engraved on the public mind as essential to the
institution (Meyer and Rowan, 1977). A teacher, for example, was
a person who was certified to instruct at a particular level or in a
particular subject. A high school was a separate building where
teenaged students could take a variety of different subjects ranging
from the academic to the vocational.
In an era of massive consolidation of industrial and commercial organizations, the administrative progressives and their allies in
business and the professions saw central state and district planning,
not the invisible hand of the market, as the key to reforming education (Chandler, 1977). For Cubberley (1934), the board of a bank
was a good model for city school trustees. Admiring the functional
differentiation of large firms, Cubberley described the school as a
factory turning children (raw materials) into products desired by
society. The school should resemble the advanced corporate sector
in governance and in internal operation; that was one way to break
down the walls between school and society.
Educational leaders and their business allies believed that
progress was possible because science had given the experts the
necessary tools to plan the course of social and economic evolution.

In Delaware, for example, Pierre S. DuPont sought to apply to
schools the principles he had used in consolidating and reorganizing giant corporations such as General Motors and the Du Pont

kl
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Company. Convinced that Delaware needed to improve its schools
if it was to hold its own in economic competition with other states,
he formed and subsidized an elite organization called Service Citizens of Delaware (much like today's Business Roundtables). DuPont
and this.group promoted studies, experiments, and media and legislative campaigns to modernize public education. If there was "one

best way"and these reformers believed that there wasthen centralized authority and expert administration were necessary to its
implementation. Decentralization of control was anachronistic, a
drag on progress; centralization promised more choices, as well as
greater efficiency (Taggart, 1988).

There were many reformers of the time, of course, who dissented from this corporate model (Cremin, 1964). John Dewey believed that the family, not the firm, should be the prototype of the
school: "What the best and wisest parent wants for his own child,"

he wrote, "that must the community want for all its children"
(Dewey, 1899, p. 43). Dewey wanted much more democracy in education, not less, both in governance and in the classroom. But the
administrative progressives were remarkably successful in changing
the size and functioning of school boards, consolidating schools,
and bureaucratizing urban systems. Such changes probably made it

more difficult for the followers of Dewey to carry out his social
philosophy and pedagogical reforms.
Urban schools of the nineteenth century had many school
board members but few professional administrators other than prin-

cipals. That changed in the decades from 1890 to 1920. In those
years, city after city abolished ward boards, and the average number
of central board members in cities of more than 100,000 dropped
from about twenty-one to about seven. According to the new ideal
of corporate management, these smaller boards were expected not
to busy themselves with the details of running the system, as in the
nineteenth century, but to decide "policy" and to delegate "admin-

istration" to the superintendent and the specialists. As new state
charters altered the form of governance of city schools, the boards
were increasingly composed of business and professional elites. All
this, of course, did not mean that schools were taken "out of" politics, but simply that political structures and participants changed.
One result of the new style of "progressive" politics was that in the
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early decades of the twentieth century the percentage of the population who voted declined drastically (Tyack, 1974).
In 1889, the average city had only four employees who spent
most of their time in supervision; by 1920, the large cities counted
them in the hundreds (New York had 1,310). Lynd and Lynd (1929,
who did
p. 210) found that in 1890, in Middletown, the only person
not teach was the superintendent; in the 1920s, there appeared "a
whole galaxy of principals, assistant principals, supervisors of special subjects, directors of vocational education and home economics, deans, attendance officers, and clerks, who [did] no teaching but
[were] concerned in one way or another with keeping the system
going." Specialization and new functions of schooling greatly expanded school bureaucracies.
Underlying this new notion of "keeping the system going"
was a concept of accountability different from that of the nineteenth
century and from that now advanced by many advocates of the
"restructuring" of schools. Both in the nineteenth century and today, accountability often has referred to the results of instruction,
usually measured by testing pupils' knowledge. The administrative
progressives used tests for a variety of bureaucratic purposes, such
as tracking children, but they generally did not release the results
to the public. They meant several things by accountability: having
a specialized hierarchy, so that individuals (such as a chief attendance officer or a vocational supervisor) could be identified as responsible for segments of the program; keeping close track of costs
(they could calculate the expense of an English lesson down to the
last Penny); and showing that the structure of the system was in
accord with the latest "scientific" practice, the correct institutional
grammar of the modern school (Callahan, 1962; Caswell, 1929). In
short, this was an internal bureaucratic accountability of structure
and process more than of results.
In this process of standardization, states played a prominent
part through legislation and regulations that decreed what a modern school district should include. Scorecard in hand, educational
experts went out to evaluate individual schools and check how well
they matched the new model. Professional teams surveyed districts
and whole states according to a template of approved practice, and
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they told elected officials what was needed to bring schools up to
modern standards (Strayer, 1930; Caswell, 1929).

Private organizations not directly responsible to the public
also played a prominent part in reorganizing the educational system. Accrediting agencies gave the stamp of approval to systems
that included up-to-date practices. Standardized tests of "intelligence" and "achievement" were largely products of the private sector. Foundations subsidized surveys and financed pilot projects.
Business lobbies such as the National Association of Manufacturers
pressed for reforms such as vocational training. Private professional
groups, such as the National Education Association and an invitational group of elite educators called the Cleveland Conference,
became forums for deciding what changes should be adopted. All
these agencies worked to produce a national consensus, even though
formal decision making in education remained mostly at the local
level (Tyack and Hansot, 1982; Cohen, 1978).
Under the corporate model of schooling, in theory, these new
pieces fit together into coherent state and local systems organized

from the top down. Specialists, coordinated by managers above
them in the hierarchy, could be held responsible for distinct parts
of the program of education. In practice, however, as so often
happens in bureaucracies, the splintering of responsibility left gaps
and made integration of efforts difficult. Differentiation also created
many functional interest groups within the schools, each with its
own agenda, its own professional organization, and its own ideas
about what constituted personal and educational advancement. At
best, then, the schools were imperfectly centralized.
Perhaps more important, amid all the functional differentiation of the structure of urban schooling, the classroom in many
ways remained self-contained, isolated, and cellular, still reflecting
some prototypical characteristics of its origins. Many peoplesu-

pervisors, curriculum directors, counselors, principals, clerks
might have claims on teachers' attention, people eager to plan or
monitor some part of their work; but behind the classroom doors,
teachers found a kind of autonomy that led to "loose coupling" of
a sort that had been harder to achieve in the tightly coupled urban
system of the nineteenth century. No longer was there one undifferentiated curriculum; instead, the very variety of programs, bosses,
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and expectations gave teachers some room to maneuver, some freedom between the cracks in the bureaucracy.

Familiar habits of pedagogy played a part in shaping the
continuity of instruction. Teachers taught courses with new titles,
used new textbooks, and were expected to care for "the whole
child." From supervisors and in curriculum workshops, they heard
about new ways to teach. Many teachers, especially in the elementary grades, selectively adopted some of the new practices. As Cuban
(1984) has found, however, teachers by and large continued to teach
in the same old ways, despite the elaboration of school systems and
abundant rhetoric about "the new education."
Even though reforming instruction proved to be far more
difficult than altering the scope and structure of the system, the
corporate model of governance persisted. It became so durable a
feature of American school districts that political scientists of the
1950s sometimes referred to local public education as a "closed system." That was to change rapidly as social movements of "outsiders" challenged this system (Tyack, Kirst, and Hansot, 1980).
The Old Order Changes
A number of groups stood outside the arena of educational politics
in the years from 1900 to 1950. During the generation following the
Brown school desegregation decision in 1954, many of these groups
entered school politics at the grass-roots level, as state and national
protest groups, and in the courts (Mosher, Hastings, and Wagoner,
1979).

These social protest movements of the 1960s and early 1970s
shook the old order of school governance, but the response of the
establishment to their demands did not produce a coherent new
order. Activists sought change at all levels of school politicslocal,
state, and national. One way in which school districts and state and
federal agencies responded to dissent was to bureaucratize it. New
problems became identified, and new district administrators were
appointed to deal with them and to coordinate outside funding and
accounting for new programs. As Meyer (1980) has noted, this produced a fragmented form of centralization. In addition, the establishment sometimes responded to the demand for community
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control by adding new layers of decentralized governance (Ornstein,
1989) or new forms of "community participation." The result of all
of this, more often than not, was a more elaborate and less coordi-

nated bureaucracymore the appearance than the reality of
democracy.
African-Americans organized the m ...at powerful social pro-

test movement yet to appear in educational history: the campaign
for civil right:. Eloquent leaders such as Martin Luther King, Jr.,
mobilized black and white citizens by appealing to the values of
equality and social justice. In translating such an ideology into
political demands, however, black leaders were typically flexible
and pragmatic, tailoring remedies for injustice to the particular
circumstances they faced. What they wanted was more power over
their lives and better education for their children, and accomplishing these aims varied with the context. In the South, where racial
segregation of pupils reflected the general denial of full citizenship,
these leaders courageously demonstrated in local communities and
used the federal courts to overthrow the racial caste system. In
northern ghettoes, by contrast, when school boards dragged their
feet on desegregation, black activists pressed instead for radical decentralization and community control (Kluger, 1977; Levin, 1970;
Newby and Tyack, 1971).

Other groups that had little voice under the old orderHispanics, Native Americans, women, parents of children with special

needs, and othersstudied and emulated the strategies of black
leaders. On one point most activists in social movements agreed:
local school boards and bureaucracies were often unresponsive. Under the corporate model that allegedly took schools out of politics,
administrators were in fact supposed to be unresponsive to "pres-

sure groups" that wanted them to engage in "social engineering,"
although social engineering by educational experts was another
matter (Cuban, 1976).

When local officials were deaf to their demands, activists
pursued a variety of tactics. They took to the streets to protest
sought media coverage, lobbied Congress and state legislatures for
new laws, and litigated in federal and state courts (Kirp, 1982). They
found allies in the administrations of Presidents Kennedy and Johnson and in some state capitols. Through judges' decrees, legislation,
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and administrative regulations, they sought to secure rights and win
entitlements long denied at the local level (Rist and Anson, 1977;
Ravitch, 1983).
Law offered a centralized lever for educational change. Fed-

eral courts in both the South and the North required laggard districts to desegregate tl° schools by race; feminists used Title IX,
passed by Congress in 1972, to desegregate schools by sex and eliminate institutional sexism. Public Law 94-142 mandated services for
the handicapped. In the Lau decision. the Supreme Court required
educators to assist non-English-speaking students; through legislation and regulations, the federal government and many states translated that mandate into programs for bilingual education. Activists

in the War on Poverty targeted funds in categorical programs to
students from low-income families and devised regulations to make
sure that they reached poor children (Sadker and Sadker, 1982; Kirp,
1977).

These programs and others enlarged and complicated the
role of the federal government and the states in the governance of
education. Some strategies promoted centralization. At the same
time, however, some protest groups wanted radical decentralization.
Militant blacks in cities, who were fed up with the glacial pace of
desegregation and eager to run local schools, called for community
control of ghetto schools. Responding to such demands for local
participation in school decision making, federal and state lawmakers sometimes mandated school-community councils to administer
the new categorical programs, thereby sometimes strengthening the
influence and participation of parents in individual schools but
rarely altering the overall distribution of power (Levin, 1970).
The result of the new politics of education in the 1960s was
a blending of different forms of governanceMeyer's "fragmented
centralization" (1980). To put the matter another way, everybody
and nobody was in charge of public schooling in that tumultuous
decade. School district leaders lost their sense of control over school-

ing, but the influence of outsiders was patchy and incomplete
(Tyack and Hansot, 1982).

The fragmentation arose in part from the character of the
new categorical programs created by the federal and state governments. Like vocational education (which since 1918 had developed
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its own bureaucratic apparatus at the federal, state, and local levels),
many of the new programs produced new specialists at each level,
whose responsibility it was to seek and disburse funds and oversee
the new programs. These new categorical programs were often uncoordinated, and sometimes they conflicted with one another (Kaestle and Smith, 1982).
One result of such fragmented centralization, as already mentioned, was that accountability often became accounting. New mid-

dle managers became accountants for new categorical programs,
compartmentalized domains that linked local bureaucrats more to
state and federal officials than to local districts. Meyer (1980) suggests that, in the face of possibly contradictory mandates and requirements, a sensible strategy for school superintendents was
calculated ignorance or incompetence, rather than the masterful
planning that had been the aim of their predecessors.
The older faith in a science of education and in universal
solutions to educational problems did not disappear in the 1960s,
however. Indeed, educational research was a grow h industry during that decade. In particular, the number of evaluators expanded
rapidly as government agencies demanded that someone assess the
success of reforms. In the new version of accountability, much early

evaluation was based on a rational model of planning and implementationcalibration of how well reforms matched, in practice,
the intent of legislation. But sophisticated evaluators soot, concluded that reform is a complex social and political process fraught
with assumptions and interests that are ignored in the rational
model of top-down reform. It was difficult if not impossible to
separate the effects of centralized programs from the influences permeating the local context (McLaughlin, 1987).

The responses of the educational system to the demands of
protest groups in the 1960s and early 1970s produced a patchwork
of centralized and decentralized governance. "Accountability" became a cloak of many colors. One concept of accountability was
responsiveness to the many protest groups that demanded attention
to their agendas. Such responsiveness might take the form of introducing black history in the curriculum, for example, or appointing
a Title IX coordinator to correct gender injustices. Accountability
also became compliance with the legal mandates that resulted from
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the expansion of litigation in education (districts had to respond to
court-ordered racial desegregation, elimination of sex discrimination, and protection of procedural rights for students and teachers).
Still another kind of accountability consisted of offering students
more choices, as in electives or alternative schoolscreating minimarkets within the educational system in which the student became
the consumer and the high school a shopping mall (Powell, Farrar,
and Cohen, 1985).
In the 1980s, the pendulum of policy swung to state-level
centralization (Firestone, Fuhrman, and Kirst, 1989). States passed
legislation to "make the little buggers work harder" (Kirst, 1988,
1989), prescribing more courses, requiring more time in classes, and
seeking to rachet up the system to world-class standards. Attention
shifted away from the older forms of educational accountability
(being responsive to outsider groups, measuring the effectiveness of
reform programs, complying with equity legislation, or providing
students with choices within the public system). The compelling

measure of effectivenessthe major form of accountabilitybecame performance on standardized tests. In the 1990s, while national and state leaders portray the United States as embroiled in a
bleak economic competition with other nations, test scores on wall
charts dominate discourse about what is wrong with American ed-

ucation. Once again, people are seeking to perfect the schools
through changes in governance.
Governance in Current Reforms

Imagine that the shapers of educational policy in the past were to
wake up in 1991 as modern-day Rip Van Winkles, unaware of what
has been happening, and observe the present moment in the reform
of educational governance:
Horace Mann discovers that many key policy makers,

including the president of the United States, think
that schooling should be part of an open market
where parents, as consumers, choose where to send
their children. What happened, asks the evangelist for

the common school ideal, to the notion that public
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education is a common good? Do not all citizens have
a stake in the civic and moral instruction of the next
generation? Has education become merely a consumer
good in 1991 (Messer li, 1972)?

A board member of a one-room school of the
1890s, one of almost a half million lay trustees of
American schools, the most numerous class of public
officials in the world, awakens to find that there are
fewer than one thousand one-room schools and that
districts have been consolidated until there are fewer
than sixteen thousand. The ranks of school trustees
have been decimated. He discovers that few lament the
loss of this traditional form of democratic governance.
In fact, he notes that in policy talk about reforming

education, people discuss roles for the nation, the
states, and the individual school staff and parents
but rarely for school trustees (National Center for Education Statistics, 1988; U.S. Department of Education, 1991).

Ellwood P. Cubberley wakes up to find that the
Chicago of 1991 has outdone the Philadelphia of 1904

in participatory democracy, having eleven school
board members for each of its schools and a complex
network of central, middling, and ancillary authorities. Good grief, he might exclaim, how can the wise
and expert leader avert chaos and corruption (Cubberley, 1934)?

Pierre S. DuPont awakens to discover that businessmen tuday denounce centralization as bureaucracy
gone mad and call for "restructuring" in education as

in businessby which they usually mean decentralization of decision making to the school site. Do they
know nothing about the value of scientific management, economies of scale, consolidation, and coordination (Taggart, 1988)?
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A U.S. senator who fought federal aid to education for thirty years, from 1932 to 1962because con-

trol, he believed, followed the dollaris startled to
learn that the president and all fifty governors are now

advocating a national curriculum and national standards, all to be policed by national examinations.
They had the gall to call this idea "A Jeffersonian
Compact"an insult to that great advocate of states'
rights. Have the Russians taken over the government,
in the guise of the Charlottesville 51? Does no one
recall that one hundred congressmen were so bothered

by federal control that they voted to name the U.S.
Commissioner of Education the Commissar of Education (Tyack, 1990)?

John Dewey, who encouraged children and
teachers to create a distinctively democratic form of
social learning and who believed that education had
no goals beyond itselfsurely no targets of achievement imposed from the top downis alarmed. Now
national leaders assumethey do not have to prove
that the central purpose of education is to make the
United States economically competitive. In a Darwinian world of survival by test score, autocratic Korea

becomes a country to beat and centralized Japan a
nation to emulate (Dewey, 1899; Hlebowitsh, 1990).

From the perspective of the long history of school governance, anomalies abound in present-day proposals for reform as
people advocate change from opposite directions. Some believe that
there should be a national curriculum and "restructured" individual schools where professionals decide how but not what to teach.
Some advocate subsidized choice of schoolspublic or privatebut
want a highly prescribed curriculum to eliminate a traditional form
of choice: elect;ve subjects in a diversified curriculum. Solutions
suitable for bumper stickers appear: small is beautiful; choice is the
answer; blame the bureaucrats; too much "democracy." These re-
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place older ones: take the schools out of politics; big is better; experts know best (Olson, 1988).

Underlying much current policy talk about school governance is a set of assumptions: that ineffective schools are to blame
for the perceived lack of competitiveness of the U.S. economy (Ka-

plan, 1991); that faulty governance produces faulty education
(Chubb and Moe, 1990); that there is "one best way" to govern
schools, and it can be learned from business. Each of these assumptions, it seems to me, is questionable, whether one looks at the past

or at the present. To paraphrase an aphorism, there are simple
solutions to difficult problems, and they are wrong.
What themes, what cautions, might one draw from this brief
account of historical puzzles and anomalies in school governance?
One theme is that most changes in governance, whether touted as

centralization or as decentralization, have generally left institutional deposits that made school structures more rather than less
complex (Cohen, 1990). A typical response to outside demands for
change has been to add a new department, a new layer of govern-

ment, or an agency. Such accretions rarely disappear. This fact
prompts a caution: do not assume that through the reform of governance, even in the name of decentralization, the old will evaporate; it seems more likely that accommodating to new demands will
complicate, not simplify.
A second theme is that private agencies not subject to direct
public control have exerted great influence over public education.
Consider the power of textbook publishers over the curriculum or
of test companies over the destiny of individual students (especially
in the current rage for more high-stakes testing). President Bush's
current proposals (U.S. Department of Education, 1991) to define
accountability in terms of test results, to turn over the design of new
schools to a privately funded and privately managed agency, and to
develop a basic national curriculum prompt another caution: What
happens to democratic control of education? Who will balance conflicting purposes? How can conflicts of interest or indoctrination be
avoided when huge corporations that sell to an educational market

also take a central role in designing schools and in providing instructional technology and materials for them? Is business to be
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considered the disinterested broker of the interest, or is it one among
many voices to be heard (Putka, 1991)?

A third theme, drawn from considerable evidence, is that
changes in governance have generally failed to alter basic patterns
of instruction. One reason may be that teachers are rarely consulted
when leaders seek to change schooling. In its list of "Who Does
What," America 2000 (U.S. Department of Education, 1991) mentions the president, Congress, the governors, and the business community, finally remembering teachers as one of eleven groups "at
the community level." The caution here is obvious: Why should

teachers buy into reform when they are an afterthought or are
blamed as mossbacks, the source of the problem (McLaughlin,
1991)? Educational reform, as Elmore and McLaughlin (1988) say,
is "steady work." A key way to improve schooling is to start with
the classroom and to attend to the teachers who do that steady work.
By moving from the inside out, and not from the top down, one may
gain a better sense of how to improve instruction.
A fourth theme is the persistent importance of ideology in
school reform. In many ways, common belief systems have proved
at least as important as formal patterns of governance in shaping
American education. The history of American public schools is rich
in visions of possibility, beginning with the evangelists of Horace
Mann's generation. Leaders such as John Dewey and Martin Luther
King, Jr., expressed a powerful commitment to social justice that
energized their contemporaries. A comparison of the ideas of such
cultural leaders with those of reform advocates today prompts a
final caution: we must attend to what is being left out of discussions
of educational purpose today, and in the proces. we must develop
a vision of a decent future for all citizens.
The belief systems underlying much of current American
educational reform seem impoverished and incomplete in comparison with earlier ideologies. As Mann, Dewey, and King would have
perceived, such statements as A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellent e in Education, 1983) and America 2000 (U.S.
Department of Education, 1991) narrow both the sense of purpose
and the measure of success in U.S. education. These recent manifestos have moved away from the tradition of a broad-based conception of democratic citizenship, revealed in action. They substitute
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the aim of economic competitiveness, to be certified by higher test
scores. Such a narrowing of purpose omits much that is of value
from the discussion of educational policy and constricts the historical vision of the common school. The ideology of competition may
resonate among current opinion shapers and may create a temporary sense of public urgency, but is it a lasting and generous conception of educational purpose?
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School Decentralization:

Who Gains? Who Loses?
Richard F. Elmore
Debates about centralized and decentralized governance structures
in education have much in common with the egg dispute reported
by Jonathan Swift in Gulliver's Travels, book 1, chapter 4:

It is allowed on all hands, that the primitive way of
breaking eggs before we eat them, was upon the larger
end: But his present Majesty's grandfather, while he
was a boy, going to eat an egg, and breaking it according to the ancient practice, happened to cut one of his

fingers. Whereupon the Emperor, his father, published an edict commanding all his subjects, upon
great penalties, to break the smaller end of their eggs.
The people have so highly resented this law, that our
histories tell us, there have been six rebellions raised
on that account; wherein one emperor lost his life, and

another his crown. . . It is computed that eleven
thousand persons have, at several times, suffered
death, rather than submit to break their eggs at the
smaller end. Many hundred large volumes have been
published upon this controversy: But the books of the
Big-Endians have been long forbidden, and the whole
party rendred [sic] incapable by law of holding employments [Swift, 1947, p. 231].

Decentralization and the Democratic Wish

American education is once again in the throes of decentralization.

As in past periods, the doctrinal lines are firmly drawn. Public
33
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school bureaucracy, school reformers widely agree, has become too

large, too inefficient, and too unresponsive, especially in the nation's cities. As a consequence of the growth of centralized school
bureaucracies, schools have become mired in rules and cut off from

their clientsstudents, parents, and community members. Ambitious, if not radical, reforms are required to rectify this situation.
Central bureaucracy must be substantially reduced; schools must be
given more autonomy and more responsibility on such matters as
personnel, budget, and curriculum; new governance structures must

be designed that hold schools accountable to their clients, rather
than to their bureaucratic superiors. Reformers yearn for a simpler,
more direct link between the schools and "the people." In this link,
according to reformers, lies the solution to a variety of ills of American education, including the inefficiencies of centralized adminis-

tration, the isolation of public schools from the political support
of the communities in which they operate, and the poor performance and lax standards that have made American education mediocre by international standards.
In any specific case, decentralizing reforms seem, at least on
the surface, to provide very plausible answers to the ills of public
education. In general, however, repeated cycles of centralizing and
decentralizing reforms in education have had little discernible effect
on the efficiency, accountability, or effectiveness of public schools.
From this broader vantage point, the cycles of centralization and

decentralization in public education bear a striking similarity to
Jonathan Swift's account of the dispute between the Big-Endians
and the Little-Endians. An event triggers the formation of a doc-

trine about whether administrative or political responsibility
should be centralized or decentralized. A debate ensues about the
merits of centralization and decentralization. At any given point in
the debate, the "correct" or "enlightened" position is usually clear:
it is the opposite of whatever was previously correct. Each doctrine
is well developed, to the point where it can be recited more or less
as a mantra by reformers and practitioners. Although those who
subscribe to the old "incorrect" or "unenlightened" doctrine are not
usually treated with the harshness of Swift's Big-Endians, they are
consigned, albeit temporarily, to a sort of intellectual bullpen, on
the periphery of play, where they try to keep their doctrine warm
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for the next inning. Swift's account captures the fervor with which
these orthodoxies are established and argued, usually in isolation
from any serious analysis of their practical consequences. What
practical difference, after all, is there between breaking the egg on
the big end and breaking it on the little end? One might as well ask
what practical consequences follow from the centralization or decentralization of administrative or political responsibility in American education.
Indeed, research on centralization and decentralization in
American education is characterized by the virtually complete disconnection between structural reform and anything having to do
with classroom instruction or the learning of students. Whatever the
politics of centralization and decentralization is "about" in Amer-

ican educationand it is about many things, as we shall seeit is
not fundamentally or directly about teaching and learning. This
disconnection between structural reform and the core technology of
schooling means that major reforms can wash over the educational
system, consuming large amounts of scarce resourcesmoney; time;

the energy of parents, teachers, and administrators; the political
capital of elected officialswithout having any discernible effect on
what students actually learn in school. Furthermore, because the
process of centralization and decentralization is cyclic 1, and because each cycle leaves behind some vestige of its reforms, the cumulative effect of several cycles of reform is to make the educational
system more complex, less accessible to its clients, less comprehensible to those who work in it, and therefore less manageable, even
though each reform, taken by itself, is predicated on the assumption
that it alone will make the system simpler, more comprehensible,
and more manageable (see Cohen, 1990).
America's fascination with centralization and decentralization in education is an example of what Morone (1990) has called
the "democratic wish." American political culture is based on two

fundamental convictions: faith in government, based on direct,
communal democracy; and the fear that concentrations of power in
governmental institutions are dangerous to individual liberty. As a
protection against concentrations of power, we construct political
institutions in ways that institutionalize conflict and disperse responsibility. These institutions are vulnerable to stalemate; they are
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especially good at blocking and frustrating attempts at change. Periodically, reformers act on the democratic wish to return power to
"the people," through reforms that push decision making out into
smaller, simpler, more directly accountable institutions. These new
reforms almost never displace existing institutions, which are the
products of earlier, similar reforms and of attempts to disperse and
fragment power. The new institutional forms, born of the democratic wish, emerge and become routinized. Concern for maintenance of these new institutions displaces the fervor of the reforms
that spawned them. Soon this concern for maintenance provokes
opposition and results in the mobilization of new groups bent on
reform. Political opposition mobilizes, and these institutions lose
their legitimacy as truly representative of "the people." The institutions in turn become the subjects of the next generation of protest
and reform, which in turn spawns yet another set of institutions,

this time truly responsive to "the people" in the eyes of the reformers. And so it goes.

The first reformers in American education. during the early
nineteenth century, saw the formation of the common school as a
way of putting education in the hands of the people. As Tyack and
Hansot have argued, this period of reform had the character of a
highly decentralized social movement. It was held together by voluntary networks and consciously modeled on the missionary model.
It produced an atomizea structure of individual schools, each one
tied closely to its immediate constituency (Tyack and Hansot, 1982).
This approach was an ing,:nious way to spread public education in
a vast country with major regional differences, but it also contained
the seeds of its own demise.

The reformers of the Progressive Era saw the old system as
parochial and, at its worst, corrupt. The very closeness of schools
to their communities meant that they had become places where
relatives and political cronies could be employed, rather than places
where good education (defined by the Progressives as enlightened
professional practice) would occur. Public schools should be accountable to a broader community, the reformers argued, which
usually meant to business and social elites. The administrative progressives created the locally centralized structure that forms the basic
organizational template of American education today: locally
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elected boards, central administrative staffs, and building-level administrators, all overseeing teachers who work, for the most part,
in isolated classrooms. From the 1920s through the 1950s, this structure proved durable.

In the 1960s, growing consciousness of racial injustice
spawned a reaction to the centralized systems constructed by the
administrative progressives, which resulted in several ambitious attempts at decentralization and in a general loosening of central
administrative control, even in local school systems that underwent
no formal decentralization. These reforms were designed to bring
schools closer to people who had traditionally been excluded from
active participation in the governance of public education. By the
late 1970s, critics were observing that loosening central control,
particularly in large urban systems, had resulted in substantial variation among schools in curriculum and students' performance.
In the early 1980s, the crisis of confidence in public education
generated by the so-called excellence movement resulted in states'
introducing clearer standards for teachers and students and in districts' introducing greater consistency among schools in curriculum
and teaching. These reforms were based on the assumption that

schools had lost sight of their accountability to the broader
community.
No sooner were these reforms under way than another set of
reforms emerged, in the mid 1980s, all predicated on a strong doubt
that school bureaucracies, as currently constituted, could ever manage to provide high-quality education. These reformers are split at
least three ways: among advocates of administrative decentralization, now called school-site management; advocates of market solutions, or relatively unfettered parental choice; and advocates of
systemic reform, or greater centralization on certain dimensions

(notably curricula, teacher training, student assessment, and finance) and less centralization on others (notably governance and
specific instructional decisions). These reforms reflect deep division

over who the relevant constituents are for public education. The
advocates of market solutions argue that the content of public education should become, in effect, the sum of the individual decisions of parents and students. Advocates of administrative decentralization argue that the content of public education should be the sum
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of decisions made by local school governance structures, which include parents, teachers, and administrators. Advocates of systemic
reform argue that the content of public education should be determined by some combination of "tight" central control on dimensions related to systemwide quality and "loose" central control, or
decentralized decision making, on dimensions related to the tailoring of curricula and teaching to specific settings and students. Advocates of systemic reform arcs le, in effect, that the content of public
education should be the sum of state and national decisions that set
quality standards and local and school decisions that determine
how to meet these quality standards in the context of specific communities and groups of students (Ma len, Ogawa, and Krantz, 1990;
Chubb and Moe, 1990; Smith and O'Day, 1991).
Historically, then, political debates over centralization and
decentralization in American education are only superficially about
the efficiency, effectiveness, or accountability of specific structural
arrangements. More fundamentally, they are debates about how to
construct a public for public education. For advocates of decentralizing reforms, "the people" are parents and community members
who have a direct interest in specific schools and who often were
deliberately or unintentionally excluded from participation under
earlier forms of organization. For the advocates of centralizing reforms, "the people" means the broader, more diffuse community of
citizens, including not only those with immediate connections to
specific schools but also those with a general interest in the collective results of the entire system. Advocates of decentralizing reforms
accuse centralizers of deliberately concealing the interests of specific
constituencieseducation professionals and business interests, for
examplein their appeals to a broader public. Advocates of centralizing reforms accuse decentralizers of making public education the
private preserve of narrow, parochial, often corrupt constituencies
that are less concerned about the general improvement of education
than about serving their own interest in money and influence.
Morone (1990, p. 29) argues that this ambivalence over who
constitutes "the people" runs through the entire fabric of American
political institutions, and the ambivalence is symptomatic of the
fact that "Americans have failed to institutionalize a communal
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spirit," a problem he characterizes as "a dilemma of political practice and institutional design."
In education, arguably the most political of American governmental functions, this dilemma of political practice and institu-

tional design takes a special form. Debates in education over
institutional structure are not just debates about who constitutes the
public; they are also debates about the legitimacy of professional
educators to speak with authority on matters of educational practice. In a society obsessed by the competing claims of various political interests, educators are increasingly treated by political

decision makersand, indeed, increasingly see themselvesas one
among many political interests with a stake in public decisions
about the enterprise. Many reforms, of both the centralizing and
decentralizing sort, are explicitly and calculatedly designed to undermine claims by educators to any special knowledge about teaching and learning and to any special right to use that knowledge in
ways that would increase their influence in educational policy (see,
for example, Sykes, 1990.) Reformers may disagree about who constitutes "the people" for the purpose of any particular reform; but,
at least since the 1960s, reformers usually agree that educators are
not to be trusted, any more than any other parochial special-interest
group, with major decisions about the direction or content of public

education. If war is too important to be left to the generals, the
argument goes, then education is certainly too important to be left
to the educators (see, for example, Finn, 1991).
This general tendency to treat educators as one among many
political constituencies has had many effects (including marginal
professional status for teachers), but none has been more pervasive
than the disconnection between policy and practice in educational
reform. The politics of structural reform in education has increasingly become a politics about the authority and legitimacy of var-

ious institutional arrangements, disconnected from any serious
treatment of whether these arrangements can be expected to have
any impact on what students learn in school. The stakes of structural reform are largely reckoned in terms of who gains and who
loses influence within the governance structure, not in terms of
whether structural change leads to changes in the conditions of
teaching and learning. To treat conditions of teaching and learning
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as central to reform would mean treating knowledge about teaching
and learning as authoritative in political decision making, and this
would be to adopt a view that is at odds with the political role of
educators as representatives of specific political interests.
Lest my argument be interpreted as special pleading for educators, let me add that educators themselves have been among the
most enthusiastic partisans of disconnecting structural reform from
teaching and learning. Site-based management, the major form of
administrative decentralization at the moment, is almost entirely
the product of education professionals, yet there is little or no evidence that it has any direct or predictable relationship to changes
in instruction and students' learning. In fact, the evidence suggests
that the implementation of site-based management reforms has a
more or less random relationship to changes in curriculum, teaching, and students' learning (Ma len, Ogawa, and Krantz, 1990). Educators have learned to play the game of structural reform in ways
that are consistent with the prevailing form of interest-group politics: rationalize structural changes not in terms of how they will
affect teaching and learning but in terms of who will gain access
and influence to political decisions about schooling.
Debates about centralization and decentralization in Ameri-

can education, then, are mainly debates about who should have
access to and influence over decisions, not about what the content
and practice of teaching and learning should be or how to change
those things.

The Contradictions of Structural Reform

The interplay of political internts around centralization and decentralization leads not only to the uncoupling of structural change
from educational practice but also to a number of contradictions in
the basic design and operatio i of administrative structures. These
contradictions center on basic questions: Who are the intended beneficiaries of decentralization? To whom are schools accountable? In
what terms are the alleged benefits of decentralization to be reckoned?

Decentralization to Whom?
To say that authority and responsibility for key decisions should be
"decentralized" in an educational system is to say very little, in the
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absence of some set of beliefs about who are the objects or benefi-

ciaries of decentralization, whose interests are to be served by
decentralization, and how decentralization is supposed to serve
those interests. To see how these questions are resolved in real settings, consider the case of New York City.
New York City's 1969 decentralization grew, in part, out of a
bitter and divisive teachers' strike, in which the United Federation of
Teachers (UFT) protested the authority of a community organization
in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville section of Brooklyn to hire, fire, and
reassign teachers and principals. Between May and November 1968,
the UFT struck the citywide system three times. The "community
control" project in Ocean Hill-Brownsville, one of three model projects in the city, had been the brainchild of officers at the Ford Foundation and was subsequently joined by education reformers in the city
and by community activists in the neighborhood.

The reformers saw an opportunity to break what they regarded as the pernicious control of the citywide board of education
and to force recognition of the poor quality of schooling for black

and Puerto Rican children. The UFT, for its part, saw the More
Effective Schools programa pilot, school-based program that
brought substantial resources to schools with heavy concentrations
of disadvantaged studentsas a progressive solution the citywide
problems of quality, and the UFT saw the attempt of the community organization to assert control of hiring, firing, and reassign-

ment as a direct challenge to its hard-won efforts to ensure fair
treatment and decent working conditions for its members across the
whole city (Mayer, 1968).
Preceding and running parallel to the battle over community
control in Ocean Hill-Brownsville was a broader policy debate, at
the city and state levels, over decentralization. In 1897, New York
City had moved from a system in which each borough had its own
board to one in which there was a centralized board for the whole
city. In 1902, forty-six local boards of education were established,
their members appointed by the borough presidents, and each of the
boards sent a representative to the central board. In 1917, the local
boards were reduced to an advisory capacity, and the central board

was reduced to seven members, appointed by the mayor and the
borough presidents. This system of weak local boards continued
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into the 1960s. In 1961, in the aftermath of a scandal over corruption

in school construction, the state legislature established thirty new
local boards, whose members were to be appointed by the central
board but whose responsibilities remained advisory (Zimet, 1973).
By the late 1960s, the city's racial and ethnic composition had
changed dramatically. Between 1950 and 1960, for example, there
was a net emigration of over 1,000,000 whites from the city, and
there was an immigration of nearly 400,000 African-Americans and
Hispanics into the city. White school enrollment declined by over
20 percent, from over 650,000 to under 500,000, while AfricanAmerican and Hispanic enrollment more than doubled, from about
300,000 to over 600,000 (State Charter Commission for New York
City, 1974). Between 1960 and 1965. the city schools underwent at
least three separate attempts to desegregate, each less successful than

the last, which left a legacy of frustration and demoralization
among the city's civil rights leaders. By the late 1960s, the increased
political mobilization of minority citizens, brought about by the
civil rights and desegregation struggles and coupled with increased
alienation and dissatisfaction with city political institutions, given
the repeated failure of desegregation efforts, resulted in increased
political support for community control among minority community leaders ( Zimet, 1973; Fantini, Gittel, and Magat, 1971).
Before the first of the three 1968 teachers' strikes, Mayor John
V. Lindsay appointed an advisory panel, chaired by McGeorge
Bundy of the Ford Foundation. The panel proposed that responsibility for school governance be decentralized to community school
district boards, jointly constituted by mayoral appointments and by
community elections. This plan was rejected by both the New York
City School Board and the State Board of Regents. In May 1968, the
state legislature passed a law allowing the mayor to appoint four

additional members to the city board. The mayor promptly appointed members sympathetic to decentralization. This newly constituted board began its work at the peak of the teachers' strike and
submitted its own proposal for decentralization to the state legislature. That proposal was passed in the spring of 1969, and this bill
forms the basis of the present system of decentralization in New
York City (Zimet, 1973).
Under this system, the citywide hoard of education is consti-
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tuted by the mayor's appointment of two members and by the election of the remaining five members from the city's five boroughs.
Each of the city's thirty-two community districts is governed by a
board elected from within that district. The citywide board of examiners and the chancellor retain responsibility for determining the
fitness of candidates for teaching and administrative posts, but com-

munity boards are responsible for specific personnel decisions
within their districts. The community boards are also responsible
for specific curriculum decisions and subject to citywide and state
policies, but the chancellor can suspend or remove a community
board, or any member of it, if a district fails to meet city or state
minimum curricular standards. The citywide board of education
retains responsibility for all the city's high schools (Zimet, 1973).
Notice that there are several answers to the question "Decentralization to whom?" in the politics of decentralization in New
York City. Various generations of policy makers at the state and
local levels have answered the question largely by balancing the
interests of various constituencies, responding opportunistically to
the changing ethnic and racial composition of the city, and correcting what they saw as abuses of whatever structure was in place.
Policy makers, in other words, could not answer the question "Decentralization to whom?" without first determining whose interests
needed attention. The advocates of community control subscribed
to the idea that community members should have responsibility for
making virtually all decisions affecting schools (community was
defined not in terms of the participants in a given school but in
terms of a geographically defined neighborhood). The citywide
Board of Education subscribed to the idea that the whole structure
had to be governed by a political body accountable to the electorate
of the city as a whole, whatever provisions were made for decentralized administration of the schools. Educators held to the notion that
the school as an organizational unit should be the object of decentralization for certain specific instructional decisions, while other

mattersnotably policies affecting conditions of workshould be
decided at the citywide level. Policy makers resolved these various
conflicting views not by choosing a single constituency to exercise
authority over the schools but rather by building a structure that
balanced various constituencies against each other. The community
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boards were given circumscribed authority over elementary and secondary schools; the citywide Board of Education retained authority

over most budget matters, the personnel system, and the high
schools. Educators retained a considerable degree of school-level
influence, largely because of fragmented authority at the higher
levels.

Even in the more recent and arguably more radical form of
decentralization in Chicago, one can see much the same ambiguity
over who is to be the object of decentralization. As in New York,

decentralization in Chicago grew out of a bitter and divisive
teachers' strike. The resulting planthe outcome, as in New York,
of outside reformers' acting through state governmentput decision-making authority for hiring principals and formulating and
implementing school-improvement plans (among other things) in
the hands of 542 local school councils. The plan reconstituted the
citywide board as a delegate assembly of local board members, and
it set targets for reducing staffing in the central administration of
the citywide board. Nevertheless, the plan is quite prescriptive
where the responsibilities of local school councils are concerned; for

example, it lays out in some detail how councils should go about

constructing and overseeing the implementation of schoolimprovement plans (see Hess, 1991). The state law also prescribes
overall objectives for the Chicago schools and a monitoring mechanism for seeing whether the system achieves those objectives. The
reform has left Chicago's structure for collective bargaining with
teachers virtually intact. While the focus of reform is on decentralization to the school community, that feature is nested in a broader
structure, which implies that schools are ultimately responsible to
a wider constituency at the citywide and state levels.
A similar pattern of ambiguity concerning who is the object
of decentralization can be seen in the myriad school-site management schemes implemented by local districts over the last decade or
so. Reviews of the literature on school-site management find that

the authority of schools and of school-site councilswhich typically represent some combination of parents, administrators, and
staffis either very vaguely specified or highly circumscribed; seldom if ever does school-site management actually mean real control
over the core elements of the organization (budgeting, staffing, cur-
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riculum, organizational structure, and governance). In most instances, school-site management means some incremental shift of
responsibility from central administration to the school site on
some limited set of dimensions. Nor does school site management
ever fundamentally alter the web of policies, many of which originate not from the local district but from the state and federal levels,
within which schools operate. The idea that school-site management involves decentralization of authority and responsibility to
"the school," then, is a convenient fiction that masks considerable
ambiguity and disagreement over who is the object of decentralization and what decisions are supposed to be made at the school-site
level (Ma len, Ogawa, and Krantz, 1990; Clune and White, 1988).

Accountability to Whom?

To say that decentralization increases "accountability" in educa-

tional systems is to say very little in the absence of some set of beliefs
about who is to be accountable to whom for what. On the surface,
most decentralizing efforts express a common theme on the subject

of accountability: schools are to be held accountable to the public
for the results that they produce with students. Below the surface of
this simple some would say simplistic) formula lie roiling ambiguity and outright contradiction.
One source of ambiguity centers on the issue of who constitutes the public. As noted at the beginning of this chapter, there is
in republican government a deep-seated ambiguity concerning
whether "the people" means the public at large, as represented
through democratic institutions, or the public writ small, as represented in particular geographical constituencies, special-interest
groups, or factions. In New York, decentralizing to the community
level created a new set of official institutionscommunity boards
which were, in theory, expected to be more responsive to the immediate needs of parents and students because the interests of the community could be represented more specifically and immediately
through these institutions. In practice, however, the community
boards' politics is at least as factionalized as citywide politics; and
when factions assume control of community districts, they are at
least as exclusionary in their policies and practices toward minority
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factions within their geographical constituencies as larger-scale institutions are. To be an African-American in East Harlem, where
community politics is effectively dominated by Puerto Rican His-

panics, is to be in an even smaller minority than an AfricanAmerican would be in the city at large. To say, then, that creating
smaller institutions that are closer to "the people" increases accountability to "the people" is as often as not to substitute democratic sentiment for analysis. In fact, an equally compelling case can
be madeand has been made, by James Madison in the tenth and
fifty-first Federalist papersthat the best protection against factionalism and repression of minorities is to be found in the "Chinese
box" design of the federal system, which allows citizens who feel
that they have been poorly treated at one level of government to
have redress at other levels (Hamilton, Madison, and Jay, [17871788] 1941). In this model, the matter of who constitutes "the people" for any specific question of public policy depends entirely on
the level of the system at which the issue is addressed. There is no
absolute presumption that "the people" at one level are any wiser,
more informed, or better equipped to make decisions than "the
people" at any other level; the only presumption is that factional
interests will exert different influences at different levels of
aggregation.
Another source of ambiguity in the relationship between accountability and decentralization is the hierarchical relationships
concealed in decentralization schemes. These relationships may become evident only over time. Decentralization in both New York
City and Chicago is a creature of state policy. In both instances,
reformers at the city level took their case to the state legislature and
were able to gain significant changes in the institutional structure
of the local education system. After theses policies are set in motion,
local actors tend to treat the institutional framework as given, rather
than as an artifact of politics at a higher level of government, which

can be changed whenever the politics at the level change. To say,

then, that community district decentralization in New York or
school-site decentralization in Chicago makes schools more accountable to their immediate communities is to say something important about the short-term incentives operating on schools, but
it is also to ignore something important about the longer-term dy-
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namics of accountability in the system at large. When charges of
corruption are leveled at community districts in New York City (as
they have been with increasing frequency), the authority of the citywide Board of Education and the state attorney general is invoked
to resolve such charges. In other words, the community boards are
also "accountable" to a citywide and statewide constituency for
their fiscal and personnel practices. One wonders what will happen
as the Chicago experiment in school-site decentralization progresses
to the point where it becomes clear that certain schools are performing at consistently low levels or that certain communities have
somewhat different ideas about how to manage personnel decisions.
It seems unlikely that these problems will be resolved entirely in
terms of "accountability" to local constituencies, since those local
constituencies will be implicated in the problems that the schools
have produced. It seems more likely that various higher-level jurisdictions will become involved, according to the seriousness of the
problem and its visibility, and that these jurisdictions will represent
the interests of very different constituencies.

A final source of ambiguity is vagueness about what the

schools will be held accountable for in decentralized schemes. Policy analysts and good-government reformers take for granted that
decentralization is about producing better results for children,
through whatever outcome measures may be fashionable at the moment. In operation, decentralization schemes involve much more
complex and ambiguous means-ends relationships. The Ford Foundation officers and professional reformers who put together the
New York City decentralization plan clearly believed that the city's
schools had to become more closely connected to the emerging minority political activists in the city and that this connection would
ultimately fuel an improvement in the quality of education for
children. This relationship has turned out to be much more complex and problematic than the reformers assumed. The reformers
could have taken an initial cue from the fact that the key disputes
in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville conflict did not have much to do
with the quality of classroom instruction in the neighborhood's
schools, but rather with who had the authority to fire and replace
existing school staff. After watching Rody McCoy, the chief administrator in Ocean Hill-Brownsville, Martin Mayer observed:
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When I arrived at Ocean Hill that month [March
1968] .

.

.

,

I found McCoy working desperately hard

with his principals and staffsome white, some Negroto put a head of steam under a number of new
programs in reading, math, Negro and Puerto Rican
culture, bilingualism, etc. He had begun small-scale
training programs for "paraprofessionals." . . . He
was planning for teacher teams, nongraded classrooms, programmed instructioneverything in the
way of educational innovation that might help in a
neighborhood where most children were as far behind
as they were in Ocean Hill. I visited four of the dis-

trict's schools on as many days, and returned to tell
McCoy that I had seen a good deal of routine and some

substandard teaching, and that the schools seemed
dominated by a fear of disorder which impeded teaching. He said he knew, that he was working to establish
a climate in which teachers could teach, and that once

he had the climate he was going to judge who was
good and could give help, who needed help, and who

ought to be eliminated from the district. It was all
intelligent, level-headed and very sad [Mayer, 1968,
pp. 35-36).

With one hand, McCoy was attempting to improve instruction in the schools; with the other, he was attempting to respond
to community pressure for another kind of accountabilityinvolving employment in the schoolsby firing and reassigning career

teachers and principals. He was being "accountable" on both
hands, but being accountable did not necessarily result in better
education for children. In fact, two potentially conflicting conceptions of accountability were at work in McCoy's actionsaccountability for students' learning and accountability to adults' demands
for access. In the end, educational improvement and accountability
for students' learning fell by the wayside: the politics of accountability to adults' demands for access was more pressing.
Systems of decentralization that attempt to draw schools into
closer relationships with their communities inevitably entail such
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conflicting notions of accountability. To say that such schemes increase "accountability" is not, after all, to say much about their
likely effect on students.
What Sort of Efficiency?
Centralized bureaucracy is always an attractive target, and reformers
usually see decentralization as opening up opportunities for more
efficient government through the reduction of the overhead costs
associated with centralized administration and through the use of
those resources for direct delivery of services at the lowest level of
the system. To say that decentralization increases efficiency, however, is to say very little in the absence of knowledge about the level
of aggregation at which efficiency is important and in the absence
of knowledge about how resources are used in so-called decentralized systems.

One could argue, for example, that in New York City (with
the city as a whole as the relevant level of aggregation) the introduction of community school districts has been an extremely inefficient
measure. Community districts have simply replicated the organizational model of the larger system, creating locally run administrative
bureaucracies that oversee schools and provide staff support to community boards. With the community district as the relevant level of
aggregation, one can argue that important efficiencies have occurred
in certain specific cases. In Community District 4, in East Harlem,
for example, the central administration has shifted resources significantly away from central administration and toward the schools and
has experimented at the school level with staffing arrangements that
eliminate administrative and support staff and reallocate those resources to teaching (Elmore, 1990). In the system as a whole, however, these efficiencies are idiosyncratic.

In Chicago, the citywide administration is under state mandate to meet certain targets for reduction in central staff and real-

location of resources to individual schools. At the moment,

individual schools are grappling with what it means to have each
school governed by its own elected board and with the implications
of that system of governance for the use of resources in the system.
One thing seems clear, however, by analogy to New York City: one

P.":
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cannot assume that just because resources are being used at the
school level, they are being efficiently allocated for maximum
impact on students' learning. It may be that school-site decision
making is at least as inefficient in its use of resources as centralized
decision making is, if cost per unit of output is used as the criterion
of inefficiency. One could imagine, for example, the consequences
of some five hundred schools all inventing their own curricula, staff
development plans, and building maintenance programs. In fact,
the reformers have already anticipated this problem and are busily
developing more "efficient" (and, incidentally, more centralized)
mechanisms for accomplishing these tasks. For the reformers, these
mechanisms are "good" centralization in that they are controlled by

people sympathetic to the reforms, rather than representing the
"bad" old form of centralization at the district level. Whether there

is much difference, in terms of effects on students, between the
"good" new centralization and the "bad" old centralization is, as
they say, an empirical question.
For our purposes, however, it is sufficient to observe that the
relationship between decentralization and efficiency in education is
tenuous at best. There is no simple formula for establishing a relationship between decentralized authority and efficient use of resources; there is onl; a series of complex, interrelated puzzles.

Rediscovering Madison, or What's Loose and What's Tight

The debate about centralization and decentralization in American
education is, like the debate between Swift's Big-Endians and LittleEndians, one of great intensity, in which the gains and losses are
reckoned in political terms, but this debate has few apparent consequences for what students learn. It is a debate in which complex
and puzzling issues are defined in simplistic terms and in which
policy and administrative structure are uncoupled from the central
task of the enterpriseteaching and learning. It is a debate in which
issues of instructional improvement are heavily politicized through

the association of improvements in the quality of teaching and
learning with the self-serving political interests of educators. For
these reasons, policy debates about centralization and decentralization are unlikely to produce any improvements in schooling.
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If the historical debate tells us anything, it is that the central
policy question should not be whether to centralize or decentralize
authority, but rather what should be loosely controlled from any
given level of government and what should be tightly controlled. In
the practical world of political and administrative decisions, no
absolute values attach to centralization or decentralization; there are
only relative values, gained from balancing the interests of constituencies at various levels of aggregation around the central task
teaching and learning. In the world of political rhetoric, however,
centralization and decentralization are often treated as issues of absolute value. The orthodoxy of the moment dictates one extreme or
the other, with little or no thought for the practical consequences.
Political decision makers and policy analysts can exert some
influence over the debate by framing questions of authority less in
terms of a dichotomy between centralization and decentralization
and more in terms of the question "What should be loosely governed, and what should be tightly governed, from any given level
of the system?" Implicit in this question is the assumption that
multiple levels of government, as well as their constituencies, all
have an interest in the governance of the schools, but that if they
all attempt to assert equal influence over all matters of schooling,
the system will collapse of its own organizational complexity. Thus
the issue is not whether one level of government or another should
influence education but rather how much influence of what kind
any given level of government should exert over what factors.
It would seem reasonable, for example, for the federal government and for states to have a substantial interest in knowing how
well students are gaining the knowledge and skills that will equip
them to function economically and politically, but it seems less
reasonable to expect that specific decisions about how to create
settings in which students learn could be prescribed from the federal
or the state level. Likewise, it would seem reasonable to expect
schools to have a substantial interest in how well particular students
perform and in whether their parents are engaged in students' learning and satisfied with the results. Between these two widely separated levels, it would seem reasonable to expect localities to have an
interest in whether students are equipped for the specific social,
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lems. Greater agreement among levels of government on the specific
responsibilities of each level means, in effect, greater recognition of
the limits of one level's ability to solve the problems of other levels,
as well as greater recognition of the special problems of translating
general policies into specific solutions.
In this context, the cyclical political wrangles over centralization and decentralization in American education can be seen as
a protracted evasion of the central question: What should be loosely
controlled, and what should be tightly controlled, from what level
of the system? This "loose-tight" issue will not be resolved by sim-

ple formulas that stress the superior competence of one level of
government for all purposes. Rather, it will be resolved through the
designing of institutions and policies that emphasize the particular
interests and competencies of each level.
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ant.' Versus Legitimation:
The Politics of Ambivalence
Hans N. Weiler
This chapter seeks to shed light on the political dynamics of the
debate over decentralization in educational governance by placing
it within the theoretical context of the state's exercise of power. The
key conceptual categories in this context are control, conflict, and

legitimacy. My principal thesis is that the state, in exercising its
power, has a dual interest: ensuring effectiveness and maintain11g
control, on the one hand, and enhancing and sustaining the normative basis of its authority (its legitimacy), on the other. Conditions of conflict, endemic in modern and pluralistic societies,
highlight the fundamental contradiction between these two interests: many otherwise effective strategies for maintaining control
tend to be detrimental to the state's legitimacy, and measures to
enhance the state's legitimacy tend to be used at the expense of
maintaining control. Nowhere does the "politics of ambivalence"
become clearer than in the debate over the "optimal scale of governance" (Scharpf, n.d., p. 2)that is, over greater centralization or
decentralization in the conduct of policy. While the state's interest
Note: The ideas developed in this chapter go back to lectures given at the
University of LuleA, Sweden, in 1988 and at the Norwegian Research Council for Applied Social Science in Oslo in 1989. The support of these institutions, of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, and
of the Spencer Foundation is gratefully acknowledged. The author received
valuable suggestions for improving the initial draft of this chapter from
Jane Hannaway and David Tyack. This chapter is a substantial revision of
earlier writings on the topic of decentralization that have appeared in Educational Policy (Weiler, 1989a), Evaluation as Policymaking (Weiler,
1990c), and Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis (Weiler, 1990a).
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in maintaining effective control over policy is normally best satisfied through centralized forms of governance, decentralization holds
out the competing dual attraction of serving as an instrument of
conflict management and "compensatory legitimation" alike.
Drawing on observations from among advanced industrialized and developing countries, this chapter pursues this line of rea-

soning by critically examining some of the arguments that are
commonly and most prominently advanced in favor of greater decentralization in educational governance and by showing that these
ar;uments reveal the basic contradictions that result from the principal interests of the state. This examination will be followed by a
discussion of two points: that decentralization, whatever else its
advantages may be, suggests itself from the point of view of the state
as an attractive instrument of both conflict management and compensatory legitimation; and, this attractiveness notwithstanding,
that the state's interest in maintaining control keeps getting in the
way of serious decentralization. The persistent tension between con-

siderations of control and of legitimation is further highlighted
when the issue.of decentralization is seen in the context of evaluat-

ing the performance of educational systems. It is here that my
general thesis"that policies of decentralizing the governance of
educational systems carry the seeds of their own contradictions"
(Weiler 1990a, p. 433)finds another and more specific illustration.

In the analysis of educational policy, both in the United
States and in a more comparative perspective, the issue of centralization versus decentralization has loomed particularly large in recent years. The meaning and referents of this debate, however, have
varied considerably. At one end of the spectrum, the critical issues,
especially in the United States, have to do with "restructuring" and
"school-based management" (see Elmore and Associates, 1990;
Timar, 1990; Tyack, 1990; and, for a comparative perspective, see
Hanson, 1990), including the decentralization of the governance
structure of large urban school systems, such as in New York City.
At the other end of the spectrum, a great deal of attention has been
directed at the role and limitations of national-level educational
authority in such federally constituted polities as the United States,
Australia, or the (old and new) Federal Republic of Germany. The
emergence of supranational jurisdictions, notably in the case of the
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European Community, has begun to extend the scope of the
centralization-decentralization debate even further.

Outside the United States, and on slightly different terms,
inquiries into the conditions and effects of greater or lesser degrees
of decentralization in education have been similarly voluminous

and often embedded in broader considerations of decentralized
power arrangements in the modern state (Sharpe, 1979; Laaglo and
McLean, 1985). As cases in point for the prominence of the decentralization issue in educational policy, France (Peril-, 1987), Australia (Birch and Smart, 1990), Germany (Baumert at .d Goldschmidt,
1980), and Norway (Granheim, Kogan, and Lindgren, 1990) have
been particularly well documented. A somewhat different collection
of literature has addressed the particular challenges of decentralization in educational management under conditions of underdevelopment (Cheema and Rondinelli, 1983; McGinn and Street, 1986).
Decentralization in Educational Policy:
Prevailing Arguments

Advocacy of decentralization in educational governance normally
takes the form of one of three arguments: the redistribution argument, which has to do with the sharing of power; the efficiency
argument, which is geared to enhancing the cost-effectiveness of the
educational system through a more efficient deployment and management of resources; and the cultures of learning argument, which
emphasizes the decentralization of educational content. These arguments are predicated on three different rationalizations for decentralizing the governance of educational systems. They are meant to
respond to different political and social dynamics and to have different effects on both the educational system and its environment.
In reviewing these three arguments, I will show that each of
them, although for different reasons, reveals a basic ambivalence
about the relative merits of centralization and decentralization in
educational governance. This conclusion will lead to the search for
alternative perspectives (decentralization as a means of both conflict
management and compensatory legitimation), which may provide
a better account of the political dynamics surrounding decentralization policies in education.
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Decentralization and the Redistribution of Authority

In education, as in other policy areas, authority over policy is effectively exercised in two ways: through the regulation of behavior

(institutional and individual) and through the allocation of resources (human, material, or financial). Typically, this authority is
exercised by the state and its agencies. With some significant exceptions and variations, it is predominantly exercised in rather centralized ways. It is usually the state that sets standards of qualification
for students at different levels (often both at the point of entry into

and the point of exit from the educational institution) and for
teachers and other educational personnel. These standards are set in
the form of curricular prescriptions, examination requirements, or

certification and accreditation rules. In addition, although sometimes in less tangible ways, standards for educational qualification
are enforced by skill- and competence-based criteria for entry into
different parts of the labor market (including public service) and by
the terms under which public funding is made available to educational institutions.
Similarly, the state effectively exercises its authority over the
allocation of resources, at least to that part of the educational system

that is "public," but often (at least indirectly) over allocations to
"private" institutions as well. Through its budgetary authority, the
state deals with the educational system's need for financial resources, but it tends also to control and regulate the supply of duly
qualified human resources and of material resources (such as land,
space, equipment, teaching materials, and so on). Part of the authority of the state over the allocation of resources consists of setting
the terms for the contributions made to education by other entities

(such as students, families, local and regional authorities, philanthropic organizations, and so on). There is less direct control by the
state over the resources of private educational institutions (as in the
large private sector of secondary and higher education in the United
States), although there is a great deal of indirect but rather effective
influence by the state over the resource conditions of private education through such measures as rules on taxation, inheritance,
trusts, indirect cost recovery, student loan eligibility, and so on.
In most countries around the world, the state's regulatory
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and allocative functions alike tend to be exercised in rather centralized ways. This is more clearly the case where there is one single
center of policy authority at the national level, as in France, Mexico,
or Malaysia. Federal systems, such as those of the Federal Republic
of Germany, the United States, Switzerland, and Nigeria, represent
a certain degree of decentralization, even though their component
parts (Under, states, Kantone) could be seen as "multiple centers,"
with some of the same kinds of centripetal dynamics. This is particularly true for recent developments in the United States toward
"state-level centralization" (see Chapter One, this volume). It may
be too early to say in what direction the governance structures of the
former socialist systems of Eastern Europe will develop; the initial
indications from developments in the former Soviet Union point in
the direction of a major trend toward decentralization. East Ger-

many, as part of its incorporation into the Federal Republic of
(West) Germany in 1990, has also moved from its highly centralized
past to a federal structure.
Rationales for centralized forms of decision making in education seem to be remarkably similar across different systems. As far as
the state's regulatory function is concerned, the principal rationale
advanced is the need for standardization: curricula, qualifications,
and examinations need to be reasonably similar across the national
or subnational unit, so as to facilitate mobility, the exchange of personnel, the mutual recognition of diplomas across different regions,
and so on. In the "cooperative federalism" of Germany, educational
policy is in the hands of the second level of political organization (the
sixteen Lander of the "new" Federal Republic), but even there a
major effort is madethrough the Permanent Conference of State
Ministers of Education (the Kultusministerkonferenz, or KMK)to
standardize the main parameters of educational regulation across the
Lander, so as to achieve homogeneity for the country as a whole
(Baumert and Goldschmidt, 1980).
Where the state's allocative authority is concerned, the argument for centralization appears in two forms: centralization in the
allocation of resources is supposed to enhance equity by reducing
or eliminating whatever disparities exist between different parts of
the country in terms of resources and to increase effectiveness by
utilizing economies of scale and allowing greater movement of re-
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sources to where they are most needed. When the responsibility for

educational financing in California and a number of other states
shifted, quite dramatically, from the local to the state level in the
1970s (Elmore and McLaughlin, 1982), one of the key arguments for

this shift was that it would reduce the effect of disparities in the
local property-tax bases from which local school districts had traditionally derived their main income.
Against the background of this strong tradition of, and ostensibly cogent rationale for, centralized forms of educational decision making, attempts to redistribute the exercise of regulatory and
allocative authority through more decentralized arrangements have
been conspicuous for their frequency, but not necessarily for their
success. The situation in the United States has been more complex
than elsewhere in that at least four different trends have manifested
themselves more or less simultaneously:
A significant concentration of authority at the state level (mostly
at the expense of the local level), as a consequence of shifts in
the financing of education
A further weakening, throughout the Reagan and Bush administrations, of the already rather feeble role of the federal govern-

ment in educational policy, especially in terms of resource
allocation
A trend toward further decentralization in the movement for
school-site management (see Chapter Two, this volume)

A highly visible campaign for a national curriculum and a
standardized national achievement test

Even where there has been serious and tangible decentralizing of at least some of the central authority's functions, however,
it is common to find mixed appraisals of the experience. The second
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) review of Norwegian educational policy, while impressed
with the boldness and determination of the 1987 reforms, sees "po-

tential difficulties" in decentralization with regard to both equity
and standards (1988, pp. 40-41); McGinn and Street, after reviewing
three instances of decentralization efforts in Latin America (Peru,

Chile, Mexico), reaffirm the central role of the state's political
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"project" as the main determinant of whether decentralization does
or does not move beyond the level of rhetoric (1986, pp. 489-490).
The ambitious plans of the West German Bildungsrat, in the early
1970s, for a major decentralization of educational governance (very
much in the direction of "school-site management") encountered
insurmountable political difficulties (Deutscher Bildungsrat, 1973;
Weiler, 1990b) and have not had any lasting impact on the structural arrangements for the governance of the West German educa-

tional system. There was at the same time, in West Germany as
elsewhere, a great deal of local initiative in launching major reform
projects in the 1960s and early 1970s; some of the early experiments
with the "Gesamtschule" model of comprehensive secondary
schooling are a case in point (Weiler, 1983a, 1983b). There again,
however, most of this initiative was subsequently absorbed into the
existing centralized and semicentralized structures of educational
governance.
Why this should be so is really not too difficult to explain,
in the context of our theoretical understanding of the nature of the
modern state (Offe, 1984; Scase, 1980; Carnoy, 1984; Weiler, 1983a).
The proposition of a genuine sharing of the state's allocative and
regulatory power seriously affects two key conditions for the maintenance of state authority, especially in advanced capitalist societies:
the need to maintain control under conditions of increasing and
multiplying "centrifugal" and control-avoidance tendencies and
the need to ensure, as effectively as possible, the reproduction of
existing social relations, with the help of the educational system.
Both of these preoccupations contrast sharply with the sharing-ofpower notion of decentralization: almost by definition, a wider and
more diffuse distribution of the authority to regulate and allocate
multiplies both the levels and the sources of control over the educational system (McGinn and Street, 1986). Similarly, a decentralized system of governance tends to introduce into the processes of
regulation and allocation certain interests (such as those of parents
and local communities) that may disturb the relatively smooth and
privileged interaction between the state and the agencies of capital
accumulation (Naschold, 1974; Preuss, 1975).
Given this basic incompatibility between the power-sharing

logic of decentralization and the interest of the modern state in
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maintaining control, it is not surprising that forms of decentralization that involve the genuine redistribution of authority remain
rather rare. Wherever they are attempted, they tend to raise concerns

over the loss of control or lead to questions about whether, in the
words of the OECD examiners of Norwegian educational policy,
"the central authorities are satisfied that, given the ambitious drive
towards decentralization, . . . they have retained sufficient involvement in the shaping of policy" (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1988, p. 51).
Decentralization and Efficiency
A second rationale for introducing more decentralized structures of
governance is based on the claim that decentralization may yield
considerable efficiency in the management of educational systems
(World Bank, 1988). This claim involves two sets of expectations:
that greater decentralization will mobilize and generate resources
that are not available under more centralized conditions and that
decentralized systems can utilize available resources more
efficiently.
The first of these expectations has to do with the possibility
of bringing hitherto untapped local and private resources into the
overall resource pool available to education. While there are traces

of this strategy in the industrialized world (as in the symbiotic
industry-university arrangements of "technology parks"), it has
also become a particularly prominent feature of the educational
policy debate in developing countries, largely under the influence

of the World Bank (World Bank, 1980; Jimenez, Paqueo, and
Lourdes de Vera, 1988). The reasoning goes like this: to the extent
that decentralized systems of educational governance do more actively involve a broader range of societal institutions and groups,
the same institutions and groups can be expected to contribute resources that previously, under more centralized forms of gover-

nance, were not available or were used for other purposes. This
expectation is directed particularly at the local community, which
in return for a greater role in making educational decisions under
more decentralized governance arrangements, is expected to express
a stronger sense of commitment to the overall educational enterprise
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by generating added resources for school construction and maintenance, teachers' salaries, and so on. Similar but somewhat more
diffuse expectations are associated with greater involvement of the

private sector in educational decision making and governance,
which is expected to lead to the commitment of more private resources for covering the overall cost of education.

The second of the expectations that link decentralization
with greater efficiency has less to do with how resources are raised
than with how they are used. The argument recognizes that decentralization, in the short term, may involve a certain loss of efficiency
as a result of diminished economies of scale. Over the medium term
and the long term, however, the expectation is that decentralized
systems of governance will use available resources more wisely and
efficiently. This expectation is based on the assumption that decentralization will increase familiarity with local conditions and needs,
which in turn will lead to a better match between demand and
supply and thus to a more economical utilization of limited resources (Cheema and Rondinelli, 1983).
The validity of this argument rests on whether there is going
to be a favorable trade-off between loss of economies of scale, on the
one hand, and enhanced efficiency in the use of resources, on the
other. There is some initial evidence that the balance does indeed
come out in favor of a more decentralized generation and utilization
of resources (Rondinelli, McCullough, and Johnson, 1989), but the
overall picture is still not very encouraging (Bray and Lillis, 1988).
In the poorer countries of the Third World, dramatic erosion of the
resource bases of national governments may outweigh whatever
economies are being effected through decentralization at the local
or regional levels (Cheema and Rondinelli, 1983; Bray, 1984). In
more affluent countries, the argument about more efficient use of
resources under decentralization may well carry more weight. To
determine whether it actually does, however, requires a return to the
earlier argument about decentralization and efficiency.
This argument, which focused on the possibility of raising
added resources through decentralization, contains a very importantand, as I have shown in a previous section, somewhat pre-

cariouspremise. which is that additional resources would be
provided by local and private institutions in return for their greater
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involvement in the process of making and implementing educational policy. The expectation of mobilizing new resources is, in
other words, contingent on a real sharing of power in the decision
process. Local communities or private firms are unlikely, however,
to make added resources available to an educational system over
which they will have just as little influence as they had before. This
contingency brings the matter of resource mobilization back to the
issue of redistribution of authority, about which there are grounds
for a good deal of skepticism. The link between decentralization and
resource mobilization is rather complex, but it is reasonable to con-

clude that, without any real transfer of influence away from the
central authority of the state, significant new resources are unlikely
to be forthcoming from either the local level or the private sector.
As Bray and Lillis (1988, p. 12) conclude their comparative study of
community financing of education in the developing world, "De-

centralization and community participation are frequently just a
model to which it is fashionable to pay lip service. Governments are
pleased to accept the resources and the grass roots initiatives which

coincide with their own concepts; but they are rarely willing to
relinquish control and place themselves in a position where their
policies can be undermined."

Decentralization and the Cultures of Learning

A third and somewhat different argument for the decentralization
of educational systems is being advanced with regard to the nature
and the context of the learning process. This line of reasoning focuses on the decentralization of educational content, arguing that
decentralization "can provide greater sensitivity to local variations"
(Bray, 1984, p. 9) or, in the words of the Norwegian report to OECD,

"[adapt] the educational efforts to local conditions, both in terms
of local economic activities, and in terms of knowledge and understanding of the special characteristics of the local region" (Royal
Ministry, 1987, p. 124). This argument seeks to overcome a situation
in which centralization is seen as producing a mismatch between a
student's and a school's specific learning environment (which tends
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to reflect local and regional cultures and traditions), on the one
hand, and a centrally defined learning agenda or curriculum, on the
other. A variant of the same argument has to do with the language
of instruction in multilingual societies, where initial instruction in
the students' mother tongue, which is likely to be a local or subnational language, is seen as providing a more functional bridge between learning at home and learning in school (Bamgbose, 1976).
Another facet of this issue is the increasingly intense debate over the
"deskilling" of teachers, who have less and less control over curriculum content and instructional decisions under increasingly centralized systems (Apple, 1982; Fullan, 1982).
As a diagnostic matter, the point seems well taken. Except in
very small or culturally very homogeneous societies, most countries

vary considerably across regions, communities, and language
groups in terms of cultural and social frameworks of learning. The
frames of reference for the study of history, botany, social studies,
and other fields vary obviously and significantly between southern
and northern Italy, Alabama and California, or Bavaria and Berlin.
Differences such as these, in countries such as the Federal Republic
of Germany and the United States, historically have sustained the
argument for a federal or local structure of educational governance
and for varying degrees of cross-regional differentiation, as far as the
content of education is concerned.
Here again, however, competing priorities seem to get in
each other's way. On the one hand, the importance of culturally
specific learning environments and learning media (such as language) is being increasingly recognized; on the other I-14nd, the demands of modern labor markets and communisation systems seem
to require more generalized and uniform competencies, skills, and
certifications at the national and, indeed, the international levels
(Royal Ministry, 1987). The link between culture and learning tends
to get replaced by the link between learning and technology: the
link between culture and learning tends to benefit from a more
decentralized, disaggregated notion of learning and educational
content; by contrast, the link between learning and technology
tends to require more homogeneity and uniformity, as far as the
content and outcome of education are concerned (Nandy, 1978/79).
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Decentralization in Education: An Interim Assessment
In reviewing the three arguments that are most commonly advanced
in favor of greater decentralization in educational governance, we
have found a rather equivocal picture so far. While all three arguments do seem to make a certain amount of sense in the abstract,

it turns out on closer inspection that all of them encounter, to
varying degrees, substantial difficulties, either on theoretical
grounds or in terms of implementation, or both:
1.

The notion of decentralization as redistribution of power seems
largely incompatible with the modern state's manifest interest
in maintaining effective control and discharging some of its key

functions with regard to economic production and capital
2.

3.

accumulation.
Decentralization as a means of enhancing the efficiency of educational governance, both by generating additional resources
and by using available resources more effectively, seems to have
some potential, especially where the utilization of resources is
concerned, but it also appears to rest on the premise of a real
division of authority, which seems, on closer examination, difficult to uphold.

The notion of decentralizing the contents of learning as a
means of recognizing and accommodating the diversity and
importance of different cultural environments in one society is
generally considered meaningful and valid. At the same time,
however, it encounters the conflicting claims of different conceptions of knowledge, which contrast a kind of learning that

is more geared to the specifics of cultural contexts with the
national and international universalities of dealing with modern systems of technology and communication.

The question thus remains: Why, if decentralization is such
a precarious and problematic proposition, does it continue to loom
so large on the agenda of educational policies and reforms in so
many countries? The next section will suggest an answer, which has
to do with the fact that an overt commitment to decentralization in
educational governance has its important political utilities, largely

c C's
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independent of the kinds of considerations I have discussed so far.
These political utilities tend to keep the notion of decentralization
on the agenda of educational policy, notwithstanding the difficulties involved in implementing it.
The Political Utilities of Decentralization
As I have shown in the preceding section, some of the more widely
used rationales for decentralization in education seem to be of limited value, not only as adequate descriptions of policy options but

also as theoretical constructs for understanding the nature of the
policy process. This section argues that two other conceptions of
decentralization more adequately describe the political dynamics of
the debate over how much centralization or decentralization there
should be in educational governance. These alternative conceptions
involve two of the more serious challenges with which the modern
state has to cope: the increase in conflict and the loss of legitimacy.

Decentralization as Conflict Management
There is nothing dramatically new about the observation that conflict is endemic to modern societies (Dahrendorf, 1967; Offe, 1984).
Theorists of politics argue over the sources of conflict and the possibility and modes of conflict resolution, but hardly over the ubiquity of conflict in contemporary society.
To go beyond this general observation, however, educational
policy has shown a particular propensity for conflict. Few policy

issuesbesides, say, nuclear energy and, at least until recently,
questions of national and international securityhave generated as
much controversy in as wide a variety of settings as education has,
especially in situations where major changes in educational policy
have been proposed. The bitter debate over the introduction of comprehensive schools in Britain and West Germany; the succession of
confrontations over university reform in France, from 1968 to the
winter of 1986-87; the earlier conflicts over desegregation, and the
more recent conflicts over religion in the schools in the United
States; the competition between universalizing primary education
and expanding secondary and higher education in many developing
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countriesthese and many other examples provide ample evidence
for the potential of educational policy to generate conflict.
Nor is it surprising that this should be so. After all, education
is closely interwoven with the two major threads of any society's
social fabric: it plays a key role in allocating social roles and status,
and thus in determining and sustaining social hierarchies; and it is
the principal instrument through which societies transmit their
values and norms and inculcate them in successive generations of
citizens. The salience of these functions makes education particularly susceptible to controversy and conflict, especially where (as is
the case in most modern societies) there is substantial and profound
disagreement over both the desired nature of social relations and the
normative bases of human and social behavior.
Conflict is thus a fairly constant element in the pursuit of
educational policy in most countries and tends to become particularly intense when it comes to plans for reforming the educational
system in some major way (Weiler, 1985). Since the resolution or
elimination of conflict over educational policy by central fiat usually proves unrealistic, the management of conflict becomes a critically important challenge for the state.
In this context, decentralization becomes a potentially promising strategy for coping with highly conflictive situations. The
overt advantage of decentralization, from the point of view of conflict management, is that it allows the state to diffuse the sources
of conflict and provide additional layers of insulation between them
and the rest of the system. A classic (and disarmingly obvious) example of the use of this strategy was the reorganization of the University of Paris after the disruptive events of the May 1968 student
protests. When the once unified mega-University of Paris was
broken up into a dozen or more separate entities, in such a way that
the major elements of insurgency and dissent were concentrated and

isolated in two of those entitiesVincennes (later Vincennes-Saint
Denis) and Nanterrethe thrust of the protest movement was effectively deflected and channelled into parallel structures that could be
more easily contained and monitored (Prost, 1981).
The modest degree of decentralization inherent in the federal
system of educational governance in the Federal Republic of Germany has served a similar role in the conflict over the introduction
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of comprehensive schools (Gesamtschulen) in the late 1960s and
1970s. Even with this element of diffusion, a good deal of conflict
has remained, but one can easily imagine how much more intense
the conflict over this particularly sensitive issue would have been
had it been played out in a unitary, centralized system of educational policy. As it was, states (Lander) of different political persuasions were largely free to go their own ways as far as introducing
or not introducing comprehensive schools was concerned, and this
arrangement served to defase the issue enough to keep it from being
the political dynamite that it had the potential of becoming. In
retrospect, however, one also has to note that this fragmentation of
the reform effort contributed in no small measure to the ultimate
defeat of the comprehensive school reform. To judge by the West
German case, at least, decentralization does not always and necessarily work to the advantage of implementing controversial reforms
(Eliason and Weiler, '989).
The ability either to create new forms of decentralized governance (as in the University of Paris case) or to use existing ones
(as in West Germany) adds measurably to the state's ability to man-

age and contain the kind of conflict that tends to arise around
critical educational policy issues. At the same time, these two examples also highlight the substantial cost involved in the use of decentralization in highly conflictive situations. Decentralization can and
does contain and isolate the sources of conflict, but it also tends to
fragment reform movements and deprives the system as a whole of

the full innovative thrust of proposals for reform and change. In
other words, decentralization as an instrument of conflict management also tends to function as a device to reduce innovation and
change to localized phenomena of limited impact.
Decentralization as Compensatory Legitimation
The previous section dealt with the state's interest in developing its
ability to manage conflict and with the potential of decentralization
to serve that interest. This section starts from a different but related
premise: namely, that the modern state faces a particularly severe
challenge in the erosion of its own legitimacy. The theoretical basis
of this argument has a rich and complex history, which goes back
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to the work of Max Weber and the more recent contributions of
Habermas (1975), Offe (1984), Wolfe (1977), Crozier, Huntington,
and Watanuki (1975), Weiler (1983a, 1985, 1988), and others. The
meaning of legitimacy in this tradition varies, but there is common
ground in that the term refers to the normative basis for the state's

authority, or the state's "worthiness of recognition" (Habermas,
1979, p. 178). For the purposes of our argument here, it will suffice
to restate the basic premise that derives from this theoretical ancestry: the modern state, for reasons having to do with both the volume

and the nature of the demands placed on it, as well as with its
structurally limited capacity for responding to them, faces an increasingly serious "delegitimation of authority" (Crozier, Huntington, and Watanuki, 1975, pp. 162-163). The normative basis of the
state's authority, in other words, has become increasingly precarious, to the point where authors of different theoretical persuasions
speak of a "crisis of legitimation" (Habermas, 1975) or of a "crisis
of governability" (Crozier, Huntington, and Watanuki, 1975).
In speaking of "compensatory legitimation," we assume that
those who act on behalf of the statepoliticians, legislators, policy
makers, senior administratorsare very much aware of this erosion
of the state's legitimacy and have an interest in preserving or recapturing as much as possible of this rather precious commodity (upon

which rests, after all, the credibility of their own actions). This
assumption led me to suggest in some of my earlier work that an
important consideration for those who design policies is not only
what outcomes these policies will achieve (greater equity, more efficient schools, more employment of graduates, and so on) but also
how these policies will, as a matter of "compensatory" or remedial
strategy, more broadly affect the state's search for added legitimacy
(Weiler, 1983a, 1983b).

A wide array of policy strategies could be shown to serve as
putative sources of compensatory legitimation; the utilization of
expertise and research, the invocation of rational planning procedures, and the involvement of legal institutions and norms are cases

in point. Among them, decentralization may well play a particularly important role, for two reasons.
First, the problem with the legitimacy of the modern state
seems to lie, at least in part, in its (real or perceived) overcentralized
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nature, its distance from the "basis" of the political system, its
monolithic quality, its structural inability to attend to important
variations within the society, and the often "impersonal, coercive,

and dehumanizing" quality of its administrative bureaucracy
(Freedman, 1978, p. 262). If this assessment is correct, then anything

that can make the state appear less centralized and monolithic, as
well as more attentive to internal variations of needs and conditions,
may be seen, from the point of view of the state, as a potential source
of added legitimacy.
Second, for reasons already mentioned in the first part of this

chapter, there is a particular preoccupation in many modern societies with the adverse effects of overcentralized educational systems.
The resurgence of cultural regionalism, of local languages, dialects,

and cultural and folkloric traditions, and of subnational alternatives to national conceptions of cultural identity have led to more
emphasis on the limits of centralization in education. These developments have further reinforced (and been reinforced by) the perception that centralized state structures (other things being equal)
tend to be greater obstacles to democratic expression than decentralized structures tend to be.
Thus, there is a dual utility in the notion of decentralization,
which makes it particularly attractive in the calculus of compensatory legitimation and which may well explain the strong currency
of the idea of decentralization in many countries. A d mma arises,
of course, when it comes to assessing the trade-off between the benefits of enhanced legitimacy and the cost of losing control. As I have

argued, all real decentralization (in the sense of genuinely shared
regulatory and allocative power among levels of governance) does
imply a loss of control for the center. If it is true that decentralization also holds out the attractive prospect of compensatory legiti-

mation at a time when legitimacy is in short supply, a major
challenge for the modern state lies in reconciling two conflicting
objectives: retaining as much (centralized) control over the system
as possible without severe loss of legitimacy and simultaneously
appearing, at least, to be committed to decentralization, thus reaping the benefits in legitimation to be derived from such appearance.
The frequent wavering between centralized and decentralized modes

of policy behavioror, to be more exact, between decentralization
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rhetoric and centralization behaviormay have to do with the difficult task of walking the fine line between the conflicting
imperatives of control and legitimacy.

Decentralization and Evaluation: A Case in Point
Against the background of this assessment of the politics of decentralization, I would now like to examine more specifically the relationship between decentralization and evaluation. The importance of this relationship lies not only in the fact that it looms large
in the policy debate of many countries but also in the fact that it
highlights some of the critical political dynamics of the decentralization debate. I am arguing that this relationship is problematic for
three different but interrelated reasons, each of which goes back to
some of my earlier observations. First, modern pluralist societies
increasingly lack consensus on the objectives of education and
hence on the criteria for evaluating the performance of educational
systems. Second, there is (protestations to the contrary notwithstanding) a very close and inevitable link between evaluation and
control, which is often difficult to reconcile with the basic premises
of decentralization. Third, evaluation tends to be seen and used as
a means of "compensatory legitimation" in its own rightthat is,
more for its legitimating than for its informative capacity.

Evaluation and Lack of Consensus
In principle, there should not be much of a problem. Should it not
be possible to evaluate a decentralized system of education just as
well as a centralized one? Could one not ascertain just as well under
centralized as under decentralized conditions whether teachers teach
what they are supposed to teach, whether students learn what they
are supposed to learn, and whether the schools are clean and the
accounts properly kept?
On closer inspection, the answer is not quite that easy. There
certainly are elements of education where one set of performance
criteria is equally valid and acceptable in all the different parts and
segments of a society and can thus usefully serve as the basis of a
systemwide evaluation of how education is doing. There is probably
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little disagreement over what to look for in assessing the physical
quality of the school plant or in determining the level of health of
schoolchildren or the punctuality of the staff, even though there
may well be variations in the relative importance attached to any
of these measures. Beyond these elements, however, things tend to
get more problematic. Expectations about what educational systems
should accomplish vary considerably, not only from one society to
another but also across the different regions and groups of all but
the most homogeneous societies. Multilingual societies face the dilemma of which language or languages to accord priority in the
educational system: groups that are heavily involved in external
commerce will consider proficiency in international languages (and
in modern accounting and management methods) more important
than the preservation of the country's cultural traditions and local
languages. Those whose children grow up in more privileged and
stimulus-rich circumstances will judge an educational system more
by how well it cultivates outstanding talent and ability, while the
parents of less privileged children will attach greater importance to
the system's ability to foster more equitable learning opportunities
for a larger number of people. Even standards for something supposedly as universally valid and desirable as those for competence
in dealing with technology turn out to be subject to profound disagreements once one moves beyond some rather obvious premises
about the importance of mathematical ability (Nandy, 1978/79). As
the Norwegian government's report for the second OECD review
states, not only is there tension between the criteria of "relevance
and practical usefulness," on the one hand, and "quality," on the
other, but the very notion of "quality" is "open to widely different
interpretations" (Royal Ministry, 1987, p. 145). This is an admission that is as rare, especially in official pronouncements on edu-

cation, as it is insightful. More often, the deceptive facility of
standardized testing seems to have lured many in the world of educational policy into simplistic assumptions about how "quality"
in education should be conceived and ..-ieasured (National Commission on Testing and Public Policy, 1990). The preoccupation, in
national as well as international circles, with cognitive achievement
as the sole legitimate measure of educational outcomes has some of
the same qualities of oversimplification (Weiler, 1991).

.
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The massive evaluation exercise that accompanied the
experimental comprehensive school program in the Federal Republic of Germany in the 1970s provides an instructive example for how
lack of consensus on educational objectives affects evaluation. The
point of departure was the claim that a scientific basis was needed
for arriving at a decision on whether to maintain the conventional
three-tier system of postelementary education or to introduce a comprehensive secondary school. On this basis, the evaluation program
was set up to compare the performance of the two types of schools

in an experimental design, using the conventional system as the
"control" group and the pilot comprehensive schools as the "treatment" group (Weiler, 1983a, 1989b). The program could not have
been more thorough, rigorous, competently staffed, and generously
funded; and yet, when all was said and done, and when the findings
on the comparative performance of the two types of schools became
available, each side in the policy dispute claimed, with some justification, that the data proved its own point. Those who all along
had advocated maintaining the existing system, on the grounds that
it did better in producing educational excellence, found their views
largely confirmed by the data on the achievement of gifted children
in the selective Gymnasium. At the same time, the advocates of the
Gesamtschule, more interested in greater equality of educational
opportunity and in raising the level of education for larger groups
of less privileged children, found that the comprehensive school did
rather well what they had expected it to do (Eliason and Weiler,
1989; Weiler, 1989b). In fact, the two frames of reference proved so

utterly irreconcilable that the federal-state commission set up to
monitor the experimental program, after submitting its findings in
767 pages of painstaking detail, declared itself unable to formulate
an assessment of the experiment that all its members could accept
(Bund-Liinder-Kommission, 1982, pp. 19-20). The lesson is clear
enough: where there are many irreconcilable objectives, evaluation
is likely to be inconclusive at best and a source of further conflict
at worst.
Decentralization is related to this dilemma in a slightly paradoxical way. In one sense, a decentralized system of governance is
likely to make the multitude of priorities for educational objectives
more clearly transparent, forcing evaluation into a more complex
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and less standardized mode than it might otherwise adopt. In
another sense, however, the very complexity of a decentralized
system may lead to the kinds of concerns that in turn prompt new
demands for evaluation, precisely for the sake of reestablishing a
certain degree of homogeneityof "asserting the national norms"
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1988,
p. 41)and hence for the sake of greater centralization.

Evaluation, Information, and Control
The relationship between decentralization and evaluation is problematic in another sense as well. Evaluation is rarely a disinterested
activity, least of all in a domain like education, where values and

status play such critically important roles. While evaluation is
about the gathering of knowledge, the gathering of knowledge is by
no means all that evaluation is about. It is not at all surprising that
fundamental ambiguity on this issue permeates discussion and writings about decentralization in many settings. Another look at the
recent decentralization debate in Norway is instructive. The Norwegian government's report to the OECD on the state of educational

policy in Norway is rather low-key on the issue of evaluation. It
notes that what little inspection there used to be was in the process
of turning into "pedagogical support services" (Royal Ministry,
1987, p. 101) and records, without much apparent enthusiasm, "po-

litical claims for more central control of a core curriculum and
performance indicators" (p. 144). By contrast, claims of that sort
loom conspicuously large in the ensuing report of the official
OECD examiners of Norway's educational policy (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 1988). The report reflects a veritable preoccupation with the issue of evaluation. Not-

withstanding the claim that they "are concerned not with the
reintroduction of national controls but with considering ways in
which good norms of educational practice can be established and
disseminated better in Norway" (p. 45), the OECD examiners are
quite obviously troubled by the "lack of a clear ideological role for
the ministry" (p. 43), and especially by the fact that "there is no
effective system for monitoring standards" (p. 40). This concern
leads them to argue for reappraisal of the role of the "centre" (that
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is, the national government), which should "establish its influence
by asserting the national norms which should be expected of all
local authorities and their schools, by creating means of monitoring
and evaluating and by publishing their evaluations" (pp. 40-41).
This position illustrates one of the critical dilemmas in the
relationship between decentralization and evaluation. If evaluation

were merely a matter of gathering information about students,
schools, and teachers, there would hardly be a problem, but because
that information is then not only made public but also interpreted

authoritatively, it becomes an obvious and major instrument of
control and intervention. The many ways in which scores on standardized achievement tests (such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test) in
the United States have become a matter of eagerly awaited publicity
(as when local newspapers report the mean scores of the local high
schools) and high-level interpretation (as in governmental invoca-

tions of comparative achievement data's bearing on the country's
future) are a case in point. Here, "evaluation" is not merely the
gathering and dissemination of information; it also has something
to do with the authoritative interpretation of standards of knowledge and is endowed with a considerable amount of force, both real
and symbolic.

That may well be the way this or another country wants it
to be; what I am arguing here is that such a conception and role
of evaluation tend inherently to be at odds with the notion and the
practice of decentralization as a genuine delegation of power.
Where, and to the extent that, the ultimate goal of evaluation is to
"assert the national norms" for the performance of schools, students, and teachers, evaluation enters into a competitive relationship with the basic premises of decentralization.

Evaluation as Compensatory Legitimation
My third observation on the problematic nature of evaluation goes
back to the earlier argument about decentralization as a strategy of
"compensatory legitimation." What I propose here is that evaluation, because of the eminence of scientific rationality in our contemporary world view, enjoys a particularly high measure of prestige
as an element in the policy process. This prestige makes evaluation
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a perfect and virtually irresistible target for those in search of added

sources of legitimation for the policy process and its outcomes.
There can be little doubt that the phenomenal rise of evaluation,
as part of both the discourse and the practice of policy, is in no
small part due to its (real or perceived) capacity for conferring on
the policy process the added virtue of scientific respectability; for the
policy process, in whatever field, to include explicit provisions for

systematic and rigorous evaluation has become a mark of wholesomeness and is seen as an effective way of providing added legit-

imation to a process that is often badly in need of remedial
credibility. I would not follow Lundgren in ascribing "mythological capabilities" to evaluation, but he is certainly right in describing one of the important functions of evaluation as the preservation
of "the belief in a rational paradigm for policy making" (Lundgren,
1989, p. 33). The relationship between evaluation and legitimation
has become particularly pronounced in the field of curriculum policy, which has encountered special legitimation problems, especially in the context of major curriculum reforms, and has seen the
device of systematic evaluation emerge as one way of dealing with
those problems (Weiler, 1990b; Hameyer, 1976; Raschert, 1977;
Wulf, 1975).

This line of argument moves the function of evaluation into
an entirely different context. To the extent that evaluation is being
seen as a strategy of compensatory legitimation, its importance lies
perhaps much less in the evidence it gathers, the insights it generates, and the improvements that thereby become possible than in its
connotations of scientific solidity and respectability, almost regardless of its findings. This is not to suggest that the legitimating role

of evaluation is uppermost in the mind of everybody who talks
about, recommends, or is involved in evaluation. What it does suggest, however, is the need for much greater awareness of the multiple contexts in which the argument for evaluation can be and is

being conducted. Evaluation, whether we like it or not, is a profoundly political process, and its potential for legitimating the authority of the evaluator (such as the state) is a key element of this
process. According to Nob lit and Eaker (1989, p. 127), "All evalua-

tion designs have the potential of realigning political power and
redefining what is credible knowledge" (see also Palumbo, 1987).
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To behave as if evaluation were a strictly technical, descriptive, and
hence "neutral" activity will make it either irrelevant or misleading.

Conclusion
Understanding the political dynamics of centralization and decentralization in educational policy requires going beyond the kinds of
arguments that are typically advanced for greater decentralization.
Decentralizing the making and the implementation of educational
policy affects, in important ways, the nature and the interests of the
state, particularly its ability to cope with the dual problems of policy conflict and the erosion of its own legitimacy. With regard to
these two issues, the idea of decentralization proves fundamentally

paradoxical and precarious, presenting the state with one of its
more profound and intractable dilemmas.
This dilemma becomes particularly acute in the attempt to
reconcile the competing rationales of decentralization and evaluation. For reasons that concern the loss of consensus on the objectives
of education, the real or symbolic force with which the dissemination and interpretation of evaluation results may affect an educational system, and the profoundly political nature of evaluation,
this reconciliation attempt seems a noble but extraordinarily difficult task. Both decentralization and evaluation ultimately have to
do with the exercise of power, and there is always the possibility
that the power that decentralization gives away with one hand evaluation may take back with the other. Reconciling the two may well
turn out to be an exercise in contradiction.
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4
Deinstitaationalization and
School Decentralization:

Making the Same Mistalie Twice
Dan A. Lewis
We are in the midst of a revolution in the organization of human
services. From public schools, where the revolution is just beginning, to state mental hospitals and correctional facilities, where we
are three decades into the change, there has been a metamorphosis
in service organization and ideology that rivals the birth of these
institutions over 150 years ago. The reliance, in the nineteenth century, on institutions is being replaced by a new service ideology,
which emphasizes community programs and client choice. The monopoly of the state on service provision has been broken. The rev-

olution is fueled by a critique of bureaucratic institutions that
legitimizes the privatization of care, control, and now education.
Our understanding of this revolution is both informed and
distorted by the very ideology that supported the change and is now
the conventional framework for analyzing its impact. The problem,

so the argument goesin mental health, corrections, and now educationis the very institutions we have built to handle the situation. The solution to our policy problems is to do away with the
state hospital, the prison. and now the public school. It is the institution that causes the problem and must be transformed, if not
destroyed, if society is to improve its human services. This emphasis

on institutional analysis focuses our attention on how organizations socialize clients and not on what precedes and follows those
institutional experiences. The results in mental health and correctional policy have not been encouraging. The "total" institution
was originally meant by its inventors to provide a mobile and fastchanging society with a method of controlling deviance through a
84
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benign form of environmental manipulation (Rothman, 1971). It
rapidly degenerated into an organization that deformed those who
were recruited to the status of inmate and excluded them from the
rest of society. But current mental health policy has led to the twin
consequences of little control of the dangerous mentally ill and
poor service provision for those in need who pose no threat (Lewis
and others, 1991). Correctional institutions still segregate, and rates
of incarceration have climbed steadily while community services for

the less dangerous have also grown (Krisberg and others, 1987).
Reliance on deinstitutionalization and community programs has
failed either to remove "total" institutions or to improve society's
capacity to deal with deviance.
Prisons, mental hospitals, and juvenile corrections facilities

were transformed in the middle of the twentieth century as reformers and scholars attacked these institutions and argued for com-

munity alternatives. Now public schools are being attacked in a
similar fashion. The result is an emphasis on decentralization and
choice as ways to improve schooling. In this chapter, I will relate
the deinstitutionalization movement in human services to current
reforms in public schooling and suggest how the experience of the
other human services, especially the mental health system, can

shape our thinking about the changes taking place in public
education.

The modern reforms in education and human services are
driven by an ideology that rationalizes the privatization of service
in the name of freedom and equality. This new educational system
will draw the poor and the black into civil society through a set of
arrangements that. blur the lines between private and public and
reaffirm the hierarchical relations between races and classes (Eckstein, 1984). Special-interest groups are incorporated into state
mechanisms to regulate and legitimate the new arrangements. Local school councils and school-basal management schemes draw
constituencies into governance. These new forms of participation
and special-interest representation protect and legitimate the new
private service sector (Cawson, 1986). Recent decentralization efforts
in Chicago and Miami are examples of this new form.

In education, deinstitutionalizing reforms are called choice
and decentralization. They legitimize the privatization of schooling.
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They differ in their reliance on political or economic metaphors to
describe how the new system will work, but they both attack the
institution of public education. While the current educational debate over school reform pits choice against decentralization, I believe that these two ideologies will be blended in the near future to
legitimize the new system. In both mental health and corrections,
the early battles over competing reform alternativesthat is, over

which kind of community programming made the most sense
dissolved into a practice that differed little from the original institutional practice that was the cause of so much concern (Cohen,
1985). The emerging new order legitimizes "policy talk" about
parents for the choice advocates, and "policy talk" about community for the proponents of decentralization as the critique of bureau-

cracy squeezes out other explanations of the failure of public
education. The same process took place in mental health and correctional reform and has resulted in a new system of care, which
leaves the poor devastated and the private sector much enhanced.
The same basic ideology informs both the mental health
movement and the educational reform movement, separated only by
a generation of experience. Public schooling is headed down the
road to a deinstitutionalized school system, which will undermine
public authority and responsibility for education while enhancing
the control of private agencies and interests. The pervasive belief is
that the institution is the problem, and the community is the solution. Until we break this perspective's hold on our thinking, we will
be doomed to repeat the same errors made by well-intentioned reformers who hoped to improve other human services.
Ideology and Institutionalism

American institutional analysis is rooted in a political philosophy
that emphasizes rationalism, a benign human nature, and the notion that evil behavior flows from poorly designed institutions
(Burnham, 1986). Rational solutions to difficult problems can be
found in the rearrangement of the organizations tilat claim expertise over the problem. Women, children, and men can be changed
by these organizations, and the problems will be solved. These basic
assumptions were concretized in the late 1950s and early 1960s in the
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work of foundations and federal government programs that aimed
to improve how human services operated by forcing them to turn
outward to meet the challenges of poverty and race relations (Marris
and Rein, 1982).
As more modest projects to improve the bureaucracies failed
to achieve their objectives, and as desegregation efforts met massive
resistance in large American cities, commitment to the notion that
bureaucracies could improve themselves lost legitimacy. Professionals and the bureaucracies that housed them were seen as incapable
of improving the situation. The very nature of the hospital, prison,
or school made it impossible for it to help those in need. The belief
in the 1960s was that public bureaucracies, especially school systems, were not responsive to the needs of the poor and that urban
problems were caused by this unresponsiveness:

Poverty and delinquency were perpetuated by an inherited failure to respond through ignorance, apathy
and discouragement to the demands of urban civilization. The institutions of education and welfare had
grown too insensitive and rigid to retrieve these fail-

ures, from a characteristic, morbid preoccupation
with the maintenance of their organizational structure. The processes of assimilation were breaking
down, and could only be repaired by an enlargement
of opportunities. But this emancipation would only
come about as the enabling institutions of assimilationthe school, the welfare agencies, the vocational
servicesrecognized their failure, and became more
imaginative, coherent, and responsive [Marris and
Rein, 1982, p. 53].

The assumption was that rational reform could succeed: that
human nature was at worst malleable and would respond to insti-

tutional shifts in activity, and that better-designed institutions
would work. The mad could be cured, the criminal restored to conventional behasior, and the poor child educated if the institutions

were transformed. Destroy the bureaucracy, and you change the
opportunities of the poor. Enter deinstitutionalization.
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Theories of deinstitutionalization have their foundation in
the Chicago school of sociology. Goffman (1961) and Becker (1963)

adapted earlier theories of occupational careers to the worlds of
deviance and institutions. Their theories were built on a social psychology of identity formation that treated interaction as the source
of the self. Identity was based on how others related to you; you were
who others said you were. If institutions were "total," then who you
were followed from the roles you played institutionally. In this way,
the institution created the self. Goffman and Becker applied this

approach to the bottom rather than the top of the social scale.
Where others had looked at medical careers, scholars now lo,,ked at

patients and prisoners. Deviance lay not in the personality of the
criminal or the mental patient but in the definitions that the institution applied to those it recruited to these subordinate roles.
If institutions by definition created the very people they were
supposed to change, then reform meant destroying the factories of
deviant identity. The theory was supported by empirical work on
the institutions of social control, which were overflowing in the
1950s. Large, crowded, and understaffed, these places came to be
seen as the causes of problems. Schools, of course, are not "total
institutions" (Tyack, 1974). They do not have complete control over
the lives of students. Students go home at the end of the day, play
hookey, transfer, and have sources of identity provided by peers,
parents, and others. But the public school did have many features
in common with other institutions, and by the mid 1950s schools
had become as insulated, bureaucratized, and professionalized as the
deviance-control agencies (Tyack, 1974).
The movement to reform urban schools in the late 1960s was

driven by the deinstitutionalization paradigm. Fantini (1970), Gittell (1972), and others used this perspective to shape a reform strategy for public schooling. The bureaucracy was the problem, and
external control by "the community" was the solution. For Fantini
(1970), the term institution referred to the set of arrangements by
which public education was deliveredbureaucratic, professional,
and insulated arrangements. Public schooling had been "taken out

of politics" by these institutional forces, and the city reformers
(Rogers, 1968) of the late 1960s wanted to put politics back in: if the
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institution could be controlled politically by external forces, schooling would improve.

In other words, it was thought that the urban environment
(meaning the social and economic arrangements) around the instituaon was essentially neutral and that it would not affect either the
schooling enterprise or the students' chances for success later on.
This reduction of educational achievement to changes in governance decontextualized the complicated matter of who does well in
school. Public education was seen by the reformers as separate and
aloof from the poor, cut off and unresponsive. To reformers, what
mattered was who ran the institution, not how how the economy
or the family worked. Given that analysis, if the right people were
in charge of schools, the schools could perform better, as if they
were operating in isolation from the rest of society. The reform
dilemma was articulated as a choice between two school systems;
one, operated by the community, that was open and innovative and
another, operated by professionals, that was closed and insulated:
The accumulated evidence indicates a basic sickness in
the school structure: The total environment of the sys-

tem prevents progress and changes that would meet
new situations and serve new populations. Studies
analyzing all aspects of city school systems have identified as the fundamental malady an insensitive system
unwilling to respond to the demands of the community. With this new understanding, the insulated centralized bureaucratic structure has come increasingly
under attack, and school-reform movements have replaced the efforts for integration [Gittell and Hevesi,
1969, p. 8].

Accordingly, if you open the institution, you solve the problem. Table 4.1 gives a graphic example of how this kind of thinking

worked. Institutions could generate either learning or failure, according to who controlled them. If the community ran a school, it
would not only improve but also be transformed. The paradigm
emphasizes political power and the political advancement of poor
parents at the expense of professional discretion and bureaucratic
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Table 4.1. Characteristics of Traditional and Reformed School Systems.

Distinguishing
Feature
Center of Control

Traditional System
Professional monopoly

Reformed System

The public (the community)

Role of parents'
organizations

To interpret the school
to the community for
public relations

To participate as active
agents in matters substantive to the educational
process

Bureaucracy

Centralized authority,
limiting flexibility and
initiative to the professionals at the individual school level

Decentralized decision
making, allowing for
maximum local lay and
professional initiative and
flexibility, with central
authority concentrating
on technical assistance,
long-range planning, and
systemwide coordination

Educational
objectives

Emphasis on gradelevel performance,
basic skills, cognitive
achievement

Emphasis on both cognitive and affective development; humanistically
oriented objectives (for example, identity, connectedness, powerlessness)

Test of professional efficiency

Emphasis on credentials and systematized
advancement through
the system

Emphasis on performance
with students and with
parent-community
participants

Institutional
philosophy

Negative self-fulfilling
prophecy; student failure blamed on learner
and background

Positive self-fulfilling
prophecy; no study failures, only program failures; accountable to
learner and community

Basic learning

Classroom, credentialized teacher, school

The community, various
agents as teachers, including other students and
paraprofessionals

and promotion

unit

building

Source: Fantini, 1970, p. 46. Reprinted with permission of The
Brookings Institution.
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autonomy: "The advocates of decentralization are obviously correct
to assume that the pedagogical problems which afflict the schools

are ultimately political problems; that the children will not learn
to read, will not accept the confinements of civilization and the
responsibilities of citizenship, until a substantial shift of power has
taken place within the city" (Epstein, 1968, p. 299).
A commitment to improved education demanded more democracy and less bureaucracy. The problem had been that the in-

stitution was insulated from democracy and thus pathological. If
the poor had control of the schooling enterprise, then they could
make it work by directing the school toward the interests of those
being served. Professionals would either respond to the authority of
the new governance structure or be removed. If the community
(meaning the people who lived near the school) and the parents of
school-age children had more voice in the schooling enterprise,
then there would be ri,.)re parental satisfaction with the schools and
more commitment to the educational process. The result would be
improved educational attainment. The democratization of the governance process and the representation of parental and community
interests would lead to improved schooling.
These deinstitutionalized theories of reform suggested that if
bureaucracies could be made more responsive, then the poor, especially the minority poor, could lift themselves out of poverty. The

paradigm focused on who has authority in the schoolwho gets to
tell whom what to do. It had little to say about other aspects of the
situation that may affect low achievement. It also assumed that
parents want this decision-making responsibility and that authority
can be granted through legislative action. Finally, the reformers
assumed that parents' political power would lead to more parental
commitment to the institution and more involvement with schooling (volunteering, helping with homework, even parents' building
up their own skills and educational interests), especially as the
school became more responsive. Schools were thought to create students; new schools could create new students.

In the deinstitutionalization model, parents are treated as
agents of change, with common interests and a common motivation
to change how the schools are operating. The victim of bureaucracy
becomes its master. These parents can articulate their shared inter-
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ests, in opposition to the interests of other groups or classes that
have controlled the educational process in the past. Reformers and
activists help parents in that articulation process by amplifying and
clarifying those interests. If the governance structure changes to
accommodate parental interests and treat parents with respect, then
parents will soon be able to articulate their own interests and dovelop their own leadership. Community organizations and protest
organizations that purport to represent parents' interests are very
important in the reform process, for they teach parents not to accept
the powerlessness that professionals impute to them, and they draw

parents together to act politically. In this way, more democracy
transforms the institution and creates a better educational system.
The same emphasis on institutional analysis is also the basis

of more conservative contemporary reforms. Chubb and Moe
(1990a) suggest that the same simple choice between institutional
systems will improve schooling. Where the liberal approach suggested more democracy, the current conservative one suggests less.
The left opts for more politics; the right, for more markets. Both
assume that institutional paralysis is the problem and that the introduction of private interests, defined as parents, is the solution.
Many conservative thinkers believe that America suffers from too
much democracy and that the way to improve matters is to break
the hold of government on individual decisions informed by the
market. Twenty years after decentralization, it is now the public
authority that creates the bureaucracy that must be changed:

The fundamental causes of poor academic performance are not to be found in the schools, but rather
in the institutions by which the schools have traditionally been governed. Reformers fail by automatically relying on these institutions to solve the
problemwhen the institutions are the problem.
The key to better schools, therefore, is institutional reform. What we propose is a new system of
public education that eliminates most political and
bureaucratic control over the schools and relies instead on indirect control through markets and parental choice. These new institutions naturally function
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to promote and nurture the kinds of effective schools

that reformers have wanted all along [Chubb and
Moe, 1990b, p. 5].

Deinstitutionalizing the schools would free them to be more
responsive. State-run institutions cannot do a good job. Something
else, not the public institution, would be better. In this view, services will be delivered by noninstitutional actors. Here, the market
is the antidote to the institution. "Community" mental health and
"community" corrections turned out to mean privately controlled

services delivered by people who did not work for the state but
depended on the government for support. The outlook for the same
kind of system in education is favorable. Prisons and mental hospitals survived and, in some cases, flourished, serving as selective
feeders to the private sector by releasing those who could be served
by the private sector and holding on to those who were too difficult
for the private agencies to handle.

The problem for the conservatives was not in the mental
patient or in the student, nor was it in the society or in the economy
where that person was embedded. It lay in how the institution was
governed. This analysis was informed by the near-monopolies on

human service enjoyed by the governing authorities and service
bureaucracies. But the economic metaphor mystifies the public nature of the choice approach. The deinstitutionalization paradigm
generally hid the possibility that other factors were responsible for
the problem and that, without the current organization, unanticipated factors would come into play when it was changed. Indeed,
actors in institutions could modify their behavior to maintain their
power, learning how to manipulate the new system to maintain
their advantage.

Deinstitutionalized Practice

Current strategies to reform urban public schools have as their
foundation a theory of deinstitutionalization that undermines the
legitimacy of the state and privatizes its functions. That theory of
deinstitutionalization has shaped reform efforts in other human
service areas and has led to changes in service organization and
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delivery that have been devastating for the poor and have enhanced
the resources of the middle class. This theory focuses on the conflict
between bureaucracy and the individual, and it expresses that conflict as a problem of socialization (Meyer, 1978). The left-wing variant of the theory emphasizes the political dimension (Bastian and
others, 1986); the right-wing variant focuses on economics; both
undermine the state's legitimacy.
For most of the twentieth century, institution building and
reform were synonymous. The building of institutions, the training
of professionals, and the insulation of the service enterprise from

politics were seen as ways to make progress in helping those in
need. In education, this process of institution building was completed within a decade of the end of World War II. The "one best
system" was composed of a strong superintendent, a school board
above politics, and a professional cadre of teachers who were judged
by educational standards. Public education involved what went on
inside the school building and was the domain of school professionals and c:ected representatives. Revisionist and conservative scholars

have emphasized what was lost in the battle to build that system
(Ravitch, 1983), but with the development of a service economy
came the need for new markets, as well as the need to break the
state's monopoly on the delivery of human services so that private
enterprises could expand. Enter deinstitutionalization, a reform
that legitimizes that shift.
The deinstitutionalized mental health system does not look
the way its advocates thought it would (Rochefort, 1989). Much of
our understanding of this "community revolution" (Bell and Held,
1969) comes from those scholars and activists who write about the
evils of the old bureaucratic or institutional system and describe the
new arrangements as progress. This discourse promotes the new
social-control system by comparing its potential with the evils of
the old system; it avoids the question of how the new system supports the status quo. These researchers see the innovations as ways
to remedy problems that the government has failed to address; they
see a breakdown of effective democratic government. The result is
that issues of effectiveness and redistribution are masked by a rhetoric that hides the consequences of the reforms behind a veil of false
dichotomies.
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Deinstitutionalization theory offers a very poor map to those
who want to understand how the new system works. To improve
that map, we need a conceptual framework that moves beyond describing the new operations and legitimizing innovations. I propose
the concept of inclusion to capture this new reality. Inclusion is a
complex concept that, better than the term deinstitutionalization,
expresses the confusing currents and cross-currents in the model nday transformation of human services. I shall first describe inclusion as it applies to mental health care.
The concept of inclusion refers to three different but related
trends. The first trend is the general shift in the care of the mentally
ill away from the traditional, large-scale state hospital to those social institutions that make up the fabric of community life. For
example, despite the popular image of the homeless discharged
mental patient, the majority of state mental patients are discharged
to their families (Kiesler and Sibulkin, 1987). Thus, for the majority
of patients, the burden of care and control rests with their families.
Similarly, when patients need income, they rely on the institutions
of work or government-sponsored income support, just as those
who are not mentally ill do. When they need shelter, they have to
rely on the low-income housing marketor, when the market fails
them, on family or government supportjust as other low-income
groups do. In short, the term inclusion expresses the reality that, for
patients and their immediate environment, clinical issues have become fused with problems of living.
Second, the notion of inclusion refers to the growing popularity of nonsegregative services for the treatment of the seriously

mentally ill. For example, the number of psychiatric episodes in
state hospitals has decreased since the mid 1950s, while the number
in general hospitals has increased. In 1982, general hospitals accounted for 62.0 percent of all inpatient psychiatric episodes, while
state hospitals accounted for only 17.6 percent (Kiesler and Sibulkin, 1987). In strictly quantitative terms, the general hospital is now
the preferred site for treatment of acute mental disorders. Nevertheless, the emergence of the general hospital as the major provider of

acute inpatient psychiatric care is not a case of the care of the seriously mentally ill being transferred from a custodial to a community setting. General hospitals have become part of a new, greatly
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expanded market for the treatment of mental disorders. This development is largely the result of the growth in mental health coverage
in private (Blue Cross/Blue Shield) and federal (Medicaid and Medicare) insurance programs since the 1950s (Mechanic, 1987), and the
population treated by general hospitals differs in important respects
from the population treated by state hospitals. Both the acute treat-

ment of the mentally ill and their long-term care have been
dispersed over community-based facilities (Shadish, Lurigio, and
Lewis, 1989). With operating costs underwritten by social security
funds, a vast network of community residential institutions (such
as board-and-care facilities, nursing and group homes, halfway
houses, and single-room-occupancy hotels) has emerged since the
1960s. These facilities have been promoted as less restrictive alternatives to the long-term wards of the state hospital. In actual practice, however, their mode of controlling the resident often has a
great deal in common with the custodial, punitive style of the largescale mental institution (Lerman, 1982). Thus, this second aspect of
inclusion could be described as the penetration of the institution
into civil society.
The third aspect of inclusion represents the reverse: the pene-

tration of civil society into the institution (Jacobs, 1977). The traditional state hospital has never ceased to play its central role in the
care and control of the mentally ill, particularly the indigent men-

tally ill. The way it performs this role, however, has changed
dramatically during the last three decades. The traditional authoritarian, coercive style of the state mental institution became more

and more untenable in light of the structural changes in social
organization and the moral values of postwar society. The institu-

tion's response to the mental patient converged with society's
changing attitude toward minorities and marginal groups. The
hospital became more egalitarian and came largely to rely on the
patient's voluntary participation in treatment (Wagenaar and Lewis, 1989). These changes transformed the patient-provider relationship and gave the deinstitutionalized system its characteristic
inclusionary tenor. Along with the transformation of the patientprovider relationship came profound social and economic changes
that threw more and more patients into poverty (Lurigio and Lewis,
1989).
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If public education can anticipate a similar experience, then the
central characteristics of the deinstitutionalized mental health system will appear in public education. I shall now highlight four
such characteristics, as well as the potential difficulties that deinstitutionalizing innovations are likely to present.
Mandatory Reassignment of Clients

The segregation of mental health clients inside institutions, which
were walled off from the outside world both politically and clinically, was forcibly ended. In urban education, this was and is being

done through desegregation plans, magnet schools, and choice
plans. Students find themselves assigned to new places, on the basis

of the notion that their assignment to segregated institutions was
violating American laws and values. The notion that someone must
be schooled in a segregated setting is no longer acceptable, either
to the general public or to policy makers (Taylor, 1986). Similar
movements have taken place in the mental health and correctional
fields, as community corrections (Lewis and Darling, 1990) and
community mental health (Lewis and others, 1991) have become
guiding metaphors in legitimizing contemporary approaches to
treatment.

Private Sector Penetration

The monopoly of state control over the delivery of mental health
services was broken as private agencies were given a share of state
resources to deliver services to part of the client group (Fisher, Dorwart, Schlesinger, and Davidson, 1991). This arrangement has been
given many different names, "community" appearing in most of
them; in urban education, it is legitimized in the name of "choice"
and is in the early stages of development. Both mental health and
corrections have seen private sector penetration become a reality, as
larger and larger proportions of state budgets for treatment go to
private agencies that deliver services to clients.
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Voluntary Compliance

While exclusion was found to be illegal and unacceptable, the integration of client populations was made voluntary in the mental
health system. Clients were not coerced to accept service in nonsegregative settings. After a few false starts, governmental authorities
allowed market forces and personal preferences to determine who
went to which services. The discretion of both the client and his or
her family, as well as the receptivity of the available institutions,
allocated clients across settings. For public schools, the same pi ocess has meant that state coercion was kept to a minimum after
considerable original resistance to integration, and families now
decide where to send their children to school. Segregation is against
the law, but integration has been made voluntary outside the South.
Intransigence of the Original Conditions

Many critiques of the exclusionary service system were based on
theories of socialization that treated the "total" institution as the
cause of the problem (crime, mental illness, ignorance). Theories
that are used in an inclusionary perspective are "person-blame"
rather than "system-blame" theories (Murray, 1984). They tend to
place blame for problems inside people ("They are just that way")
rather than inside institutions. In education, this has led to an emphasis on the importance of parents, the community, and students'
attitudes as causes of poor achievement. The ascendancy of these
newer theories makes it clear that private sector agencies and new
inclusionary services should not be held responsible for how the
client does. Rather, in this new world the clients themselves, or
hard-to-control factors, are seen as causes of the problems, and the
services are viewed as dealing with the consequences of problems
that are beyond the reach of public policy. This new world and the
arrangements we have just outlined are legitimized in the eyes of
reformers merely on the basis of their contrasts with the old world
of exclusion. The new system is justified by a critique of the old.
The reformers tend to focus on the new system as an alternative to
the older system of segregation and exclusion, rather than charting
how the new system regulates and stratifies.
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Conclusion
The conventional debate over innovations such as decentralization
usually appears as a fight between those who maintain the institu-

tions to be changed (in this case, the public school bureaucrats
the insiders) and those who push for the new, "community" alternative (school reformersthe outsiders; see Moore and Davenport,
1990). In the reform process, research is often used to support challenges to the exclusionary approach. Researchers typically accept
the reform position as credible and often assume it as embodying
the proper theoretical stance from which to define research issues
(for example, lack of innovation in a school district or resistance to
change). By allowing reformers' views to determine the issues, however, researchers also adopt reformers' assumptions. In doing so,
researchers often miss the important processes that are put into play
when a system "transforms" itself Jm an exclusionary to an inclusionary one. The reform position certainly highlights the problems of the exclusionary system, but it is of little help in describing
how the new inclusionary system operates. Reformers, as well as
their supporters in the government and in foundations, push resistant bureaucracies and entrenched politicians to open up the governing process, but they do not explore how the new arrangements
work. We must deinstitutionalize the way we think about school
reform.
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Fiscal Decentralization and
Accountability in Education:
Experiences in Four Countries
Donald R. Winkler
Educational decentralization is in vogue throughout the world, although the policies and practices employed to implement decentralization vary widely across countries, as well as across states within
the United States. Two typologies are useful in describing worldwide decentralization efforts. One typology distinguishes between
deconcentration, which is the delegation of some decision-making
authority to local agencies of central administrative units, and decentralization, which is the assignment of such extensive decisionmaking responsibility to the elected officials of local agencies (Rondinelli and others, 1983). The other typology makes a distinction in
the level of decision-making authority, ranging from the national
level to the individual (Uphoff, 1986).
The popular meaning of educational decentralization is very
much country-specific. In some Latin American countries with a
history of complete centralization of decision-making power in the
central government's education ministry, decentralization is the
delegation of powers to the regional offices of the ministry. In other
countries, it refers to the constitutional transfer of such power from
the central government to regional or local governments. In the
United States, which by either of these standards is already highly

decentralized, it typically refers both to deconcentration of the
school district's central administrative decision-making authority to
Note: The findings, interpretations, and conclusions expressed in this
chapter are entirely those of the author and should not be attributed in any

manner to the World Bank. Alec Gershberg provided indispensable research assistance.
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local school personnel (for example, teacher empowerment) and to
transfer of authority to elected local school councils.
This chapter is concerned with the distribution of decisionmaking power among national, regional, and local governments
and does not specifically address its distribution within local governments. Furthermore, the chapter focuses on fiscal decentralization, or the shift of governmental responsibility for the management of financial resources, since this is arguably the single most
important administrative function. The chapter examines the the-

ory and practice of primary-secondary education finance in intergovernmental systems and distills lessons for decentralization
policies and their management, with special attention to the implications of decentralization for accountability.
This chapter begins with a typology of educational centralization-decentralization models, analyzes the advantages and dis-

advantages of those models, compares these ideal models with
practice among both higher-income and lower-income countries,
and draws lessons learned from experience. While the principal
purpose of this analysis is to inform decentralization policy debates

in developing countries, the lessons are equally important for
higher-income countries. This analysis pays special attention to
four countries having distinctly different organizational arrange-

ments for financing and providing educationAustralia, the
United States, Brazil, and Chile. In Australia, educational finance

and provision are the responsibility of the states. In the United
States, states are also responsible for education, but most states
further devolve most decision making to special education districts.

Brazil is similar to the United States in devolving much decision
making for primary education to local governments. Chile, where
regional governments are simply administrative units of the central
government, is often viewed as having made one of the most radical
transitions from highly centralized to decentralized provision of education among developing countries.
The popularity of decentralization is attributable to a wide
variety of factors. These can be grouped into four broad categories:
educational finance, efficiency, accountability and effectiveness,
and redistribution of political power. While these factors are examined here with respect to developing countries, they apply equally
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well in explaining the increasing popularity of community control
of schools in the United States.

The financial arguments for decentralization are a recent
phenomenon. The proportion of school-age children enrolled in
primary and secondary schools has grown rapidly over the past two
decades, and educational expenditures have grown rapidly as well.
Central governments now find themselves facing severe fiscal con-

straints to continued expansion of educational opportunities.
Hence, shifting part of the burden for support of primary and secondary education to subnational units of government, to community and voluntary organizations, and to parents has become an
increasingly attractive alternative. The form of shifting advocated
in decentralization plans varies with a variety of country characteristics, including the form of government, colonial administrative
heritage, and traditions of community involvement.
The efficielicy rationale for decentralization argues that centralized planning and administration, both at the national level and
in large urban school districts, have resulted in expensive education,
which is decreasing in quality. One explanation for high costs is
inadequate governmental capacity to administer a centralized educational system. Another explanation is the cost of decision making
in a system where even the most minor local education matters must
be decided by a geographically and culturally distant bureaucracy.
Yet another explanation is the frequent application by the education authorities of nationwide standards for curriculum, construction, teacher quality, and so on, which thereby prevents cost savings
through adjustments of educational inputs to local or regional price
differences.

The effectiveness rationale argues that centralized systems
reduce the accountability of schools to their customers. After independence, many developing countries nationalized and centralized
their educational systems, sometimes at the expense of community
and mission schools. Similarly, school consolidation policies in the
United States and other countries served to centralize decision making and increase the distance between schools and parents. Admin-

istration and accountability can be improved in education, it is
argued, if schools are made more responsive to parents and to the
local community and if the need for the central government (or the
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central administration in large urban school districts) to make decisions on local education matte=s is eliminated. These arguments
are buttressed by examples of greater cost-effectiveness in the private
sector.' An example of these arguments for decentralization is given
in the sixth five-year plan of Pakistan: "The nearly comprehensive

nationalization of educational institutions and the accompanying
policy of free education ten years ago had at least two casualties. An
already impoverished government was landed with a large financial

burden, which restricted it from expanding education. And many
of the schools of high quality, some of them run by educationconscious communities, lost their excellence under the public control. This, in both quantity and quality, was counter-productive"
(Government of Pakistan, 1982, pp. 318-319).
Redistribution of political power is rarely stated as an objective of decentralization, but democratization or inclusion of marginal groups in society is a frequently stated goal. An example is
the 1972 Peruvian educational reform, which quite explicitly attempted to include Indians and other disadvantaged groups in educational decision making. Some would argue that redistribution

of political power is the primary objective of decentralization
(McGinn and Street, 1982). With that as the objective, decentralization may be undertaken to empower groups in society that support

the central government's policies or to weaken groups that pose
obstructions to those policies. Thus, decentralization in Mexico has
served to reduce the power of the teachers' union by transferring
salary negotiations from the central to the state government level.
From this perspective, decentralization is less concerned with the
transfer of power from one level of government to another than with

the transfer of power from one group to another. Ironically, one
consequence of decentralization ma, be to increase the effective control of the central government, or at least that of key decision makers
within the central government.

Organizational Arrangements for Education
While the focus of this chapter is fiscal decentralization, it is useful
to consider the organization of financing and spending within the
broader context of governmental functions and responsibility for
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education. Governments are involved in many aspects of primary
and secondary education: school organization, curriculum and
teaching methods, supervision, setting of examinations, recruitment
and compensation of teachers, financing of recurrent and capital
expenditures, school construction, evaluation, and audit. The degree
of centralization of decision making may differ widely by component, even within a given intergovernmental system (country or
state). For example, curriculum decisions may be highly centralized;
at the same time, school construction may be very decentralized.

The typology of education functions presented here can be
combined with the typology of alternative modes of shifting decision making downward (deconcentration versus decentralization)
and the typology of levels of decision making. The resulting mixes
of decision-making power with respect to education functions,
decision-making modes, and levels of government are what lead to
the description of an entire educational system as "centralized" or
"decentralized." Table 5.1 shows the mixes most commonly found
in educational systems described as centralized, decentralized, and
mixed. Quite clearly, each of these typologies could be extended in
great detail. For exa.iiple, a more extreme decentralized model
might include school-based decision making or family decision
making through the use of vouchers.
For any given intergovernmental system, the degree of cen-

tralization with respect to each component can be determined
through the examination of the constitution, legislation, and regulations that set out the responsibilities of each level of government
and constituent ministries or departments. But there is often a discrepancy between what is written or reported and what is practiced.
In particular, the central government often sets guidelines for curriculum, teacher qualifications, school construction standards, and

so on, that are unrealistically high, given the income and human
resources of the country. As a result, what appear to be strict central
government regulations and mandates may not be enforced and may
in fact be largely ignored by the providers educational services.
Table 5.1 provides a centralized-decentralized typology for

the principal governmental activities found in public education.
The discussion that follows describes that typology with some
country-based examples.

Curriculum, teaching materials,
preservice and in-service instruction provided by the central
ministry of education
Examinations set and evaluated
by central ministry of education;
responsibility for direct supervision often lies with regional administrative offices
Central government sets accreditation standards, provides
teacher education, sets teacher
pay scales, and directly pays the
teachers

Curriculum and teaching methods

Examinations and
supervision

Teacher recruitment
and compensation

Centralized Model

Teachers may be selected by the
local school authority, but central or regional government typically prescribes pay scales;
accreditation standards also set
centrally

offices

Curriculum, teaching materials,
and in-service instruction established and provided by the central government or through its
regional delegations
Examinations set centrally but
usually administered and evaluated regionally; supervision of
local instruction often carried
out through regional or district

Mixed Model

Table 5.1. Centralization-Decentralization Typology.

I

Teachers selected and pay scales
set by local government; accreditation standards typically set by
central government but may not
be enforced

Basic contents of curriculum set
centrally; textbooks may be selected and purchased locally; inservice instruction may be provided locally
Examinations set and evaluated
locally or through voluntary associations; central or regional
governments usually provide
limited supervision of teachers
and schools

Decentralized Model

All current expenditures fully
funded by central government
except minor user fees; nonteacher resources distributed to
schools

Central government sets construction standards, which may
be uniform for the entire country, and covers all construction
costs, although the local community may be required to provide labor and/or some
construction materials
Review of central government
ministry of education carried
out by internal and external
auditors

Financing of recurrent
expenditures

School construction

Financial and management audits

Centralized Model

Internal audit of central government ministry complemented by
external audit of use of the central government funds by local
agencies

Construction standards set by
central government; matching
funds often provided for school
construction, sometimes in the
form of a promise by the central
government to cover some portion of recurrent expenditures

Central or regional government
provides most funding of local
schools, with some portion of
educational expenditures funded
by local revenue sources; local
community has some influence
on total expenditure levels

Mixed Model

Table 5.1. Centralization-Decentralization Typology, Cont'd.

Local government responsible
for internal control and managing external audit of school
agencies; central government
may audit L se of its funds by local agency

Land and materials for school
construction provided by local
community; labor may be voluntary; local construction standards used

Local government funds elementary and secondary education from local revenue sources;
user fees or "voluntary" contributions to parent-teacher associations may be required;
categorical or project grants may
be provided by central
government

Decentralized Model
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School Organization

The term school organization refers to the establishment of minimum schooling requirements, the structure of elementary and secondary schooling, and the rights of children to education. With the
exception of a very few federalist systems (for example, the United
States), decisions about school organization are highly centralized.
Despite a high degree of centralization, however, large differences
in compliance with organizational standards, especially in providing educational opportunities (for example, number of grades of
education offered) to all children, are found in almost all school
systems (Carron and Chau, 1980). The major difference between
decentralized and centralized school systems lies in the level of government that makes resource-allocation decisions that result in unequal opportunities. In the centralized model, unequal educational
opportunities are the result of resource-allocation decisions made in
the ministry of education itself. In the decentralized model, unequal

educational opportunities are usually the result of differences in
wealth or tax bases among local or regional governments responsible for financing elementary and secondary education.

Curriculum and Teaching Methods

Like school organization, curriculum standards are usually regulated by the central government, which also usually provides
teacher education. In most countries, public school curriculum
standards are also extended to private schools. Curriculum is typically viewed as the domain of experts, who mainly reside in teacher
colleges or in the ministry of education. Teacher education is also
typically viewed as the responsibility of the central government (or
of the regional government in large decentralized systems).

Centralization of curriculum-related decision making need
not imply a uniform curriculum. Several centralized countries have
attempted to differentiate the curriculum to meet the instructional
needs of different social groups. A tightly controlled pedagogy can
be one policy response to the problem of poorly qualified teachers.

t
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Examinations and Supervision

Perhaps the most crucial questions about educational supervision
concern who selects the chief administrative officer of a school or
group of schools and what power that individual has over the various educational functions. The chief administrator is typically appointed by the ministry (or by the regional education secretariat) in
a highly centralized system and may have relatively few powers
other than the power to send personnel evaluations to the ministry
and monitor the education and examination system to ensure compliance with ministry guidelines. In a decentralized system, by contrast, the chief administrator may be directly elected by the local
community or may be appointed by an elected mayor or council.
Between these two extremes is the administrator who is appointed
by the ministry and given considerable decision making authority
over resource allocation in the schools. In many developing countries, transportation is sufficiently difficult and human resources
sufficiently scarce that there is very little effective supervision of the

schools, regardless of how the administrator is selected. In many
countries, administrators are also responsible for supervising private schools, and that fact only exacerbates this resource problem.
Examinations provide a standard for measuring and evaluating learning. Variation is perhaps more extreme in examination
control and procedures than in any other educational function. In
many former British colonies (for example, countries in the West
Indies), exams are set and graded in England. At the other extreme
are most countries in Latin America, which have no national examinations; as a result, the criteria set for passing from one grade
or one level to the next are set at the school level and vary greatly.
In between these two extremes are countries that set and grade exams regionally. Although a system of national examinations is typically found in the centralized model, Latin America demonstrates
that local control of examinations and promotion standards can
coexist in relatively centralized systems.

Teacher Recruitment and Compensation
Accreditation standards for teachers are almost always set centrally
(a notable exception is the United States, where state governments
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license teachers), but the criteria set for accreditation are often ideal
standards, which cannot be met in practice. The local or regional
labor market for teachers determines de facto local or regional accreditation standards, even in highly centralized school systems.

Teacher recruitment and promotion practices vary greatly
among countries. In a highly centralized country, the central government (through either the education ministry or the civil service
ministry) recruits, appoints, promotes, and moves teachers; nationally recruited teachers are also likely to enjoy civil service protection. In a decentralized country, the community itself may recruit
teachers, and employment and promotion may be politically deter-

mined in part (say, through patronage of the elected mayor).
Teacher compensation practices are highly correlated with recruitment procedures. When recruitment and promotion are centralized,
there is typically a national pay scale, which does not vary with
working conditions. When recruitment is decentralized, teachers are

usually paid in accordance with conditions in the local labor
market.

Financing of Recurrent Expenditures

In a highly centralized educational system, the government both
finances and directly provides all inputs, with no local contributions (except minor matriculation fees). In a decentralized system,
the local community finances and directly provides inputs, either
through local tax revenues (the United States, Brazil) or through
"voluntary" fees (Kenya). A mixed system would include the central
government's financing and provision of some educational inputs
(books, supervision), categorical grants to regional or local governments, and some local community control over use of those funds.

School Construction and Finance
In the centralized model, the central government sets uniform construction standards and directly carries out all school construction.
In the decentralized model, the local community finances and constructs schools (in low-income countries, this arrangement may take

the form of local voluntary contributions and construction with
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local materials and standards). In the mixed model, the central government may construct schools, using different regional standards;
or the community that constructs its own school may be required
to follow governmental standards in order for the school to be accredited and staffed. In practice, school construction and finance
tend to be more decentralized than the other components of elemen-

tary and secondary education, especially in Africa and Asia. In
many developing countries (Zimbabwe, India), the central govern-

ment offers an implicit matching grant, promising to staff the
school constructed by the local community.

Evaluation and Audit
The locus of financial control, auditing, and performance evaluadon typically lies with the government that provides the revenues
for education. The central government almost always exercises internal control over its own use of funds (for example, in the centralized model) and either undertakes audit or requires external
audit of the use of its funds by other levels of government (for
example, in the decentralized model). Local governments, by contrast, typically control only those funds derived from local revenue
sources. Performance evaluations typically include the administration of standardized examinations.
An Assessment

Two important questions can be posed about the alternative models
presented in Table 5.1. First, what determines which model is selected by a particular country (or state, in the United States)? Answering this question is an exercise in political economy. The choice
may be related to perceptions of the relative efficiency or effectiveness of alternative models; more likely, however, the choice is determined by historical, cultural, and political factors. 1 have seen no

rigorous examination of this question, and to attempt an answer
would be too ambitious a task for this chapter.
Second, which model is best? The answer to this question
depends partly on the values of the respondent and partly on empirical evidence. Those who assign a high value to equality may
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argue for a centralized model or a mixed model with strict regulations to limit inequality. Those who assign a high value to freedom
of choice would most likely argue for a highly decentralized model.
Finally, those most interested in efficiency would select centralized
provision of activities where economies of scale are large and decentralized decision making for activities where input prices (such as
teachers' salaries) vary widely. The average citizen, of course, may
desire some mix of these values, according to the trade-offs involved.
Although interested in efficiency, the average citizen may be willing

to incur higher costs to ensure greater equality of educational opportunity across jurisdictions. Unfortunately, empirical evidence
on these trade-offs is wanting, and the absence of such evidence
prevents any firm answer to the question. Still, experience in various countries can at least suggest an answer to the question of
which models appear to satisfy which criteria best. This chapter
limits the review of countries' experiences to fiscal activities, for
practical reasons of space and time.
Fiscal Decentralization: A Scenario

Fiscal decentralization is the reassignment of revenue-raising and
expenditure responsibilities from the central to subnational governments; in terms of Table 5.1, it is the movement from the "centralized" to either the "mixed" or the "decentralized" model. Fiscal
decentralization is the core of any educational decentralization policy. Changes in revenue and expenditure assignments alter organizational incentives and behavior, with important implications for
efficiency and equity.

In the original, centralized state of the world, the central
government collects all revenues and makes all expenditure decisions. A competitive and iterative budgeting process, usually between the education and finance ministries and the legislature, leads
to a budget for primary and secondary education. Within political
and other constraints, the education ministry determines the allocation of the budget across budget categories and across schools,

communities, or regions within the country. Communities or regions desiring new schools, more teachers, more grade-level or
course offerings, or more of other educational resources must solicit
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such resources from the education ministry. Additional resources
are "free" to the solicitor, who is thus not concerned about either
their efficient use or the cost implications to the central government. The education ministry, however, is concerned with these
efficiency and cost issues and takes them into consideration in responding to solicitations. Nevertheless, the technicians of the ministry are sometimes frustrated to find that political relations between
the ministry and elected officials at the subnational level often dominate technical evaluations. Finally, since the education ministry
directly provides physical resources, it need not be concerned about
the proper use of funds, although it is concerned about the proper
use of resources and for that purpose carries out periodic supervision of schools.

Critics of this centralized world focus on three principal
problems. First, centralization implies a considerable degree of uniformity in policies, salaries, and procedures, regardless of local and
regional differences in educational needs and input prices. Second,
the geographical distance between decision makers and parents and
the lack of any mechanism to accurately reflect parents' and taxpayers' preferences lead to a large amount of d ssatisfaction.2 Third, the
education ministry's effective monopoly (with the exception, per-

haps, of a small private education sector) restricts both parental
choice in schooling and educational innovation. These problems
could be ameliorated in the context of centralized educational finance and provision through policies to permit regional variations
in curriculum, salaries, and course offerings; introduction of mechanisms to provide parental feedback and participation; and devel-

opment of policies to encourage innovation. Let us assume,
however, that because of resource limitations and institutional or
political constraints, such changes are not possible. As a result, the
country decides to decentralize authority for revenues and expenditures to local and/or regional governments.
To continue this scenario, the government decides--that if
there are problems with centralization, then zallical.dil-cen tralization

must be the solution. Therefore, it adopts the constitutional
changes required to give each local government both its own
sources of revenue (mainly the property tax) and the authority to
decide rates of taxation on those revenue sources, as well as the
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authority to decide how much to spend on a variety of local services,
including education. Furthermore, local governments are
responsible for teachers' recruitment (subject to the central govern-

ment's minimum qualification standards) and remuneration, as
well as for the provision of school supplies and texts, school construction, and building maintenance. Given their constitutional autonomy, local governments are neither required to submit financial
reports to the central government nor subject to mandatory external
audits.
Initially, local citizens are euphoric over their new powers,
but criticisms soon arise. The first and major criticism is that local
governments with low fiscal capacity (that is, a low property-tax
base) cannot raise and allocate sufficient revenues to provide the
quantity and quality of education that was provided earlier. These
jurisdictions complain that their children have less educational opportunity than children fortunate enough to live in jurisdictions
with high fiscal capacity. Relatively well-off jurisdictions join in,
complaining that they lack the large revenues required to undertake
new school construction.3 Another criticism erupts from the national teachers' association, which complains that teachers of similar qualifications are receiving very different salaries within the
country, and some receive only poverty-level wages. Parents also
join the chorus, complaining that their input is sometimes ignored
by elected officials who have different spending priorities; furthermore, they argue, the schools fail to provide them with even basic
information on spending and performance. The central government soon realizes that it cannot rid itself so easily of the responsibility for educational finance, and it begins to consider policies for
correcting the major problems. A search for policy options would
naturally begin with an assessment of those policies already in practice in countries with federal or decentralized systems of govern-

ment. This assessment would also begin with a more precise
definition of the criteria that could be employed to assess those
systemsthe topic to which we now turn.
Criteria and Options
The litany of complaints about both centralized and decentralized
arrangements for education financing and spending suggest at least
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some criteria that could be employed in a technical evaluation of
policy options. As shown in Table 5.2, these criteria would at least
include the capacity of the system to satisfy taxpayers' or consumers'

preferences, guaranteed minimum levels of educational quantity
and quality, mechanisms for holding decision makers accountable
to the payers and users of education, and a satisfactory level of
equality of educational opportunity.' Variables measuring these
criteria are not necessarily easy to define or quantify, but it is at least
possible in all cases to specify some of the conditions that positively
or negatively affect their size.
Satisfaction of consumers' and taxpayers' preferences is related to both voice and choice. The louder the voice that taxpayers

and parents have in determining taxing and spending for education, the greater their satisfaction with the outcomes should be.' In
most circumstances, the smaller the jurisdiction making decisions
on taxing and spending, the louder this voice. Alternatively, if
Table 5.2. Criteria for the Evaluation of Policy Options.
Criteria

Comments

Satisfaction of consumers and
taxpayers' preferences regarding
taxes and educational services

The larger the jurisdiction, the more
homogeneous the service; the more
heterogeneous the preferences of the
population concerning education, the
poorer the match between citizens'
preferences and the services they
receive

Guaranteed minimum levels of
educational quantity and
quality

The high mobility associated with human capital results in interjurisdictional spillovers of education benefits

Accountability for educational
performance and use of funds

Accountability requires clear assignment of responsibilities, public information on performance and finance,
and rigorous finance and management
audit

Equality of educational

High correlations between educational
quantity and quality and family income or local tax base are commonly
interpreted as low equality of educational opportunity

opportunity

'a kJ
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citizens have choice in selecting jurisdictions or schools, they can
choose the schools that best match their preferences, with income
and other constraints giving some citizens greater choice than others. Both voice and choice become more important with greater
heterogeneity in the citizens' preferences for taxing and spending.
These arguments suggest the proposition that decentralization increases consumers' and taxpayers' satisfaction.
The human capital requirements of democratic and industrial societies and the high mobility of human capital imply that
failure on the part of some jurisdictions to provide some minimum
quantity and quality of educational services may result in lower
productivity and higher public service costs elsewhere. Thus, there
is an externality argument for ensuring that all citizens attain some
minimum level of knowledge.6 In practice, this is defined as jurisdictions' provision of minimum educational services, in terms of
both minimum years of education and minimum per-pupil expenditure levels. The analysis given here focuses solely on minimum
expenditures. If the central (or state) government does not ensure
minimum expenditures, and if the fiscal capacity of the schools
varies widely, then decentralization is hypothesized to increase the
proportion of students receiving less than the required minimum
expenditures.
Accountability means holding public officials responsible
for their actions and is thus a necessary condition for satisfying any
other criteria by which one can judge alternative arrangements for
education financing and spending. Accountability requires clear
assignment of responsibility for financing and provision of education, congruence between public policy and implementation, financial reporting and auditing to ensure proper uses of funds, program
evaluations to assess school performance, and free and easy access
by education consumers to financial and performance information.
Decentralization is likely to have ambiguous effects on accountabil-

ity. While it may encourage parents and voters to monitor the
school more closely, it may also reduce the information available to
those doing the monitoring (presuming that central ministry officials have, on the average, better information than parents and voters do).

While most societies wish to ensure some degree of equality

A
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of educational opportunity, specification and definition of the term
vary widely. Typically, equality is considered to be low when there
exist large differences in expenditures and educational attainment

among a country's regions, ethnic groups or races, or socioeconomic groups. The existence of high positive correlations between

educational expenditures and family income or between educational expenditures and fiscal capacity of the jurisdiction is also a
reflection of low equality of educational opportunity. To the extent
that large variations exist in family income or fiscal capacity across

schools, decentralization is hypothesized to reduce equality of
education.

Experiences in Four Countries
Two higher-income and two lower-income countries constitute the
sample of countries reviewed here for the purpose of distilling lessons for governments that are considering further decentralization of
education finance. Even though the sample is small, these four countries reflect significantly different models of fiscal decentralization in
education, as summarized in Table 5.3. Two of the countriesAus-

tralia and Chilehave large central government revenue-sharing
programs, which significantly reduce subnational government fiscal

disparities. The other two countriesthe United States and Brazil
have large subnational government fiscal disparities, even after federal categorical and revenue-sharing transfers.
Australia is a federation of states with weak municipal governments. The central government, or commonwealth, provides a
large share (59 percent) of total state revenues through redistributive
revenue sharing (Groenewegen, 1984). As a result, fiscal capacity is
relatively equal across states, and differences in revenues largely
reflect regional preferences. By contrast, the United States provides
no revenue sharing to either state or municipal governments, with
resulting large disparities in fiscal capacity.' The Brazilian federal
government provides both automatic revenue sharing and discretionary transfers to state and municipal governments." Nevertheless,
interstate and intermunicipal fiscal disparities remain very large.`'
In addition, federal and state government transfers play a small role
in reducing fiscal disparities among municipalities. Finally, Chile

A
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Local governments have
principal responsibility
for finance, largely
through bond proceeds,
with some state aid

United States States and localities share
responsibility for finance
of local schools, with
small federal contribution

Chile

Brazil

Central government finances municipal schools,
with small municipal contribution (10% of total)

tion in education finance
between states
States finance state
schools, municipalities finance municipal schools,
with small federal contribution (10% of total)
Central government finances and constructs municipal schools

Each government level responsible for financing its
own school constructions

Government school construction financed out of
general state revenues,
general-purpose capital
grants, and categorical
commonwealth grants

States responsible for financing of state and nongovernment schools, with
some federal transfers (11%
of total for state schools);
state plus federal transfers
to private primary schools
represent 38% of total
expenditures

(6% of total); wide varia-

Financing of Capital
Expenditures

Country
Australia

Financing of Recurrent
Expenditures

Municipal government responsible for recruitment
and remuneration, subject
to central government
standards, including minimum teacher salary scale

Each government level responsible for recruitment
and remuneration of its
teachers, with state role
limited to accreditation
standards

Responsibility of local
governments, with state
role usually limited to accreditation standards and
regulation of pension
plans

State governments have
overall responsibility,
with recent local involvement in recruitment

Teacher Recruitment
and Remuneration

Table 5.3. Organization of School Finance and Expenditure.

State government responsible for audit of both state
and municipal accounts,
with emphasis on preaudit; no evaluation or
testing
Central government audits
municipal accounts, with
emphasis on preaudit, and
administers national
standardized tests; no program evaluation

Local government usually
responsible for arranging
external audits, with state
overview and federal audits of federal transfers;
states responsible for evaluation and testing

Evaluation and Audit
Commonwealth audit of
its categorical grants
through ad hoc agreements with state agencies
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has both revenue sharing and categorical programs that redistribute

revenues among the thirteen regions and 334 municipalities; the
remaining fiscal disparities are small, by comparison to both the
United States and Brazil.°
Financing of Recurrent Expenditures

All four countries assign responsibility for providing education to

subnational governments, but their methods of doing so vary
greatly. The substantial fiscal equalization among states in Australia means that commonwealth education transfers can focus on special needs, rather than being concerned with state fiscal capacity.
Still, commonwealth categorical grants represent 11 percent of total
revenues of state schools. With the exception of private schools,
which represent 30 percent of total primary and secondary enroll-

ments, education is directly provided by the state governments.
Therefore, there is no need for state grants to municipalities, although state budgeting allocations to individual schools reflect local differences in services and costs (Mathews, 1983).
By contrast to Australia, U.S. federal government transfers do

little to compensate for interstate disparities in fiscal capacity or
interstate education spending differences. Indeed, the U.S. Constitution does not assign the federal government any specific role in
education. State governments, which do have a specific role, typically delegate the responsibility for providing primary and secondary education to local special districts, which are often coterminous

with general local government boundaries. Federal categorical
grants represent 6 percent of total education financing, while state
governments, on the average, provide about half the financing for
education through redistributive block and categorical grants, and
local own-source revenues represent a little less than half the total."
Nevertheless, there are large differences among states; for example,
local governments in Alabama provide 18 percent of total revenues,
and local governments in Nevada generate 56 percent of total revenues. Federal and state categorical transfers alike are numerous and
complex and emphasize the compensation of local authorities for
special education costs or special needs. In addition, the state governments have adopted various alternatives to reduce inequities in
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per-student educational expenditures. California equalizes spend-

ing by prohibiting districts with high fiscal capacity from
increasing their expenditures. Minnesota establishes a high level of
state-guaranteed minimum expenditures per student. Missouri has
legislated (but not yet funded) a power-equalizing formula, which
ensures that all districts receive identical increases in spending for
the same tax-rate increase.
Brazil's primary and secondary education finance is complex,
given Brazil's unique dual school system, especially at the primary
level. State governments operate state primary schools, while municipalities, often in the same jurisdiction, operate municipal primary schools. 12 Federal government education transfers to states and
municipalities are equalizing but represent only 10 percent of total
state and municipal government primary and secondary education

expenditures; these transfers primarily take the form of project
grants negotiated with state education secretariats (World Bank,
1986). In addition, the federal government provides some textbooks

and school meals to students in all public schools. Despite large
intrastate variations in fiscal capacity among municipalities, state
governments in general have not adopted either block or categorical

education grants, although the existence of state schools reduces
education's demands on municipal budgets. Municipal and state
governments are both constitutionally required to allocate 25 percent of specified revenues to education.
Education finance in Chile is relatively simple. Municipal-

ities have the responsibility of providing public education, either
directly or through semiautonomous corporations, but the central
government has the principal responsibility for educational finance. Central government finance represents 90 percent of municipal primary and secondary education expenditures and takes the
form of transfers per pupil, weighted by special need and cost factors. Nonprofit schools, which represent 32 percent of total primary
and secondary enrollments, are also eligible to receive the same per-

pupil transfers; since parents can select their children's schools,
these transfers operate like education vouchers. Municipalities finance the remaining 10 percent of their education expenditures out
of own-source revenues.15

'1
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Financing of Capital Expenditures

Capital investment (primarily school construction and rehabilita-

tion), like financing of recurrent expenditures, differs greatly
among the four countries. In Australia, state governments finance
capital investment out of their general state revenues and their share
of general-purpose commonwealth capital grants, financed through
the issuance of government bonds; the central government's role in

direct finance of capital investment is minimal. In the United
States, by contrast, local authorities are responsible for financing
capital investment, largely through general-obligation bonds, with
some state regulation and aid. Municipalities and states in Brazil are
responsible for financing capital investment in education from their
general revenues and from negotiated federal transfers. Finally, the
central government in Chile is principally responsible for financing
and constructing municipal schools, mainly through municipal applications to the National Development Fund.''' While these applications are given a technical evaluation, political links between the
central government and the municipal government are important
in allocating these discretionary grants.'5
Teacher Recruitment and Compensation
Salaries of personnel typically account for 90 percent of total recurrent outlays; therefore, responsibility for recruitment and remuner-

ation of teachers largely determines expenditure authority. In
Australia, this authority lies with the state government, although
there have been recent experiments with local involvement in recruitment. In the United States, this responsibility lies with local
authorities, although the state sets accreditation standards and often
manages a statewide teacher pension plan. In Brazil, municipalities
and state governments are responsible for recruitment and remuneration of teachers in their respective schools. In Chile, this authority
is given to municipalities, although the central government recently
passed a minimum pay scale for teachers, applicable to all schools
receiving public subventions.
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Evaluation and Audit
No country in this sample of four can be said to do an adequate job
of financial audit and program evaluation. In Australia, the commonwealth is responsible for the audit of its categorical programs,
which typically are not included in state government budgets. There
is no single consistent procedure for audit and evaluation; instead,
agreements for review are reached with implementing state agencies
(Else-Mitchell, 1986). In the United States, the federal government
does follow a consistent audit procedure, with a designated federal
agency given the authority to carry out a single audit of all federal
programs for a given state. While this arrangement avoids many audits by many federal agencies, the large number of federal grant programs (392 categorical programs in 1984) and of detailed grant
conditions reduces effective enforcement. In the United States, municipal governments typically audit the use of state categorical transfers,
with overall review by state authorities. In addition, most states have
annual testing programs, which provide feedback to parents and communities on some indicators of school performance.
In both Brazil and Chile, audit practices emphasize preaudit

compliance with legal authorities for expenditures; grant conditions, other than for the use of funds, are not usually included in
such audits; the central government's ministries usually lack the
capacity to provide substantive program evaluations; and central
government grants are not appropriated by states or municipalities.

In other respects, however, the countries differ significantly. In
Brazil, state tribunals audit both state and municipal accounts.
Nevertheless, financial reports by municipalities to states and to the

federal government do not follow common accounting practice,
which requires careful reworking to generate comparable data, a
process that involves years before publication is possible. In addition, Brazil has no school examination or evaluation program to
provide feedback on performance. The controller general of Chile,
by contrast, carries out throrough periodic audits of all municipal
accounts, including central government transfers, and applies harsh
penalties in the event of mistakes. In addition, the ministry of education administers a nationwide educational testing program but

1.
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does not widely disseminate or analyze the results (Schiefelbein,
1991).

Assessment of Fiscal Decentralization

The following brief description of fiscal decentralization and the
evaluation criteria given earlier provide the basis for a qualitative
assessment, which is summarized in Table 5.4. Two of the criteria
posited earlierminimum education expenditures and equality of
opportunitycan be defined and measured, and empirical evidence
on these exists for each of the four countries. The other two criteriaconsumers' and taxpayers' satisfaction and accountabilityare
not easily defined and measured, and the only information available
for assessing these variables in the four countries comes from the

existence of conditions that, in principle, are conducive to their
attainment.
Consumers' and Taxpayers' Satisfaction
No unambiguous evidence exists on the relationship between consumers' and taxpayers' satisfaction and decentralization. Several
likely determinants of satisfaction were noted earliersize of jurisdiction, authority to tax and spend, choice of schools or jurisdictions, and community input in resource allocation or management
(including selection of school management)but there is little or
no confirming (or disconfirming) evidence. Still, it is at least useful
to identify how the four countries compare on these variables. In
Australia, for example, the jurisdictions for providing educatior. are
very large geographically, and citizens can only elect state general
government leaders, who can be selected regardless of their views on
education. Brazilian state schools are similar in this respect to those

of Australia, although Brazilian states also face significant constraints in increasing their own-source revenues for whatever purpose. Brazilian municipalities, however, offer a mixed picture, with

large municipalities such as Sao Paulo being considerably larger
than some states and rural municipalities in the northeast providing choice in terms of selection of leaders but little choice in raising

own-source revenues or moving to nearby jurisdictions. Chilean

s._

Consumer or taxpayer potentially has large voice
concerning municipal
school expenditures and
can select private school;
financial and performance
information not
disseminated

National minimum expenditure level set by level
of per-pupil voucher

Municipalities choose education expenditure levels
but very limited power to
increase revenues; mayors
and councils currently
appointed

Chile

r

Highly unequal spending
among and within states,
despite redistributive federal aid; scats fail to equalize spending differences
across municipal schools
Highly equal spending
across municipal and subsidized private schools
Consumer or taxpayer has
some voice concerning
municipal school expenditures; lack of information
on school performance
and use of funds

Federal constitution requires state and local governments to allocate 25%
of revenues to education;
no state minimum
standards

Municipalities choose education expenditure levels
but have limited power to
increase revenues; mayors
and councils elected

Brazil

spending in Catholic
schools 72% of that in state
schools

state schools; average

Equality of
Opportunity
High equality of spending
among states and among

Highly unequal spending
among states; inequalities
within some states significantly reduced through redistributive state aid

Consumer or taxpayer has
small voice in finance decisions but can select private school alternative;
finance system transparent, but state budgets exclude commonwealth
categorical transfers

Accountability

Consumer or taxpayer has
relatively large voice in finance decisions; complexity of finance reduces
transpareacy; rigorous
audits and open information on st,.te examinations

Minimum Education
Expenditures
No national minimum
standards; states guarantee
minimum expenditure
levels in state schools

No national minimum
standards; states guarantee
minimum expenditure
levels and regulate minimum quality

States can determine revenues and education expenditures, but very
limited local control; large
government subsidies to
private schools

Consumers' and
Taxpayers' Satisfaction

United States Local districts choose education tax rates and expenditure levels, subject to
state government controls;
school boards elected

Country
Australia

Table 5.4. Assessment of Fiscal Decentralization in Four Countries.
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municipalities also suffer from own-source revenue constraints but
can choose to alter education expenditures within those constraints.
The appointment of mayors and councils clearly limits the influence of citizens, but this is a situation inherited from the previous
military government, and it will soon change. Larger cities, however, comprise several municipalities, an arrangement that provides

some possibility for citizens' choice, and the opportunity to use
vouchers to send children to nonprofit schools increases that choice,
at least in urban areas. With significant exceptions, consumers' and
taxpayers' choice and voice are relatively significant in the United
States. Schools are usually governed and administered by special

districts, led by elected directors; those districts often have great
discretion to determine both taxes and spending. Some urban areas,
however, have single school districts, with as many pupils as the
entire municipal school system has in Chile. Moreover, state con-

straints on taxing and spending have essentially eliminated such
discretion for many school districts; for example, in California, the
state with the largest number of public school students, education
taxing and spending decisions are made largely at the state level.
If the relationships postulated earlier held true, a practical
model for ensuring consumers' satisfaction might combine features
from Chile and the United States and would attempt to satisfy the
following conditions:
1.

2.
3.

4.

School districts would be no larger than necessary to realize
economies of scale.
Parents would be permitted to exercise some choice in selecting
schools.
The board of directors for the school district would be directly
elected.

The community would have some collective choice regarding
education tax and expenditure levels.

In other words, in the ideal model, educational finance and
resource-allocation decisions would be assigned to local rather than

regional or national governments. Education would be provided
through special districts, rather than by general-purpose governments. Neither expenditures nor local tax rates would be con-

c- r--.
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strained by higher levels of government. There is no assurance, of
course, that other factors (such as corruption, fatalism, lack of an
informed citizenry, lack of local administrative capacity) might not
render this ideal model unworkable.

Minimum Expenditures

Unlike satisfaction, the quantity and quality of education can be
directly (if imperfectly) measured, usually proxied by education expenditures. Furthermore, the differences among the four countries

are striking. Brazil fails to establish effective levels of minimum
expenditures either between or within states. Although the federal
constitution does require that state and municipal governments allocate a minimum of 25 percent of specified revenues to education,
that condition is not effectively audited and enforced. Even if it were
enforced, wide disparities in fiscal capacity would ensure large state
and municipal differences in the minimum quantity and quality of
education.
Like Brazil, the United States has no national levels of minimum quality and quantity. Each state, however, does establish its

own minimum years of schooling and minimum expenditures per
pupil. Attainment of minimum expenditures is ensured through
variable matching-grant programs, which typically mandate a minimum tax rate on a tax base (usually the property tax), compute
each district's revenues from that tax rate, and provide transfers to
bring all schools up to the specified state minimum. The specified
minimum varies greatly state.
By contrast with Brazil and the United States, both Australia
and Chile provide the conditions to ensure minimum expenditures
per pupil. Australia sets no national standard, but its system of
interstate fiscal equalization ensures that each state has the fiscal
capacity to expend adequate amounts in public schools; minimum
intrastate spending is dictated by state resource-allocation rules.
Chile, through its per-pupil subvention or voucher rate, effectively
sets the minimum expenditure per pupil in both municipal and
nonprofit schools. 16

Since human capital is mobile across both local and regional
boundaries, a preferred model would have the central government
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ensuring minimum expenditures nationally, with regional governments free to set higher minimum expenditures within their boundaries. More important than the minimum itself may be the mech-

anisms for ensuring minimum expenditures. These include
mandates, pupil grants, and variable matching grants. Mandates are
the least preferred alternative. The Brazilian mandate to allocate a
specified percentage of the budget to education does not account for
variations in subnational government revenues or for differences in
percentages of respective populations in public schools. A program
mandating subnational governments to spend a specified amount

per pupil would work poorly in situations of high variation in
fiscal capacity, but it would work well where fiscal capacity has
been largely equalized (for example, in Australia) through redistributive revenue sharing. '7 Per-pupil grants (as in Chile) neither dis-

tort expenditures nor impose fiscal stress, but they are costly, in
terms of the magnitude of required transfers from the central to
subnational governments, and they provide identical subventions
without regard to fiscal capacity. Finally, matching grants are lower
in cost to the central government, and matching rates may vary with
fiscal capacity.

Accountability
As noted earlier, accountability requires clear assignment of respon-

sibilities, public information on finance and performance, and
mechanisms by which to hold decision makers responsible. In
Brazil, responsibility for financing and providing primary education is unclear in practice, federal government transfers lack transparency, and information on finance and performance is neither
collected nor disseminated systematically. Australia provides clear
assignment of responsibilities and transparency in finance but has
weak electoral mechanisms by which to ensure accountability by

educational decision makers to consumers and taxpayers. The
United States provides public information on finance and performance and, for smaller jurisdictions, a mechanism by which con-

sumers and taxpayers can hold educational decision makers
responsible, but the complexity of school finance is reflected in lack

of clarity, both in finance and in expenditure assignment. Chile's
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system of school finance is transparent, and it generates reliable
information on finance and performance, but that information is
not disseminated to inform taxpayers and consumers of public education; in addition, there is now only a very indirect mechanism
election of national leadersby which voters can hold educational
decision makers accountable.
An ideal intergovernmental model of educational account-

ability would include features borrowed from each of these four
countries. It would include the following elements:
Precise legal assignment of revenue and expenditure responsibility by level of government
Transparent finance of education, including transparency and
simplicity in intergovernmental transfers
Rigorous reporting and audit of educational finance, expenditures, and performance

Dissemination to the public of accessible information on finance and performance
Establishment (as feasible and consistent with other objectives)
of a link between costs and benefits, through requirements for
local voters to incur the costs of education services (cost sharing
in intergovernmental transfers, financing of expenditures

beyond minimum levels by local own-source revenues, and
loans rather than grants for capital outlays)

Equality of Educational Opportunity

The four countries differ greatly in terms of equality. Per-pupil
expenditures vary widely among and within states in Brazil. For
example, average municipal school expenditures in the northeast
are one-third of those elsewhere in the country, and expenditures in
northeast state schools are triple those of municipal schools (World

Bank, 1986). High inequality in per-pupil expenditures is also
found in the United States. The average per-pupil expenditure in
New York, for example, is more than double that of Alabama, and
almost twice as much is spent on high-expenditure (95th percentile

of expenditures) as on low-expenditure (5th percentile) schools
within New York (Schwartz and Moskowitz, 1988). By contrast,
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there is a high degree of equality in Australia and Chile, despite very
different systems of school finance.
These four countries employ four different policies for reducing inequalities in spending:

Redistributive revenue sharing to general-purpose local governments (Australia and, to a lesser extent, Brazil and Chile)
Per-pupil grants, possibly adjusted for cost differences, to local
governments (Chile and the United States)
Categorical grants targeted to student populations that are especially needy or especially costly to education (Australia and
the United States)
Spending limitations on governments with high fiscal capacity
(United States)

In the first three cases, effective reduction of inequality in educational expenditures has much more to do with the size of transfers
(revenue sharing, or per-pupil grants) than with the specific policy.
Redistributive revenue sharing accounts for a larger portion of state
government revenues in Australia than in Brazil. Per-pupil grants
constitute a much higher percentage of average expenditures in
Chile than in the United States. The fourth policyspending limitationsreduces the size of the outlays that the granting government must make to equalize spending.
Propositions Restated

In theory, as noted earlier, fiscal decentralization should lead to
greater satisfaction of consumers and taxpayers, increased failure to
meet minimum required spending levels, reduced equality of edu-

cational opportunity, and ambiguous effects on accountability.
These propositions are not easily tested, especially with the limited

data provided in this review of four countries. Still, this review
suggests a few restatements of earlier propositions:
1.

The potential of decentralization to satisfy consumers' and taxpayers' preferences on education expenditures is limited when
jurisdictions are large (for example, the states in Australia or
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large cities in the United States) or when own-source revenues
are fixed (for example, in the municipalities of Chile).
Mandated minimum (Brazil) or maximum (California) education expenditures can reduce the magnitude of the intergovern-

2.

mental transfers required to ensure minimum spending and
relative equality in spending.
3

To ensure equality of educational opportunity is expensive,

4.

and it often requires central and regional government transfers
to constitute a high percentage of average educational costs (for
example, in Australia and Chile).
The absence of a strong role for central government in equal-

izing fiscal capacity or educational spending contributes to
large spending differences among subnational jurisdictions (for
example, in Brazil and the United States).
The complexity of educational finance (for example, in Cali-

5.

fornia and Minnesota) reduces the transparency and understanding of legal assignments, thereby reducing the potential
for accountability to elected officials and voters.
Easily available information on school finance, performance,

6

and the use of funds (as found in the United States but not in
Brazil) is critical to ensuring accountability in a democratic
7

8.

setting.
Cost-sharing grants or matching grants (such as those found in
the United States) increase political accountability at the local
level; the absence of cost sharing in discretionary and project
grants (as in Chile) requires strict reporting by the grantee on
performance and the use of funds.'8
In all decentraliztA educational systems, the role of the central
or regional government is critical to ensuring minimum spend-

ing and equity, protecting minority interests, providing comparative information on school finance and performance, and
stimulating and disseminating innovations to reduce costs or
improve performance.
Notes
I.

While this argument is frequently made, it is controversial and
only partly substantiated.

1 C7 "1
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2.

In terms of public choice, the central education ministry can
be seen as offering services that reflect the preferences of some
median customer or voter, thereby leaving most customers

3.

dissatisfied.
Local jurisdictions find themselves unable to borrow for capital
investment, a frequent phenomenon in developing nations.

4.

As noted earlier, these technical criteria may differ signifi-

5.

6.

7.

8.

cantly from those used by political actors involved in decision
making, but the results of the technical analysis may at least
inform (if not constrain) the political debate.
This statement presumes mechanisms by which voices can be
expressed fairly and presumes no systematic discrimination
against minority interests.

In principle, such minimum achievement standards would
imply considerably higher expenditures on students with
learning difficulties, a disproportionate number of whom are
from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds.
The U.S. revenue-sharing program operated only from 1972 to
1980; its complex formula did not result in significant redistribution. Federal grants-in-aid, which are only mildly redistributive among states, currently represent about 18 percent of
total state and lcoal outlays (Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1990).
Total federal transfers to the state and municipal governments

account for 22 percent of current direct administration revenues (excluding public enterprises); federal total and

9.

revenue-sharing transfers to the states alone represent 23 and
7 percent, respectively, of direct administration revenues.
While per-capita federal transfers to the northeastern states are
triple the amount given to the southeastern states, the north-

eastern states' expenditures per capita are less than half as
large.
10.
11.

Central government transfers account for 56 percent of current
total municipal government revenues.
There are large differences among states. For example, local
authorities provide 17.9 percent of financing in Alabama, ver-

sus 55.8 percent in Nevada; see Schwartz and Moskowitz
(1988).
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The 1988 constitution gave municipalities the responsibility
for primary education and states responsibility for secondary
schools. In practice, however, dual systems continue to function, especially at the primary level.
There are three types of schools in Chilemunicipal public
(59 percent of enrollments), subvened nonprofit (32 percent of
enrollments) and tuition-financed private (9 percent of enrollments); the latter receive no central government subventions.
The ministry of education plays only an advisory role to the
National Development Fund in project selection. Nonprofit
schools are not eligible for government finance of capital investment, which means that their recurrent costs must be kept
below the value of the vouchers received.

15.

In particular, each region's director, who is appointed by the

president, has final say on National Development Fund

16.
17.

18.

grants. Project applications from mayors who are of the same
political pet uasion as the director reportedly receive favored
treatment.
This subvention rate has declined in real terms, however, since
the establishment, in 1982, of this education finance system.
Jurisdictions with low fiscal capacity could find their spending patterns seriously distorted and their fiscal status strained
by spending mandates.
An interesting study of Philippine education shows that costeffectiveness in education increases with local share of finance
(Jimenez, Paqueo, and Lourdes de Vera, 1988).
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Decentralization in
Two School District&
Challenging the Stan.
P
Jane Hannaway
Structural reforms are high on the current national reform agenda
in education. The emerging conventional wisdom is that drastic
changes in the way education goes about its business are necessary
to improve school productivity. In this chapter, I consider one of
these reformsdecentralization. My purpose is to explore its implications for the amount of serious attention and effort teachers give
to teaching and learning activities. I begin by laying out the standard theoretical argument for decentralization in organizations and
consider its applicability to educational organizations. Finding the
argument wanting, I go on to develop a line of reasoning that, I
suspect, is better suited to education. My discussion is informed by
the results of two case studies of school districts, recognized by many
as exemplary cases of decentralization. I conclude that decentraliza-

tion can have marked effects, both beneficial and deleterious, on
how work in education is carried out. These effects are heavily
dependent on the particular characteristics of the decentralization
Note: This is a substantially revised version of a paper prepared for the
Consortium for Policy Research in Education Forum on Decentralization,
Washington, D.C., November 1991. The research reported here was supported by the Consortium for Policy Research in Education with a grant
from the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research
and Improvement, grant OERI-G008690011. It is part of a larger research
program conducted in collaboration with Martin Carnoy. The research
assistance of Michelle Ennis, Barbara Hibino, Shari Seider, and Hua Yang
is gratefully acknowledged. Comments on this chapter by Robert Calfee
and Rodney Ogawa and by the other contributors to this volume, as well
as discussions with George Papagianis, and especially with Henry M.
Levin, were helpful.
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plan and the context of the school. Drawing on the case study results, I attempt to identify some of these conditions in this chapter.
Standard Arguments and Education

Arguments for organizational decentralization are typically information-based arguments.' Different structural arrangements provide openings for expression and influence by different actors who
hold different arnoulits and types of information. The basic principle presumed to guide decentralization in organizations is simple:
those actors with the best information about a particular subject
should have the discretion to make decisions about that subject.
Consistent with this argument, empirical research has shown that
two conditionslarge organizational size and complex or dynamic
technologyare likely to lead to decentralized organizational structures (see Jennergren, 1981, for a review of this research). In the case
of size, it is presumed that decision demands, at some point, outstrip

the decision-making capacity of top management. Management is
simply not able to process the large volume of information and
make all the decisions necessary to manage the organization effectively. Thus, out of sheer necessity, management delegates decisionmaking responsibilities to lower levels in the hierarchy (Blau and
Schoenherr, 1971; Child, 1973; Hinings and Lee, 1971; Khandwalla,
1974; Pugh and others, 1969). In the case of a complex or dynamic
technology, the reasoning is similar: top management, not able to
keep abreast of technologically required adaptations, delegates responsibility for such decisions to lower-level agents who are closer
to the relevant information (Galbraith, 1977). In delegating responsibility, organizations presumably weigh the increased coordination
and monitoring costs produced by decentralization against the increased efficiency that results from the decisions of more knowledge-

able agents. The central decentralization problem for firms is the
design of incentives and contracts that ensure that agents (with discretion) behave in accordance with the preferences of the principals.
This is commonly known as the principal-agent problem.

In education, decentralization proponents argue that the
technology of teaching is complex and dynamic and that decision

-
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making about what goes on in the classroom should therefore be
located with the classroom teacher, or at least somewhere within the
school. Proponents assume, quite reasonably, that teachers understand, better than central authorities, the requirements of the classroom teaching and learning process. Proponents also presume that
the autonomy and discretion of lower-level units, meaning schools

and the actors within them, are constrained by higher authorities.
If these constraints were lifted, it is argued, and schools (particularly
teachers) were empowered to use with more discretion the informa-

tion that they possess, then they would do things differently and
better. The expectation is that school-level actors, freed from state
and district prescriptions, would focus their efforts in ways that
would lead to greater student achievement.

While this thinking has some theoretical justification (and
considerable political appeal). it is difficult to reconcile it with
theories of "loose coupling" (Bidwell, 1965; March and Olsen, 1976;
Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Weick, 1976) and with significant empir-

ical evidence that educational organizations are not tightly connected and managed (see, for example, Meyer and Scott, 1983;
Hannaway and Sproull, 1979). Teachers work fairly autonomously
in classrooms,2 schools operate fairly independently of school districts, and school districts function with considerable freedom from
state and federal governments, at least with regard to central teach-

ing and learning tasks (Bidwell, 1965; March and Olsen, 1976;
Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Weick, 1977; Meyer and Scott, 1983). In
other words, this literature claims that schools and teachers already
have, to a very large extent, the latitude to behave on the basis of
the information they possess. If decentralization to school-level actors has beneficial effects on what happens in terms of classroom

teaching and learningand many observers of school practice
would claim that it hasthen arguments better grounded in an
educational context are needed for understanding why. Something
else must be going on in education.
To uncover what decentralization means in practice in education, I investigated the operation of two highly reputed decentralized school districts. What I observed is that the problems faced in
the process of decentralization, as well as the benefits that accrue
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from it, differed markedly in four ways from what one would expect
from the standard decentralization (principal-agent) literature.
A key assumption, for instance, in the principal-agent literature is that the agents (here, the teachers) have well-defined goals
(preferences, objectives), and the main problem is the conflict between those preferences and those of the principal (the educational
system as a whole), as mentioned earlier. The central issue is how

and to what extent economic incentives can be used to align the
interests of the two. In this case, teachers generally hold only unclear
and ambiguous goals; they function without a well-defined objective
function. There are certainly general goals, such as student learning,
but general goals give little operational direction, as Simon (1947,
1991) has stressed for over forty years. The lack of clearly defined
objectives on the part of agents (teachers) may be a more basic issue
in decentralizing decisions than the conflict between teachers' objec-

tives and those of the system. A central element of the reportedly
successful decentralization reforms we studied, for example, is the
provision of mechanisms that help teachers define the objectives
associated with their work in fairly concrete terms.3
A second key assumption in the principal-agent literature is
that the agent has more knowledge about the production process
than the principal does, and the central objective of decentralization
is to allow the agent to make use of that knowledge. By contrast,
one of the central objectives of decentralization in the schools we
studied was to promote teachers' learning of new and presumably

more effective ways to carry out their workto enhance teachers'
understanding of the process of education. This is an important
task because the technology associated with teaching and learning
is generally very poorly understood; as an economist might put it,
there is no clear production function.
A further departure from the standard principal-agent paradigm is that, rather than creating problems of agency, decentral-

ization in education appears to reduce agency problems. In a
decentralized arrangement, where teachers are involved in decisions

about their work, their professional life is more observable and
therefore more open to monitoring and influence by others. At least
their views of their work, the way they go about planning for it, and
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their reports about what goes on in their classrooms are more public
than in a traditionally organized school, where individual teachers
in their classrooms function in isolation.

A fourth departure from the standard paradigm is that the
controls that affect teachers' behavior in education tend to be primarily social and cognitive, rather than monetary (as suggested by
economic theories) or based on rules and regulations (as suggested
by bureaucratic theories).
Our analysis overall has led us to conclude that teachers in
successful decentralized districts work under conditions where orga-

nizational controls over their behavior are in fact high relative to
what we would expect in traditionally organized schools. Indeed,
the discretion of school-level actors in many decentralized systems
may be far more restricted than the discretion of school-level actors
in traditionally organized systems.
The claim of many analysts (for example, Chubb and Moe,
1990) that excessive regulation is alienating public school teachers
from their work and strangling their creativity may be overstated.
Teachers in public systems are not overregulated; they are ignored.
The system as a whole may be increasingly regulated, but the primary operational effect of central regulation on schools is to turn
the attention of critical actors, in particular school and district ad-

ministrators, away from teaching and learning concerns to other
matters (see Hannaway, 1989, for evidence on this point). The result
is that public school teachers in traditionally organized systems are
likely to work in isolation, where they get exceedingly little direction in focusing their work and exceedingly little support in carrying it out. As a consequence, teachers' efforts often are not well
directed, teachers' learning is limited, teachers' good work is not
appreciated or supported, and their bad work is not criticized or
corrected. In sum, no one pays much attention to teachers and their
work in traditionally organized schools. The daily life of teachers
and principals in the decentralized systems we studied are quite
different. I describe the districts and their management systems in
the following section and discuss their effects on the job and work
attitudes of school-level actors.
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The Case Studies

The Districts

The two districts we studied are known for their innovative governance practices. Both districts locate significant authority at the
school site, but the responsibilities are distributed in very different
ways in each of the districts. In District A, the principals are clearly
the lead actors; in District B, the lead actors are the teachers. The
districts themselves differ in significant ways other than their management approaches, as described here. These differences have both
complicated and enriched our research effort, as I shall discuss later.
District A is in a well-to-do suburb about thirty miles outside

a major urban area in southern California. It is a fast-growing
upper-middle-class area. Enrollment in the district has increased
from 12,000 in 1975 to 23,232 in 1989 and is projected to approach

33,000 in 1995. In the 1989-90 school year, the district operated
twenty-four schools, and two new schools were under construction.

The district's population is largely white, upwardly mobile, and
very supportive of the schools. The proportion of students in the
free- or reduced-lunch program is only 6 percent. The community
places a high value on education, and teachers consider the district

an attractive place to work. The district is a high performer, as
measured by student achievement tests. The results of the 1988-89
California Assessment Program put the district above the 90th percentile in the state on all tests and above the 95th percentile on most
of them. One assistant superintendent reported that there are forty
to fifty applicants for every open teaching position, and the district
has been hiring as many as one hundred people per year. Expenditures per student were $3,753 for the 1989-90 school year, some-

what below average for the state of California. Starting teacher
salaries were $26,211, and the average salary was $38,391.

District B, in a state that is primarily rural, has an enrollment

of 12,556 students, served in twenty-four schools. Its boundaries
encompass a city, which is an attractive tourist and cultural center,
as well as sparsely populated rural communities as far away as fifty
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miles. The student body is heterogeneous. The superintendent un-

derscored the socioeconomic heterogeneity of the district by
describing one school that was able to raise $17,000 with an auction.
An auction at that school, he explained, typically attracts hundreds
of people from all over the city because valuable items may be auctioned off, and yet there were other schools in the district that, with
considerable effort, could barely raise $150. Forty-five percent of the
students in the district are eligible for free or reduced lunches. Ex-

penditures per student in the district for the 1989-90 school year
were $2,700. These expenditures are low by national standards, as
well as low within the state. Ninety-eight percent of the district's
resources are from the state. Teachers' salaries in the district are also
low by national standards. The starting salary in the 1989-90 school
year was $17,000, and the average salary was $23,493. These salaries
are particularly low given the cost of living in the area, which the
tourist trade drives up.

To get a better understanding of the governance mechanisms
in these districts and their implications for practice, we collected
data in a three-stage process. First, we interviewed nearly all the
central office administrators in both districts and reviewed relevant
district materials and documents. In the next two stages, we collected data in tour selected schools in each district. This effort included interviewing the principals in each of the four schools and
subsequently collecting from some of them data on how they allo-

cated their time for a one-week period and on the extent of their
interaction with district-level actors for a one-month period. In the
third stage, we collected information from teachers. This stage included interviews in each school with a small group of teachers as
well as surveys of all the teachers (see Hannaway, 1991a, for a full
report on this research effort). In this discussion, I am relying
mostly on the interview and survey data.

The Decentralization Plans
Because decentralization can take a variety of different forms, it is
necessary to describe in some detail the management arrangements
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in each of the districts. As will be evident, the patterns of decentralization in the two districts are quite different.
District A. The District A superintendent describes his overall management objective as getting school-level actors to "buy in" to district policies and programs and to encourage school-level
"entrepreneurship." His strategy for achieving these objectives centers on decentralizing decisions to the schools. While a decentralization strategy characterizes much of the management approach of
the district, elements of it are highly centralized. Budget and per-

sonnel decisions, for example, are decentralized, but curriculum
decisions are highly centralized.
Principals receive a discretionary lump-sum annual budget

to cover almost all school costs except salaries and major capital
expenses. Textbooks, computer labs, media materials, study trips,
some staff development, and minor capital costs, for example, come
out of the school budget. The fraction of the total budget that is
discretionary is small (perhaps less than 10 percent) but important.

The superintendent claims that school-level budget discretion
forces a school to rethink its priorities continually. The district has
no guidelines on how the money is to be spent or on how budget
decisions are to be made. According to the superintendent, "There
are twenty-four [the number of schools] different ways it gets done."
In some schools, teachers are heavily involved in the decision pro-

cess; in others, they are not. Schools receive additional funds
through internal district grant competitions, open to teachers and
site administrators, as well as through PTA fundraising efforts.
Principals claim that the flexibility that the budget gives them is
critically important in addressing the school-specific problems that
they and their teachers define, although the differences among
schools in allocation patterns are relatively minor. For example,
one school may invest more heavily in establishing math labs;
another may address particular staff development needs.
A significant amount of personnel authority also rests with
the principals in District A. Each school is given a number of personnel staffing units (PSUs) with which the principal configures a
school staff. Different types of personnel (counselors, aides, assistant

principals) cost different units in the district's schema. A teacher

1
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advisory committee exists at each site, but the involvement of
teachers in the process varies by site. Variation in the configuration

of personnel across schools is again small, but principals and
teachers claim that it gives them important degrees of freedom when
they need it. Staff hiring is also the responsibility of the principal.
Given the enrollment growth rate in the district, it is a big part of
a principal's job, and the principals take it very seriously. According to one principal, principals interview as many as thirty individuals for a teaching position. Some candidates are drawn from the
pool of applicants available at the district personnel office, and
some are identified through the extensive independent search and
recruiting efforts that principals themselves conduct.
In contrast to budget and personnel decisions, curriculum

decisions are made at the district level, although principals and
teachers are the prime decision makers. There are no district-level
curriculum specialists. District-level committees (elementary school

language arts, secondary school modern languages, and so on),
made up of representative teachers from each of the relevant schools
and chaired by principals, make decisions about the district curric-

ulum for each subject, as well as about the textbook that will be
used by all schools in the district teaching that subject. According
to one principal, "Schools do not have the latitude to reject a district
textbook-adoption decision. The district is responsible for delineating and defining the curriculum in terms of text, framework, and
philosophy. We will not open that up." Curriculum decision making in the district is therefore centralized, but highly participatory.
A representative set of lower-level actors makes the decisions, but
the decisions become district policy.
The process of getting a new high school course approved in
the district illustrates the participatory and centralized nature of the
curriculum process. The process typically starts with an individual
teacher, who begins by submitting a course syllabus for review to
the relevant department within the school. The proposed course is
reviewed next by the district-level committee responsible for that
particular subject. This committee includes representative teachers

of the same subject from all the high schools in the district. If
approved, the decision moves back to each of the schools, to a
school-level advisory curriculum council made up of all the depart-
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ment chairs, who make a recommendation to their principal. With
the approval of the principal, the proposal goes to a district-level
curriculum committee made up of one teacher from each of the
subject area curriculum committees, the district-level administrators, and a principal. The district committee then sends its recom-

mendation to the school board for approval. The process is
intentionally long and, according to the superintendent, has two
important virtues. First, it maintains quality control over the curriculum as a whole and guards against what the superintendent
calls a "mishmash" of course offerings. Second, because it involves
many individuals at all levels of the system, it promotes districtwide
understanding of the educational focus of the district.
The district also has "articulation" committees for each sub-

ject area, again composed of teachers and chaired by a principal,
that review curriculum areas for coherence and integration across
the elementary, middle, and high school levels.
Responsibility for staff development rests with both the dis-

trict and the individual schools. A district-level committee of
teachers (with a principal as chair) organizes staff development ac-

tivities around newly developed district curricula and newly
adopted textbooks, as well as around whatever other specific professional development needs are identified. Teachers in the district,
many of whom have piloted the materials for a new textbook adoption, conduct much of the district-level training. Although teachers

are not compensated for attending staff development sessions,
which are usually in the evening and include a district-sponsored
dinner, the sessions are extremely well attended, and the district's
program is highly regarded both in and out of the district. Individual schools also carry out their own staff development activities,
supported with school discretionary funds and focused on areas they
define.

District A's management arrangements have essentially been
in place for more than a decade. They are mature and well developed. The superintendent uses the term loose-tight to characterize
the district's approach, and it appears to capture aptly the district's
efforts to delegate significant authority to school-level actors and at
the same time maintain coherence and quality control across the
educational program of the district.
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District B. Unlike in District A, the centerpiece of District B's
approach is decentralization of curriculum to teachers within the
school. Early in his tenure, the superintendent told the teachers in
the district that they were the key to the solutions to educational
problems and that he wanted them to be the leaders in the district.
He developed no grand scheme into which teacher participation fit
as one element; rather, he told teachers to get together, analyze the
situation at their schools, and devise solutions and programs they
thought were feasible. According to the superintendent, the sky was
the limit.
The district's commitment to and faith in teachers is demonstrated in a number of ways, but probably in no way better than by
allowing teachers (with the involvement of parents) to select their
own principals when openings occur. In fact, teachers in one school
have decided not to hire a principal but rather to have a teacher
committee manage the school.
An important aspect of District B's story is the steady financial assistance of a foundation and the intensive involvement in the
district of a major, nationally recognized education-reform group.
The foundation provides financial support for school-based change
that is student-centered, teacher-initiated, administrator-supported,
board-approved, and parent-involved. Functioning symbiotically in
the district is the education-reform group, whose objective is to
redesign education in ways that focus school-level attention more
directly on student learning. Locating greater decision-making authority in the classroom and in the school is a central part of the
strategy that the group proposes for achieving this objective. (I shall
discuss the significance of this group's involvement later.)
Each school in the district has a school-improvement program (SIP) committee with at least one teacher representative for
every ten teachers. The school-improvement program is the vehicle
that the foundation uses to allocate financial support. Teachers,
either individually or in groups, develop proposals at the school
site, pass them through the respective school SIP committee, and
then submit them to the district-level SIP executive committee,
which is made up of one teacher from each school-level committee.
The proposals are reviewed and signed by (but not necessarily approved by) the school principal. If the executive committee supports

g
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the proposal, it goes to the superintendent and then to the executive
director of the foundation for funding. Examples of proposals range
from a curriculum development project for one subject to a major
restructuring and integration of the complete middle school curriculum. Proposals may also include a parent-involvement project or
a staff development effort on alternative student assessment strate-

gies. Only proposals that involve major restructuring go to the
school board for approval. Decisions about programs that do not
need funding are handled within the school.
In contrast to District A, the management arrangements in
District B are relatively new and experimental. The superintendent
willingly entertains any programs coming up from the schools, as
long as there is agreement between teachers and parents. He anticipates a district role in assessment and coordination of school-based
reforms sometime in the future, but he has intentionally held off
any type of evaluation of school innovations in order to encourage
teachers to generate creative alternatives in a relatively risk-free environment and not to squelch good ideas in their infancy.
The central office staff in both districts is lean. In District A,

in addition to the superintendent and associate superintendent,
there are two assistant superintendents, one concerned with elemen-

tary and middle schools and the other with high schools. The assistant superintendents review school budgets, to make sure that
they are "in the black," and school PSU plans, to make sure that
they are in compliance with state regulations. Assistant superintendents' responsibilities include evaluating principals in terms of
the goals that each principal sets for his or her school, as well as
serving as staff to the various district-level committees. Central office administrators, along with three principals and a representative
of the teachers' union, also serve in the superintendent's strategic
planning group, which meets regularly to take a long-term view of
the district (for example, to determine what a year-2000 high school
graduate should look like in terms of skills and values). Directors
of special areas (for example, transportation. maintenance, and
categorical programs) also sit at the central office. As mentioned
earlier, there are no district-level curriculum specialists; developing
curriculum is the job of the teachers All the central office staff,
without exception, define their jobs in terms of support and service
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to the schools. One assistant superintendent reported, "The whole
culture of the district is pitched to the schools. We're here to do
whatever has to be done to help those schools be successful." Principals corroborated this view.
Administrators at different levels of the system spend a considerable amount of time together, and one result is a strong understanding throughout the district of "who we are" and "what we do
here." Both at the district level and at the school level, for example,
administrators invariably refer to the district's six goals and its mission statement when describing their work. Principals in District A
spend an average of 17.4 hours per month on district-level issues,
such as curriculum and articulation committee work. During the
week we collected data, they spent an average of 20 percent of their
time interacting in one way or another with at least one other principal. It should probably not be surprising that whenever administrators in the district used the term we in interviews, they were
referring to the district, ot to the school.
The central office in District B is especially lean. The central
office staff consists of the superintendent, an associate superintendent, and two assistant superintendents, one for personnel and one
for instruction. (The superintendent is considering abolishing the
post of assistant superintendent for instruction.) The central office
performs mainly bureaucratic functions (for example, payroll and
personnel) for the district. With the exception of tremendous sym-

bolic and political support from the superintendent, the schools
receive little guidance or support from district-level actors. The
work of principals in District B is more schoolbound than that of
District A principals. They spend about half as much time with
administrators outside the school (11 percent) and about 50 percent
more time (30 percent versus 19 percent) working with teachers
within the school.

Similarities: Technical Demands and Social Control

The differences in administrative arrangements between the two
districts are great, but the similarities may be far more important
for an understanding of decentralization in education. The most
significant common element is the extent to which the districts'
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management arrangements generate interactions for school-level ac-

tors around technical demands (issues related to curriculum and
staff development). This aspect of the districts' operation is central
to this discussion because it is directly related to a clarification of
goals for teachers' work and to increased understanding among
teachers of the process of teaching and learning. The interactions
also reduce problems of agency.

Technical Demands and Technical ; iteractions

School-level actors in both districts face technical demands from
agents or groups outside the school that provide teachers with direction in their work, as well as technical support and professional
exchange. As should become evident from the following discussion,

the amount of direction and support that teachers receive is undoubtedly greater than the amount that teachers in traditionally
organized schools receive.
In District A, technical demands on teachers originate in the
decisions of district-level committees, which lay out the curriculum

the teacher is to follow and which design training sessions for
teachers, to help them acquire the skills and knowledge necessary
to deliver the curriculum. District-level activities also have ripple
effects within the schools; teachers report high levels of interaction
with their colleagues as they react to and interpret district stimuli.
Beyond their normal teaching responsibilities, teachers in the district spend 14.7 hours per month, on the average, in activities primarily focused on curriculum and staff development; the ratio of
school-based to district-based activity is a little more than 2 to 1.4
The high levels of interaction within the schools demonstrate the seriousness with which everyone in the district takes the
district curriculum. The interactions are also a consequence of the
fact that district curriculum and staff development policies and
practices are targeted to well-defined groups within the schools (for

example, secondary school English teachers or primary grade
teachers). Teachers know, for example, when some district action or
policy is relevant to them, and they also know the others to whom
it is relevant. As any sociologist knows, similarly affected individ-
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uals tend to interact, especially if they are trying to interpret something new, and teachers are no exception.
The strength of the effect of district demands on schools was
particularly noticeable in one school with a soon-to-retire principal
who, the teachers reported, had actually "retired on the job." The
principal had little involvement or interest in school activities, but

because the professional world of teachers in the district is not
schoolbound, the school was far from "rudderless." District-level
activities provide valuable direction, directly as well as indirectly.
Teachers in elementary schools, for example, reported interacting
regularly with teachers at the same grade level in other schools in
the district, and they claimed to be very knowledgeable about how

these teachers deal with district curriculum issues. At the high
school level, subject-based departmental boundaries, both within
and across schools, largely define the network of interactions of
high school teachers. In an important sense, district demands shape
professional communities in the district.
The possible wrinkle in the District A story, of course, is that

the district curriculum restricts the discretion of most individual
teachers in the district in significant ways. Only a small minority
of teachers actually serve on district decision-making committees at
any one time, yet all teachers must follow the district curriculum

and use the selected texts. To what extent do teachers find this
system oppressive? In interviews, we probed teachers on this issue.
Somewhat to our surprise, teachers reported that they do not feel

unduly restricted by district curriculum policies; in fact, they
strongly approve of the curriculum decision-making process. They
claim that a primary advantage of a common district curriculum is
the professional exchanges that it facilitates: well-delineated common purposes provide a familiar and relevant basis for interaction.

Teachers teaching at the same grade level or teaching the same
subject simply have a lot in common. Some teachers, who had
taught only in District A, said that they imagined teaching in a
district without a common curriculum would be chaotic and lonely.
Teachers also stressed that the nature of teaching is such that, even
with a standard curriculum, there is always considerable room for
discretion in executing it in the classroom.
Interviews with teachers gave us the impression that the right
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to participate in curriculum decision making is perhaps more important to teachers than actually making the decisions. Teachers
know that they have easy access to the decision process through a
representative if they want it. They also know that they have the
right to volunteer and participate directly if they feel strongly.
Teachers who had served on district committees in previous years
reported that committee work is rewarding but time-consuming.
They might volunteer every few years or so, but continual responsibility for curriculum and staff development programs would be
too much; they claim that they would soon burn out. In any case,
even if teachers do not serve on decision-making committees, they
still have ample occasion for professional interaction through district staff development and the more informal exchanges that it
reportedly triggers within schools.
To a large extent, the district curriculum drives the whole
system. Delegating school-level personnel and budget decisions, for
example, provides highly valued flexibility for dealing with schoolspecific implementation problems in District A, but curriculum and
staff development are the common ground on which professionals
in the district regularly interact. Indeed, school-level budget and
personnel decisions appear to be framed largely by the demands of
the district curriculum.
In District B, each school works fairly independently, devel-

oping its own education program, but the nationally based
education-reform group plays an important role, giving technical
direction and support to teachers at the school level. The reform
group provides them with principles to guide the process and with
consultants to help them in implementation. The group also sponsors visits to other schools and districts working with the reform

group. The task of actually developing the curriculum falls
squarely on the teachers themselves, however. Teachers at each
school are collectively responsible for developing their own school-

specific curriculum. Site administrators also participate actively.
The teachers in District B expend significant effort in this direction.
On the average, teachers spend 27.7 hours per month in activities,'

mainly curriculum and staff development, beyond their regular
teaching. The amount of time they spend in these activities is about
twice what it is in District A. Not surprisingly, most of the differ-
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ence between teachers in the two districts has to do with the amount

of time they spend working with other teachers within their own
school. The ratio of school-level to district-level activity6 for District
B is almost 4 to 1.
Teachers in both districts work in settings very different from
the typical "egg-crate" world of schools (Lortie, 1975), which fosters

isolation and a highly individualistic teacher orientation. In both
districts, teachers are stimulated, prodded, and supported to reflect
with each other about their work and to act together on ways to
make it better. In District A, the district curriculum defines the
classroom focus of teachers, and the district staff development effort,
as well as the professional exchanges it stimulates, provides mech-

anisms for teachers to learn how to implement the curriculum. In
District B, the education-reform group helps teachers work collaboratively to frame their work more concretely and share their teaching knowledge. Our analysis suggests that the curriculum-focused
interaction among teachers is the most important consequence of
the way the districts we studied structured themselves.

Technical Interaction: Control, Motivation, and Learning
To the extent that there are beneficial effects of the decentralization

arrangements,' they may be due more to control, motivation, and
learning effects associated with the professional interactions produced by the management arrangements than to efficiency effects
typically presumed to flow from the increased discretion that accompanies decentralization to knowledgeable actors.

Control. A major way in which the management arrangements in
the districts affect teachers is through increased organizational (district or school) control. Controls of some sort are important in any
organization; without them, an organization is only a set of independent actors who work according to their own individual proclivities and preferences. Controls, however, are problematic in
education, largely because activities are nonroutine and unpredictable and require initiative and flexibility (Dornbusch and Scott,
1975). For the most part, formal controls that assess outcomes or
monitor conformity to rules are inappropriate. They typically en-
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gender resentment and resistance from educational professionals,
usually for good reasons. As a consequence, however, education
operates with very weak controls over the behavior of its actors.
Some school-level professionals are undoubtedly highly talented,
committed, and effective actors without controls; but, just as undoubtedly, others are not. The question before us is this: Can we
devise controls that are more effective and still appropriate to the
work of education? The cases described here suggest some ways to
devise more effective control mechanisms, but these require an understanding of the dynamics associated with social processes of control, not bureaucratic ones.

Social control, by definition, requires interaction. It is the
process by which individual behavior is affected by the informational and normative influence of others (Salancik and Pfeffer, 1978;
Bandura, 1977). In traditionally organized schools, teachers mostly

work isolated in their individual classrooms, with limited regular
contact with other professionals. The likelihood that effective social

controls will operate in these schools is consequently very small.
Both of the districts we studied, by contrast, structure numerous
opportunities for individuals to interact with other professionals
around their work; indeed, in a sense, the districts demand it. With
interaction levels as high as teachers in the two districts report, the
emergence over time of some form of social control system, or culture, is highly likely. There is no guarantee, of course, that the
culture that emerges will support productive work in the district.
Many organizations are plagued by nonproductive cultures. It is not
difficult to imagine a highly interactive school district functioning,
for example, with a culture of despair, disgruntlement, or apathy.
Occasions for interaction, thus, are necessary but not sufficient for
producing a productive work culture. The occasions establish the
channels of communication, but not necessarily the substance.
The districts we studied go beyond simply providing opportunities for interaction. They structure interactions to focus heavily
on specific curriculum and staff development issues. They define
the substantive focus of teachers' work; they establish the premises
underlying teachers' actions. Grounding social controls in defined
technical issues is important because of the generally poorly understood nature of the technology of education, its outcomes, and its
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boundaries. By contrast with the situation in many other types of
work, the technology of teaching only very loosely defines appropriate content for teachers' work intera-lions. One hears stories, for
example, of schools where teachers are empowered, and decisions
about the photocopying machines or students' hall behavior dominate teachers' efforts (Carol Weiss, personal communication).
While such issues may be important to teachers, their likely effect
on what happens in the classroom is remote.
In District A, the district curriculum identifies focused areas
that shape professional exchanges of direct relevance to classroom
practice. In a sense, the interactions and the curriculum are mutually reinforcing: the curriculum gives direction to the interactions,
and the interactions give meaning to the curriculum in the daily
work life of teachers. Teachers may talk, for example, about how
they are dealing with a particular chapter in the district-selected
text, or about how students are reacting to a particular novel. The
district curriculum establishes common ground for meaningful exchanges. In District B, areas for discussion are not defined by the
district. Teachers at the school level define a school-specific curriculum. Much of the teacher-to-teacher interaction in District B
schools focuses on what the curriculum should look like and how
it should be integrated across subjects and across grade levels.
Interactions "control" the behavior of school level actors in

three ways. The first and probably most important control is cognitive control. Curriculum-based interactions send regular messages
to teachers about how to think about the focus of their work; they
affect the premises that guide teachers' actions in the classroom.
Teachers presumably enter their separate classrooms and confront
specific challenges with a framework defining what they are trying
to accomplish and a set of strategies for accomplishing it.
The second way in which technical interactions control the
behavior of teachers is by defining the boundaries and the dimensions of school-level jobs. Developing curricula, engaging in staff
development activities, coordinating practice across schools, working with colleagues to incorporate district policies into school practicethese are all expected elements of the jobs of principals and
teachers in District A. The district curriculum and staff development programs have been in operation for a number of years and
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are embedded in the professional life of the district. Teachers interact regularly with one another around these concerns; the normative
climate in the district encourages regular interaction. It is simply
what teachers in the district do.
In District B, the controls are more intense, more direct, and
more observable. A large portion of activity takes place within the
school, and everyone is expected to take part. Teachers put consid-

erable peer pressure on one another to be involved and do their
share. In one school, the pressure was so great that some teachers
requested transfers to other schools. The data show, for example,
not only that the average level of involvement is higher in District

B schools but also that within-school variance is considerably
smaller (Hannaway, 1991b). The reforms in District B are still relatively new, and the involvement of teachers in activities outside
teaching is not yet taken for granted. Some teachers, for example,
grumble about the new definitions of teachers' responsibilities that
are emerging.
Technical interactions also "control" the behavior of schoollevel actors through peer pressure and peer monitoring of quality.

In both districts, professional interactions make teachers more
aware of the professional views (and, to some extent, the classroom
practice) of other teachers. The public nature of much of teachers'
professional lives in these two districts undoubtedly affects the behavior and the seriousness of purpose with which teachers attend
to their work (O'Reilly, 1989). For this reason, it might be argued
that high levels of technical interaction among teachers reduce the
agency problems, mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, that
are commonly assumed to accompany decentralization.

Motivation. The management arrangements in both districts involve school-level actors in the decision-making process in consequential ways; either directly or through representatives, they make
decisions. Research suggests that this type of involvement is likely

to have motivational benefits for the individuals involved (see
Locke and Schweiger, 1979, for a review). The most widely discussed motivational effects are increased commitment to decisions
that are made (Janis and Mann, 1977) and a related effectdecreased
resistance to change (Coch and French, 1948; Lawler, 1975;
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Lammers, 1967). These effects are generally assumed to result from

psychological mechanisms associated, for example, with ego involvement and feelings of responsibility (Hackman and Lawler,
1971; Hackman and Oldham, 1980). As a consequence, agency problems again may be reduced.

Social mechanisms are probably also at work, linking
decision-making arrangements in the district with motivation (Salancik and Pfeffer, 1978). Involving teachers in decision-making
roles that determine what is to be taught and what training the staff
needs sends the message that teachers' views about their work are
highly valued. In District A, both the teacher-designed district curriculum and the district staff development program provide evi-

dence that the district pays attention to what teachers say. The
district-structured interactions also convey the clear message that
the substance of teachers' work is important enough for the district
to direct the serious attention of teachers and administrators to it
and to support this attention symbolically and financially. District
B's decision-making arrangements obviously show at least as high
regard for teachers and their work.
We have no data to assess the effects of increased motivation
on teachers' effort in the classroom. Nevertheless, the strong focus

in both districts on issues directly related to classroom practice
would lead one to expect effects to show up in the classroom. For
example, teachers are likely to feel more committed to a program
of study that they have helped design and that others think is important, and this commitment is likely to affect the level of effort
that teachers expend in teaching the curriculum in the classroom.
Any divergence of interest between the school district and individual teachers is presumably lessened as a consequence.
Learning. In addition to control and motivational consequences,
professional interactions no doubt also have significant cognitive
consequences, in terms of learning, as teachers exchange ideas and
discuss their work. Thus, the structural arrangements in the district
have important knowledge-generating effects. In traditional
schools, teachers learn from their own experience, while learning
from the experience of others is limited. In settings where professionally oriented interactions occur, the learning of individual
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teachers can be shared, so that teachers become aware of new possibilities in classroom practice; private learning becomes a public
good. Thus, a major likely consequence of professional interactions
such as these promoted by the two districts' structural arrangements
is a more knowledgeable faculty.
Differences and Complications

The similarities between the two districts are more important for
the purposes of this chapter than the differences are, but the differences are also instructive. The arrangements operating in District
B are considerably more work-intensive for school-level actors than
those operating in District A. The school is the locus of reform, as
already noted, and the management design presumes the involvement of all school-level actors, not just a representative set. Teachers

are expected to define and develop the curriculum, as well as to
determine the best ways of implementing it. I shall speculate here
not only about some of the conditions that may make more intensive work of this sort at the school level more appropriate, but also
about some of the likely effects and cautions associated with it.
In interviews, teachers in District B expressed both greater

enthusiasm and greater frustration with the decentralization reforms than teachers in District A did. Part of this difference is no
doubt due to the early stage of the reforms in District B. In surveys,

the teachers in District B reported, on the average, significantly
greater influence over school policy, greater control over classroom

practices, better administrator-teacher relationships, greater support for innovation, and a more personalized school environment
than did their District A counterparts.8 In interviews, however, the
teachers reported that they were tired and might be "doing too
much." Despite the greater influence of teachers, more support for
innovation, better relations with administrators, and higher rates of
interaction with their colleagues, the teachers in District B reported
significantly lower levels of job satisfaction, as well as lower average

levels of efficacy in teaching, than the teachers in District A did.
What do these findings mean?

The differences between the districts indicate some of the
complexities involved in school reform. Multiple factors affect how
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schools work and how teachers are engaged as professionals in the
schools. One major difference between the districts involves the
types of students they serve. As noted earlier, the students in District
A are advantaged, for the most part, and student performance in the
district is high; a large proportion of the student in District B are

"at risk." Almost any educational professional would probably
agree that the teachers in District B have a more difficult job than

the teachers in District A do. It is no wonder that their feelings
about their teaching efficacy are lower than those of teachers in
District A (see Ashton and Webb, 1986; Rosenholtz, 1989; Pallas,
1988; Hannaway, 1991a; these sources offer discussion of teacher
efficacy and student achievement). Tougher jobs may require different types or different levels of professional exchange and technical
support. More intensive school-based reforms, such as those operating in District B, may indeed be better suited to "at risk" situations than to "advantaged" situations. Nevertheless, engaging in
professional interactions requires time and energy that may be in
shorter supply in schools with the pressing educational problems
of "at risk" students than in schools with more advantaged students.
The job satisfaction ratings in District B are probably related
to some of the same factors that affect efficacy ratings, but job satisfaction is also affected by other factors. The reform process, for
example, was clearly affected by the limited resources of the district;
teachers' attitudes about their expenditures of effort were clouded by

the low salaries they received; one principal thought that low
teacher salaries were going to be the eventual downfall of the
reforms.

We do not have the data to assess the effect of management
arrangements on changes in job attitudes, but experiences in District B suggest some words of caution. The costs of reforms that
promote teachers' involvement in activities outside the classroom
need to be carefully identified and assessed alongside the benefits.
Although the involvement of teachers in activities outside classroom teaching is, for the most part, directly related to their teaching, the management design in District B requires high levels of
involvement. The District B design is considerably more "bottom
heavy" than the design in District A; school-developed curricula
demand broad participation and high levels of teacher effort. Since
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there seems to be no perfect curriculum (if there is one, the criteria
for recognizing it have not yet been established), there is no natural

limit to work on curriculum development. When is "enough"
enough? "Wheel spinning" is a real danger in the absence of some
authority to set a deadline or a standard, or in the absence of some
feedback mechanism to mark progress. Many current reforms in
education are calling for greater involvement of teachers in decision

makingand I agree in principle with these callsbut there are
necessarily limits to teachers' involvement. At some point, it can
simply become too much and, indeed, do more harm than good. I
am not saying that the teachers in District B have reached this point,
but there are worrisome signs that suggest that teachers may not be
able to sustain their currently high levels of effort, at least not without serious effects on the level of energy that they have left for the
classroom. The District B superintendent is well aware of the challenges. In an interview, he stressed that it is easy to generate a high
level of energy and optimism, and maybe even some productivity
gains, at the beginning of new reforms, especially with teachers who
have been ignored for so long; the hard part, he says, is sustaining
it.

If discouragement sets in, mobilizing teachers' energies for

another round will be truly difficult.
Conclusion

In this chapter, I have argued that standard thinking about decentralization, particularly as it takes a principal-agent approach, has
limited applicability to education. This does not mean, however,
that changes in the structure of education do not have important
effects on the behavior of those involved in the education process
and therefore on the performance of educational systems. Nevertheless, if decentralization seems, in some instances, to have beneficial
effects, we need to know why. Is actual decision-making authority
necessary, or is regular professional involvement with others sufficient? Are different structures more appropriate to some settings (for

example, those with disadvantaged students) than to others (for
example, those with "at-risk" students)? Are strategies that are effective in the short run also viable in the long run?

This chapter has offered a framework for thinking about
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how decentralization may affect educational performance and about
some of the conditions necessary for it to have beneficial effects. I

have argued that thinking about the implications of decentralization strategiesin terms of clarifying teachers' objectives and expanding teachers' understanding of the instructional processmay
be particularly worthwhile. The explicit structuring of teachers'
interactions around technical demands (issues of curriculum and
teaching) appears to be a critical element of successful decentralization. I have argued that technical interactions among teachers form
the basis of effective processes of social control, motivation, and
learning that are necessary in a well-run decentralized system. In
short, what should be obvious is that structural reforms that direct
teachers' attention to their central functions, that stimulate them to
interact professionally around defined common objectives, and that

give them a sense of the importance of their mission are nearly
certain to result in more effective schools than the traditional "eggcrate" structures do. What is not obvious, and what requires systematic analysis, is the relative merit and cost associated with alter-

native structures designed to direct the attention of school-level
actors. The research reported here is a first step in that direction.
Notes
1.

Although not germane to this discussion, there are also issues

that concern the relationship between decentralization and
political representation; see Chapters Three and Five for
2.

discussion.
We do not know the standard that respondents were using, but

teachers themselves in the High School and Beyond survey
report high levels of control over what goes on in their classrooms. On a 6-point scale, where 6 denotes "total control," 92
percent report 5 or 6 for teaching techniques, 72 percent for
content and skills taught in class, 68 percent for discipline,
3.

and 65 percent for textbooks and materials (Rowan, 1990).
This process of delineating and clarifying objectives is distinct
from what Simon (1991) and others have emphasized: induc-

ing an identification of the interests of the agent with those
of the organization.
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4.

Teachers receive monetary compensation for 14 percent of this

5.

work and release time for 25 percent of it. An additional 14
percent is during planning periods, and the remainder is on
personal time.
Teachers receive release time for 53 percent of this time and
monetary compensation for 8 percent; 15 percent is during
planning periods, and the remainder is on personal time.
District-level activity would include conferences and work-

6.

shops organized by the reform group, as well as district-

7.

8.

sponsored fairs where teachers in each school describe their
programs.
We have no information, for example, on improvements in
student achievement.
There were differences from school to school on these measures. In almost all cases, however, the averages for the schools
in District B were higher than the averages in District A. See
Hannaway (1991b) for details.
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Scimoi Improvement
rivatization die Answer?
Martin Carnoy
America's public schools are in trouble, just when the country needs
a better-educated populace to confront a world economy gone high
tech In this era of budget deficits and deregulation, the discussion
on how to improve schools has inevitably come to focus on management and organization, with a wide range of decentralization (or

"restructuring") schemes at center stage. The major issues are
whether any of these decentralization proposals can make a difference in educational quality and whether successful decentralization

and improvement can be achieved through the present public
school system.

This is not the first time that public education has faced the
firing squad. Since World War II alone, there have been several
waves of criticism and reform. These attacked and responded to
whatever the "crisis" seemed to be at the time: to the apparent lag
of American space science and technology in the 1950s, to racial
segregation in the 1950s and 1960s, to corporate conformity in the
1950s (Goodman, 1956), then (after the permissive 1960s) to the lack
of conformity and standards in the 1970s and early 1980s (the backto-basics movement), and, in the late 1980s and early 1990s, to declining test scores, overcentralization, and bureaucratization.
There is, however, a distinctly new feature of this last round

of critiques: after a decade of limited and generally unsuccessful
efforts to improve high school academic standards at the state level
and overall academic achievement at the district level, the most
vocal criticisms have begun to call for the privatization of public
163
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schooling, particularly of its management.' In this context, privat-

ization means that individual schoolswhether publicly owned,
privately owned and secular, or privately owned and religious
would operate with equal access to public resources, and largely
independently of public controls, in a free market for educational
services. There are many different versions of such educational
market proposals, from parental "choice" among existing public
schools to competition among all schools, public and private, for
publicly provided educational vouchers (see Levin, 1990). But the
proposals all have in common the concept of making schools individual administrative units,2 geared to attracting a fee-paying
(even if the fees are publicly funded vouchers or district transfers)
student clientele.
The basis of the argument for privatization is not only the
allegedly greater efficiency in delivering school services but also
the purportedly high value attached by families to choosing freely
the kind of education their children should have. Even though this
choice now exists (private schooling is a possibility for everyone

willing to pay the price), most advocates of privatizing public
schooling argue that parents should also have their tax dollars
available for public and private choices; this would put all school

consumption and production squarely in the marketplace and
would give parents a truly "free" selection of educational alternatives for their children (Coleman, 1990). Privatization thus presumes to decentralize decision making about children's learning, to
the point where each school is competing for customers among a
diverse set of parental tastes and incomes, and parents face a wide
range of available schooling choices for their children. The end
result, it is claimed, would be increased economic welfare for individual families (they get to choose schooling for their children and
get more schooling output per dollar spent) and for society as a
whole (the market would do a better job than the government).
In this chapter, I nalyze the underlying economics of these
arguments. The main case for public schooling rests on its inherent

consistency with democratic idealsthe antithesis of the private
provision of educational servicesbut it is important to understand
the public-private debate as it is now being framed. In that framework, I find that the most logical and consistent empirical expla-
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nation for higher-quality education, whether public or private, lies
primarily in differential demand, not in cost differences. But such
differential demand appears to result as much from variation in
expressed values of schools themselves as from parents. My analysis
not only takes issue with privatization's main premisethat a large
"unmet demand" by parents for higher-quality schooling and private schools' lower costs per unit of educational quality together
form the basis of significant improvements in American educa-

tionbut also suggests that working with individual schools and
school districts within the public system to raise pupils' achievement still holds out promise for better education (Levin, 1990;
Witte, 1990, 1991). The very "publicness" of public schooling may

make it possible to mobilize the time and effort needed to raise
demand for quality education. I conclude that, despite the real problems of reforming its management, public schooling is still our best
bet for improving the delivery of educational services to the wide
range of children currently served by the system.
An enormous amount has already been written on this subject, and I do not intend to cover all the arguments for and against
choice and decentralization (for an excellent symposium on choice,
see Clune and Witte, 1990). There is an ideological and historical
tension between the democratic ideal of public schooling and the
family's desire for expressing private tastes in its children's education (Levin, 1990). There are also serious issues of control underlying the education-reform debate (Weiss, 1990; Witte. 1990), and a
lively debate is under way about the validity of the claim that pri-

vate delivery of public services (such as health and education) is
more efficient than public delivery (Elmore, 1990; Shanker, 1991).
As a complement to the existing discussion, I focus on three
main issues: What is the source of achievement gains in the decentralization argument, and are its claims valid? How would market

decentralization versus "public" decentralization affect parental
choices for children's educational gains? What are the implications
of the answers to these questions for improving public schooling?

Rationales for Public Education

As a starting point for the analysis, let me restate the underlying
economic and political rationales for public education in free-

1
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market economies and the principal critiques of those rationales in
the present historical context. They are both important to
understanding the decentralization debate.

Rationales
Put simply, the claim is that society benefits economically from an
educated population, beyond the gains from education captured by
individuals and their families. These social gainscalled economic

externalitiesaccrue through the lower costs of social and economic infrastructure, a better social environment (higher public
consumption), a more effective political system, and even, under
certain organizational arrangements, higher productivity (on this
last paint, see Levin, 1987). Because of externalities, if investment
in education were left entirely to families' private economic decisions, they would underinvest (Weisbrod, 1964). By taking public
education, children receive a common set of experiences and engage
in a shared discourse that serves to benefit the economy and the
polity as a whole. Publicly financed and administered education
effectively subsidizes schooling, so that children will take a socially
optimum amount and will obtain a sufficient amount of this common experience.

The second argument for public financing of education is
that with the laws against chattel slavery making it impossible to
pledge future labor as collateral for human capital investment
loans, the cost of borrowing for education is much higher than for
other forms of investment. Again, relying purely on the private
capital market would hold spending on education below its socially
optimal level.
It is this second argument that privatization advocates focus
on when pushing for public financing and private administration
of education; but the externalities rationale for public schooling has
implications that go far beyond solving capital market imperfections. If there are large externalities from having a well-educated
population, how much of the decision about investing in schooling
should be left to parents, teenagers, and the (private) labor market,
even if capital were available for education under the same conditions as for other investments?
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Most societies eventually end up legislating against child
labor and for compulsory schooling. Parents are legally bound by
the state to send their children to school. At some point, "the public" decides that the best way to resolve varying preferences for
schooling among families is to require all parents to consume (or
invest in) a certain amount of it for their children, primarily by
eliminating alternative income-earning opportunities and enforcing truancy laws. There are ways around this: no one can compel

children to learn what is taught in school or compel parents to
devote the time and energy usually needed to ensure that such learn-

ing takes place. But the intervention of publicly administered education in the family decision-making process aims to regularize at
least a minimum demand for schooling, in ways that go beyond its
public financing.
In addition, the state, or the public sector, as representative
of the collectivity of individuals' social demands, translates its vision of externalities into what should be called the "common experience" of schooling. A public school in Iowa creates
approximately the same social experience for its pupils as a school
in Massachusetts. This experience, for all its hypocrisies and problems, has in the past been fairly successful in conveying a set of
common values to many generations of young people. It is probably
the only unifying and democratizing process that young people
undergo in a highly diversified society with no compulsory military
service.'

The essence of this democratizing process is symbolized by
the neighborhood school, the local high school, and the absence of
individualized, private choice in public goods. It is the conscious
giving up of privilege and difference by the citizenry that forms the

underpinnings of the democratic ideal. The legal, political, and
educational systems of modern democratic societies are the expression of this commitment to leveling differences among individuals,
even as the market tends to extol and exercerbate them. Although
recent critiques argue that such collectivity ultimately places too
much power into the hands of the state bureaucracy, it is precisely

the democratic ideal of public accountabilitydeveloped in the
public school experiencethat is supposed to force the state to respond to the collective will.
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Critique
One of the most profound arguments leveled against public schooling has been made by Coleman (1990). He claims that, given access
to capital, parents today would invest the socially optimal amount
in schooling without public intervention on the demand side.' Suclintervention may have been necessary in the unschooled, agricultural society of a century ago, he argues, when a parent was less
interested in his or her children's schooling than in their labor, but

nowliving in a postindustrial, urban-suburban, media-saturated,
and relatively well-schooled environmentfamilies are well aware
of schooling's value (and of the inadequacy of the public educational system). Coleman contends that in such an environment, the
bureaucratic public school system, with its professional educators
"deciding" for families what education should be and how much
children should take, is an anachronism that the country cannot
afford. Worse, he argues, the public school has become least effective for the urban poor, for whom, because of its low quality, the
externalities of public schooling are probably negative. The educational focus should therefore change to efficient educational delivery, regardless of school "ownership." In the Coleman vision, the
public sector's role would be mainly financial, allowing private and
public schools to compete for public funds on the basis of parent
demand. Although not quite specified in this way, the concept that
consumers (parents and teenagers) have sufficient information

about schooling and have an accurate assessment of schooling's
value underlies much of the current argument for privatization.
A second general critique of public education is that the
public sector is such an inefficient producer of any good, including
education, that society would be better off by privatizing as much
of its production as possible. Further, proponents claim, teachers'
unions and the school bureaucracy have been instrumental in preventing any real educational reforms and in keeping the cost of

education rising. Without privatization and greater competition
among schools vying for clients, these monopolistic elements will
continue to impede educational improvement.
At the heart of the second critique is a deep distrust of and
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antipathy to public management. Public school administration,
from the principal at the school site to the school district up to the
state, is blamed for declining student achievement because of its
resistance to change, its overcentralization, its inflexibility, and its

overstaffing. The other element of this bureaucracy is teachers'
unionizationalso inflexible, also a barrier to change, also a key
reason for the lack of innovation in the classroom and instrumental

in driving the cost of schooling up, without any corresponding
increase in quality of outcomes.'

In the most recent critique of this type, Chubb and Moe
(1990) argue that schools with greater control over school policies
and personnel are more effectively organized than schools that have
less organizational autonomy: "The specific reasons for concern
about school control in the public sector are that, all things being
equal, public schools are substantially less likely to be granted autonomy from authoritative external control (i.e., from superintendents, district offices, and boards) than are private schools; and as
important, schools in urban systemswhere the problems of school
performance are most grave and where the efforts to solve them have

been the most bureaucraticare much less likely, all else being
equal, to enjoy autonomy" (p. 233).
These criticisms are (and should be) taken seriously, especially in the context of twelve full years of unabashed deprecation
of everything public except the military.6 Coleman's point implies

that demand for good education is equal among all parents, and
that it is the (public) schools in low-income neighborhoods that
have shortchanged children and their parents by delivering lowquality education, even in the face of high demand.' Chubb and
Moe make the same point in a different way by arguing that the
great_,: inefficiencies (bureaucracies) are in low-income neighborhoods because urban school districts are subject to the most external
control. In both cases, the arguments imply that the present system
of public schooling is structurally incapable of correcting these deficiencies. Chubb and Moe end up proposing increased competition
for vouchers among public schools. Coleman is even less sanguine
about public education and argues for increased reliance on private
schools, again through a voucher system.
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Modeling the Arguments

We can break these arguments down into two parts: the issue of
parental demand for educational quality and the relationship between the demand for high-quality schooling (from all sources) and
its supply (from all sources).8

Parental Demand for Educational Quality
All parents, regardless of social class, want the best education for
their children. All things being equal, the latent demand for education by parents of different social classes would therefore be the
same. Logic and surveys suggest that this is so. But the issue in the
marketplace is not what people say but how they behave. Since
education is partially provided directly by families to their children
and, when acquired outside the family, is partly a public good, then
how much education (quality and quantity) individual children get
is at least partly determined by parents' "voice" (Hirschman,
1970)parents revealed willingness and ability to influence their
children's education, either through direct efforts at home or by
pressuring the system in favor of their children.
The greater voice of higher-educated, education-wise families expresses itself in three important forms: in the greater schoolrelevant experience that families provide to their children before
they enter school; in the greater school-relevant support they provide their children once the children are in school; and in the greater
weight they bring to bear on decisions about their children by
school authorities.
Yet, since education is delivered unequally even as a public
good (Carnoy and Levin, 1985) and is provided privately (under
public scrutiny), how much children get is also a function of income and price. Higher-income parents have greater possibility, in
Hirschman's terms, of "exit" into alternative (higher-quality) educational situations, either by moving to higher-priced neighborhoods or by buying higher-priced private schooling.
We can break this problem down into two parts: how the
family allocates its time among activities producing material consumption (C), leisure (L), and children's school-relevant achieve-
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ment gain9 (Q) and how the family allocates its consumption between material goods and increased achievement for its children.
This choice among activities takes place before the child goes to
school and while the child is in school.
The family earning unit maximizes the utility function:
U = I [C, (L +Q)],

subject to the budget constraint
Pc*C = W* (T - L - Q),

where T = total time available for work, leisure, and achievementproducing activities, W = wages, and PC = prices of consumption
goods.

In this formulation, voice would only be a function of Q, but
we know that it is also a function of parents' educational "wisdom,"
highly correlated with parents' education. For the moment, how-

ever, let us assume that it is only a qt.estion of time spent on
achievement-enhancing activities.
The voice function is complex and highly nonlinear. Figure

7.1 shows that Tw bends backwards as a function of wages, and
Figure 7.2 shows that over the last fifteen years, as women's wages

have risen and men's fallen, women have increased the average
hours they work. In addition, the women's curve has shifted to the
right as families attempt to maintain real income and the percentage of single-head-of-household females increases. Under quite
usual assumptions about the trade-off between leisure (L) and time
spent with children on school-related activities (Q),10 the time available for educational functions in the parents' day is greater among
low-wage earners than among middle-wage earners, at least when
we compare two-parent families and one-parent families as separate
categories (Figure 7.3). Once we account for the higher incidence of
female-headed households among the low-income families, however, and for the possibility that low-income fathers may be less
likely to substitute for traditional female roles, this shifts the low
end of the Ts curve to the left (Figure 7.4). Finally, in both Figures

"
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Figure 7.1. Supply of Labor, White Males.

Figure 7.2. Supply of Labor, Females.
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Figure 7.3. Supply of Parent Time for Child's
Intellectual Development.

S' (includes
knowledge
adjustment)

co

As knowledge associated with
wages increases, curve moves
farther right.

As family works more
hours, curve moves
farther left; single parent
also moves curve left, as
well as more children in
family. (See Figure 7.4.)

Family Time on School (Q)

Figure 7.4. Adjusted Supply of Parent Time for Child Development.
S' (includes K)

Supply of school-relevant parent time
includes correction for number of children
and percent of single parent families.

Q, Q x K
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7.3 and 7.4, when we add parents' educational wisdom (K) into the
curve, the upper end shifts far to the right."
Once children are old enough to go to school, parents can
also choose to spend their income on schooling of children or on
material goods. In this case, they maximize the utility derived from
consuming material goods and the increased quality they get from
purchasing better public schooling (higher taxes and home pay-

ments, or, under a choice program, more distant, higher-quality

schooling) or private schooling for their children. Following
Gertler and Glewwe (1989) and Glewwe and Jacoby (1991),
U = g(C, Su, Sv),

where Su = public schooling and Sv = private schooling, subject to
the budget constraint
Pc*C + Pu*Su + Pv*Sv = Y.

where Pu = the cost of public schooling and Pv = the cost of private
schooling.
Since parents are assumed to be buying additional quality of
schooling, we can express schooling as some function of a vector of

school-quality factors: Xu in public school, and Xv in private
school. Thus,
Su = AuXu,

and
Sv = AvXv.

The school-quality choice function subject to the budget
constraint yields demand curves for school quality. Even assuming
that all parents have the same utility function for schooling quality

and other goods, higher-income parents could purchase more
schooling quality with their higher income and would have more
"exit" potential because of the availability of more income to spend
on schooling, even if they did not exercise "exit."
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Put together, the equations suggest that both voice and the
income available for buying higher-qualit, schoolinghence, the
demand for educational qualityare considerably higher among
higher-educated parents and that two-parent families (with more
income and/or more time) are more likely to have a higher demand
for educational quality than single parents, all other factors being
equal. Higher-income parents also have the greatest possibility to
substitute the purchase of higher-quality schooling for time spent
with their children, although it is likely that, on the average, voice
and spending on school quality are higher among higher-income
parents.
All this is hypothetical but measurable. If I am right about
the voice curve, the demand for educational quality is lower among
low- and middle-educated low-income parents on two counts: they
are likely to have less expressed voice and certainly have less "exit"
than higher-educated, higher-income parents. They are also likely
to invest less in their children before the children enter elementary
school. Therefore, as I shall emphasize, children from highereducated, schoolwise homes may come to school "easier to teach,"12
increasing institutional demand for higher achievement gains
through the higher academic expectations of teachers and parents.
The more recent voucher plans propose larger vouchers for
low-income (less schooled) families, to compensate for these families' lower income and consequent fewer options in the marketplace. But, according to the analysis presented here, larger vouchers
for less-educated parents would have to compensate for more than
just current income differences. They would have to compensate for
lower preschool, school-relevant investment (the result of lower
voice and lower income in a period of completely private decisions
about education) and for lower voice during the school years (the

lesser ability to influence children's education while they are in
school).

Supply of Schooling

The second part of the debate concerns the delivery of schooling.
The critique of public schools' inefficiency is often tied, implicitly
or explicitly, to arguments that private schools are relatively effi-
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cient. The reasons vary, but the two main ones given are that public
schools have become a monopoly and, as such, have no incentive
to improve efficiency of production (see, for example, Peterson,
1990), and that public schools are dominated by a large public bureaucracy focused on bureaucratic control, rather than on student
achievement, and hence are unablebecause of this very structure
to improve educational delivery (Chubb and Moe, 1990). Chubb and
Moe also argue that the bureaucratic control function of schooling
has its greatest effect on schools in low-income neighborhoods, significantly raising costs per unit of quality produced. Because of the
lack of local resources in such neighborhoods, state public bureaucracies are likely to supply a high fraction of educational funding
in the form of categorical grants and to demand considerable bu-

reaucratic accountability. This, according to Chubb and Moe,
would contribute to greater bureaucracy at the local level and to
increased inefficiency.

Figure 7.5 summarizes the monopoly argument. In the fig-

ure, I make the typical assumption that the monopoly (public
schooling, in this case) faces a downward-sloping demand curve
and, were it a profit-making firm, would restrict output (educational quality) to the point where marginal cost equals marginal
revenue (Al and A2). Educational quality is defined as the change
in, or value added to, achievement delivered by schools. Since the
demand for educational quality is lower (and, I assume, more inelastic, because of fewer alternatives) in low-income neighborhoods,
the monopoly provides Al amount of educational quality to pupils
of low socioeconomic status (SES) and A2 to high-SES pupi:3. If the
monopoly were permitted to engage in discriminatory pricing, it
would "charge" low-income families P1 for educational services

and charge high-SES families P2. The "monopoly rent"represented by PICDPo in the low-SES case and P2EFPo in the high-SES

casewould presumably be absorbed by the salaries of a bloated
public school bureaucracy.
Making schools competitive would, in this analysis, increase
output to the point where supply (the sum of marginal cost curves

of individual schools providing education in each nt'ghborhood)
equals demand. If schools in the low- and high-SES neighborhoods
face the same supply curve (MC), educational quality for low-SES

(")
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Figure 7.5. Supply of and Demand for School Achievement Gain
by Monopoly Conditions.
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schools would increase to A3 and for high-SES schools to A4. The
price of value-added achievement for low-SES families would fall

from P.1 to P3; for high-SES families, from P2 to P4, or (if the
monopoly did not engage in discriminatory pricing) from Po to P3
and P4.
There are problems with the argument that public schools
are monopolies. It requires public education to be restricting

achievement gains in order to maximize revenuein this case, to
maximize bureaucratic salaries. Although a good case can be made
that public schools are overbureaucratized, the monopoly argument
claims that the bureaucratic payroll derives from public education's
monopoly power to restrict achievement gains. This is not a par-

ticularly good model of public agency behavior. In addition, the
cost (price) of the lower achievement gains in low-SES neighborhoods is generally lower, not higher, than the price of gains in highSES neighborhoods, which suggests that public education does not
exercise monopoly power.

C)

I") '"
.
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The more logical argument is that the value function of
public education includes an intrinsic value placed on bureaucratic
control, that this competes with the value placed on achievement

gains (I shall deal with this issue shortly), and/or that public
schools in low-SES neighborhoods are indeed less efficient (more
bureaucratized) than in high-SES neighborhoods and therefore have
higher supply (cost) curves. This latter inefficiency argument, as
expressed by Chubb and Moe (1990), does not claim monopoly-type
output restriction, but rather an efficiency (supply curve) differential between low-SES, low-achievement (public) schools and highSES, high achievement public and (especially) private schools.
The analysis is characterized in Figure 7.6. 1 assume that low-

income public school consumers are on DI, high-income public
school consumers on D2, low-income private school consumers on
D3, and high-income private school consumers on D4, according to
the previous analysis of parental demand. Here, price represents the

resources required per unit of pupil achievement added by the
school during the school year. '3 The supply curve for low-SES public schools is Si, for high-SES public schools S2, and for private (or
independent and competitive public) schools S3. I have drawn SI

and S2 as relatively inelastic because Chubb and Moe claim that
public school bureaucracy is highly inflexible, implying that "externally controlled" public schools cannot adjust factors of production as demand for output (greater achievement gains) increases
over time. Given this characterization, consumers of educational
quality will achieve higher amounts of educational quality at lower
cost per unit of gain (but not lower cost to them) by sending their
children to private (or independent and competitive public) schools
(A3 and A4).

What evidence is there that the differential efficiency model
is an accurate characterization of the way schooling is produced
publicly and privately (in its currently most centralized form)? To
begin with, most of the available data suggest that private schools
in the United States do not produce significantly greater achievement gains than public schools do, especially among students with
higher-educated parents. For example, National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) math achievement scores among high
school seniors show a 6-8-point higher score for private over public
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Figure 7.6. Supply of and Demand for Achievement Gain
by Type of School I.
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school students when parents have high school or less education,
and no difference when parents have some college or more." The
results of Coleman's own study (1990), often cited as an argument
for private schools, also suggest that achievement differences between students in private and public schools are not large. If we take

the Chubb and Moe results (1990) and place them alongside the
NAEP math results, the strongest argument that can be made is that
private schools produce better results among children of less edu-

cated parents, and they do so primarily by moving students into
more academically oriented courses.''
To reflect such empirical results, we can modify Figure 7.6
in the following way: we assume that parochial private schools are,

on the average, less costly than public schools. This is already a
heroic assumption because the output mix of parochial and public
schools is different: parochial private schools do not usually take
much more costly special education students, whereas public
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schools must take all students, regardless of their ability or emotional or physical problems. 16

There is another category of private schoolscall them high-

SES private schoolsthat are much more costly than public
schools, even though they too do not take special education students. Call their supply curve S4 (see Figure 7.7). Rather than buying the higher A4 gains in Figure 7.6, as originally claimed, higher-

income parents pay more in private schools but get the same
achievement gain as in public schools (A4 equals A2 in Figure 7.7
but is purchased at a higher price). Apparently, achievement scores
are not closely tied to how much parents spend on schooling, and
parents are willing to pay more for private education for reasons
other than higher added achievementfor example, a better chance
for their children to get into better colleges with the same achievement attainment.
This is not a minor point: all schools produce a variety of

outputs, including but not limited to achievement. Independent
private schools specialize in preparing students for college ("prepa-

ratory" schools) or discipline (military academies), and higherincome parents pay for these special outputs. Achievement gains at
different levels of achievement may also be indirectly valued differ-

entially in the labor market (I discuss this in a moment), so that
higher-income parents want to reduce risk by buying "guarantees"
of higher achievement gains through private education.
The second set of empirical data to consider is the NAEP tests
over time. They suggest that low-SES minority pupils made large

gains in 1975-1989, relative to higher-SES whites (Smith and
O'Day, 1991a). The evidence further indicates that much of this
minority gain was due in part to the rapid decline of poverty in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, when the pupils taking these tests were
young children, and in part to the increased spending on minority
schooling during the same period, especially in the South. 17 Since
these were public sector interventions, the data imply that it is possible for the public sector to increase the demand for better education, both through increased family income (an income policy that
reduces poverty) and increased voice, and for the public sector to
affect the supply of achievement by increasing the income of public
schools and their ability to deliver higher achievement gains.
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Figure 7.7. Supply of and Demand for Achievement Gain
by Type of School II.
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All this suggests that among lower-income students, the
small percentage of students in private schools do better than those
in public schools, even though the differences do not appear large.
Chubb and Moe (1990) claim, for example, that lower-SES students
do better in magnet public schools. When costs are measured correctly, it is likely that private Catholic parochial schools are less
costly (have a lower supply curve) than public schools, although it
is difficult to measure all the "free" cost of capital and free services
provided by the Catholic Churchand, again, parochial schools do
not produce the full range of services required of public schools.

Nevertheless, higher achievement gains in such schoolsif
they existare as much the result of higher demand for achievement as of greater "efficiency" in production. Where greater efficiency exists, it probably does come from much lower bureaucratic
costs per studentunusually high in urban public school districts.
Moreover, the output mix in both magnet schools and parochial
schools is different from that in "average" public schools, because
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the former do not have to accept and retain all the pupils who
present themselves. Magnet and parochial schools (as well as
independent, high-SES private schools) can pick the student body
(and their parents) and can expel ("cool out," in the case of public
magnet schools) those who do not conform to the demands placed
on them. There is also evidence that black Catholics have a significantly greater demand for education than non-Catholic blacks do
(Lachman and Kosmin, 1991).

This "fit" between school requirements and parental demand in private parochial schools may or may not be extendable
to the population of parents as a whole. Yet, whether it is or is not,
we know that it is possible to increase achievement gains in public
schools, even for low-SES students and even with unstructured, cen-

tralized, bureaucratized public schools. Chubb and Moe (1990)
claim that change is impossible in the public system as it now exists
(that is, without "choice" or vouchers), but that claim is empirically
wrong. Such change may require policies that are now politically

unlikely, but many have been shown to work (Smith and O'Day,
1991b).

Increasing Demand Through Institutional Commitment
So far, I have not considered that both private and public schools
are nonprofit institutions, which do not behave as profitmaximizing firms. Nonprofits place intrinsic value on their activities. Their institutional values affect the demand for students' aca-

demic gains. This should add to the demand for high-quality
education. It makes sense that "good schools" are those that place
high intrinsic value on academic achievement, even if, in either
money or staff time and energy, it costs more to produce it. Figure
7.8 compares the effect of intrinsic demand for greater achievement
in "good" and "bad" schools."'
Unfortunately, we do not know whether the higher demand
for achievement gains among low-SES students in magnet public
schools and in private parochial schools comes from the selected
families who send their children to such schools or from the intrinsic value placed on higher achievement gains by these schools'
teachers and administrators. Chubb and Moe's results (1990) suggest
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Figure 7.8. Institutional Supply of and Demand for
Achievement Gain.
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that higher gains from the organizational (supply) side turn out to
be largely the result of expecting more from students and enabling
them to do more demanding coursework. This may very well be an
institutional demand effect, not a lower marginal cost.'9 It is also

likely that both parents and students, on the one hand, and the
school, on the other, are behind such behavior. Thus, in Figure 7.8,

I show the higher demand for academic achievement in "good"
schools to be the result of a higher parent demand (MR') and a
higher instrinsic value placed on achievement gains by the school
(administrators and teachers) itself.
If parochial schools do better in terms of achievement, they
are only somewhat more successful than public schools; and, whatever their success, it is due primarily to demanding more achievement from lower-income students and getting it. Since such schools

do not generally accept students who require special educational

41...4'
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services, do select only those students whose families are aware of
the greater achievement deiriands (and are willing to pay to get
access to them), and can expel those students who do not meet the
greater demands, it is difficult to separate greater student or parental

demand for higher academic quality from the schools' greater
demand.
Despite similar self-selection and possibly higher demand for

academic excellence, private schools catering to students from
higher SES backgrounds are apparently not able to do significantly
better on achievement gains than public schools do, even at higher
cost per pupil. But, by focusing on college entrance, a number of
the high-cost private schools are able to do much better than equally

high-achieving public schools in getting their graduates into
"good" colleges. They also deliver other services, such as providing

high-income peers or the "right" social atmosphere. Parents are
apparently willing to pay a great deal for these services.

Put another way, a school's value function may include a
number of objectivesone of them being higher achievement gains.
Public schools, by their very nature, place greater intrinsic weight
on imparting democratic values and on delivering educational services to all students, regardless of their or their parents' demand for
high achievement gains. Many public schools, it is argued, also
place high value on bureaucracy and on bloated, highly paid district administrations that detract from higher achievement gains.
Higher-quality public schools and districts, especially in marginal
neighborhoods, often stress safety for their pupils as much as academic achievement. Greater security may be possible only with

larger and more centralized administrative apparatuses. Private
schools, by their very nature, can place higher intrinsic value on
higher achievement gains and select those students and their families who in practice also demand more achievement. Private
schools place less weight on imparting democratic values and less
weight on providing educational services for difficult-to-school students. Many private schools also place a high value on creating a
particular social atmosphere and on delivering places in "good"
colleges to their graduates.
In terms of the intrinsic value placed on any of these out-

putsthe 1(X) discussed in note 18the institutional demand for

C
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that output will increase (or decrease) total demand and the amount

produced. The choice argument claims that if a better match is
allowed for between parents and schools that want greater achieve-

ment gains, both gains and welfare will be maximized; but, to a
large extent, that may already be true. It may also be true that
shifting the institutional demand function in public institutions is
a more effective route to increasing overall demand for achievement
than relying on market mechanisms is.
The Differential Value of Lower and Higher Achievement
One of the most important assumptions made in the analysis of educational quality is that the demand for improved quality of education (achievement gains) should be the same at all levels of initial
achievement. This would mean that the perceived economic or social returns of achievement gain are the same whether students are
low or high achievers to begin with. This is a questionable assumption, for two reasons. First, the private economic return to higher
achievement has fallen significantly in the 1980s for those students
who are not at a college-bound achievement level by the time they
reach junior high school, relative to those students who are "college
material" (Carnoy, Daley, and Hinojosa, 1990). Second, American
society has consistently been willing to provide greater public subsidies for the education of higher-achieving students than for lower
achievers, primarily through higher-cost public schools and universities for higher achievers and through the willingness to increase
subsidies the farther a student goes in school (Hansen and Weisbrod, 1969); thus, higher-achieving, higher SES students get much
more subsidized education because they get more years of schooling
and take it in higher-cost institutions.
From the standpoint of a private decision, the rate of return
on investment in an initially low-achieving pupil could be substan-

tially lesseven if cost and equal achievement gain were equal to

those for a higher-achieving pupilif the total value added in
achievement would not raise the student high enough to have a
good chance at college success. The incentive for families to spend
private funds on such pupils may not be very great. Raising achievement gains for initially low-achieving pupils to the level that would

t
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push them into the college success category could therefore require

considerably higher public subsidies than for initially higherachieving pupils (Witte, 1991). Voucher proponents have recognized this problem and have argued for voucher amounts to be
inversely correlated with income (see Coons and Sugarman, 1978;
Friedman, 1955, 1962; Chubb and Moe, 1990).
This brings up the second point, however. Americans historically have not been avid to provide larger subsidies for the children

of the poor than for the children of the middle and even upper
middle classes. In recent years, opposition to expanding such pro-

grams as Head Start or to spending more on urban schools has
increased as part of the general decline in support for social programs that help lower-income families and children.20
Where is the political support for an inverse voucher scheme?
The answer is that there is about as much support for need-based
vouchers as for sharply increased public spending on the schooling
of the poor. We have to assume, realistically, that any voucher plan
would provide equal vouchers for all children, regardless of parents'
income.

The Case for Improving Demand for Achievement
Through Public Schools

Market-solution proponents assume that there is a large, unmet
demand for achievement among parents whose children are currently in public schools and that private or "choice" schools would
supply greater achievement to all pupils through more efficient
educational delivery (lower marginal cost of achievement gains).
The available data, I have argued, suggest something different. In
the present configuration of U.S. private and public schools, in
which private schools enroll about 13 percent of all students and a
smaller percentage of low-income students, there are definitely arguments for increasing access to magnet (or "choice") public and
private schools for those pupils from low-SES families who do not
necessarily have the income but do have the "voice demand"the
time, the willingness to spend the time, and the ability to raise
achievement gains. There is no hard evidence that either private or
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magnet schools produce higher achievement gains for pupils from
"low-voice" families.
Neither is there evidence of a large unmet "voice demand"

for higher achievement. To the contrary, results in Minnesota's
choice program show that few parents transferred their children to
other districts (Bennett, 1990);21 and, in a recent study of three Sacramento schools, parents in the "choice" school chose it for safety
reasons, not for its higher academic achievement record (Smreker,
1991). Elmore's work (1990) on health plans also suggests that most
people choose health care providers because of convenience (distance), rather than because of extensive differences in quality. Thus,
available information indicates that a relatively small percentage of

parentsprimarily low-income, "high-voice" parents or middleand high-income, "high-voice" parentswould take advantage,
through choice, of high-achievement private or magnet schools unless the schools were in their own neighborhoods. For those students and their families, it can be argued that positive gains would
probably result, if only from the greater freedom to choose.
What about the mass of students who come from low- and

middle-income, "low-voice" families? For them, the freedom to
choose may actually lower their welfare. If the entire system were
privatized (with existing public school buildings leased to private
companies or parochial schools and all pupils given equal vouchers)
and schools competed for pupils, the probable results would be, first,
that most families would opt to send their ch:ldren to local schools,
not necessarily to the highest-quality schools available in a larger
surrounding area (Archibald, 1988); and, second, that variation in
quality (achievement gains) would probably increase as pupils were
grouped more than they are now in separate schools by parents'
demand (voice). The best schools would strive to pick up the best
students, charge them more to be in those schools, and demand more
time and energy from their parents. In this kind of educational marketplace, parents with the most problematic or even average chil-

dren, unwilling to pay more and unwilling or unable to put out
increased effort (low-voice), might end up having to send their children to schools that would be defined as those where such children

ought to go because their parents do not care. The market would
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tend to privatize the responsibility for failure as much as it would
privatize the responsibility for success.22

A similar result would obtain with "choice" limited to the
public sector. In either case, there would be no logic;1 incentive for
low-performing schools to compete with high-performing schools,
when these two kinds of schools would be competing in different
niches of the market, much as Saks and K-Mart do. It is more likely
that high-performing schools in one part of town would compete
for the same high-demand (high-voice and high-income) clientele
with high-performing schools in another part of town. The highperforming schools would have the most extensive market because
their clientele would be the highest-income and highest-voice fam-

ilies, willing to spend the most on their children and able to
shoulder the transportation costs of sending them the farthest for
good schooling. Low-performing schools under a "choice" or privatized system would look like today's low-performing public
schools (highly local and not competing for students) except that
there would be even less public mandate to make them better. Most
schools would still be neighborhood schools.°
This analysis suggests that higher achievement boils down
mainly to a demand problem, where the issue is not providing high-

quality education at lower cost but raising the demand for high
achievement gains. Furthermore, higher achievement can be
realized only if the demand for it is raised in schools and families
simultaneously. Coleman (1990) may be right that there is no need

in late-twentieth-century, urban, postindustrial America to convince parents of the advantages of sending their children to school;

but that does not mean that parents have the optimum level of
achievement demand for a society struggling to make the right decisions in the information age. Public efforts to increase achievement gains are therefore as necessary now as requiring attendance

in public schools was in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.

Given that demand for higher achievement currently varies
greatly, privatization or choice among public schools alone, accord-

ing to my argument, would increase the variance in achievement
more than it would raise its average level. Since there is no provision in the "choice" argument for increasing "voice demand" for
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higher achievement, there is no reason for overall demand to increase. Proponents of free-market delivery of schooling services
contend that the problem could be solved by issuing larger vouchers

for the poor. This is a pipe dream. But it is highly probable that
private spending would be allowed on top of voucherswhy would
this be prohibited in a "free-market" solution?and that private
spending would increase somewhat. If so, then competition would
drive up the price of the small percentage of "good" private schools
and keep the price of "'bad" schools about where it is now.24 Nevertheless, experience in h,_talth care suggests that even the price of

"bad" schools could rise with publicly financed decentralization
and privatization (Levin, 1991b; Elmore, 1990).
The best that could be hoped for in the voucher/free-market

scheme is that some children, by dint of more choice and high
family demand for better schocling, might get better schooling by

moving from "bad" public schools to better public or private
schools. Yet most children would not find themselves in a situation
very different from the present one.
In the free-market solution, there would also be a social cost:
private, market-oriented organizations would not be particularly
interested in socializing pupils into a sense of national citizenship
and the common values of democracy and equal opportunity. Indeed, their very institutional nature would require them to develop
pride in uniqueness and separateness, much as colleges do now. 25

"Choice" public schools would be less likely to do that, but a
voucher plan would move the children of many upper-middle-class
parents beyond "choice" schools and into private education. The
percentage of American families sending their children to private
schools would rise, and the democratic ideal in American education
would deteriorate.
The socialization into common values is a compelling argument for public, neighborhood, and equal education, monitored
from a public viewpoint. Nevertheless, I want to make my case for
the present system of public education in terms of its superior ability to raise demand for higher achievement gains. This may seem
strange, given the harsh criticisms of the public system currently in
vogue. I do not necessarily disagree with the idea that public school
administrators and teachers are less effective than they might be,
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particularly in the achievement standards that they demand of students in their schools; there is a lot of prejudgment, stereotyping,
and just plain bureaucratic laziness. Yet, that said, I have found that
many if not most public school personnel seem to want their pupils

to do well and often work under difficult conditions to provide
decent education. A number of school districts are doing better today than ten years ago, even though they are publicly administered
(Clune and Witte, 1990). There are even state educational bureaucracies that are innovating and promoting change, with some success (Smith and O'Day, 1991b). Test scores for minority children,
especially black children, have also risen sharply in the past fifteen
years, even though they remain abysmally lower than they should
be. The question, then, is how to reform public schools so that the
same teachers and acu.,inistrators are a source of increased demand
for higher achievement, under the (realistic) assumption that family
demand is not high enough to achieve a socially optimum achievement gain.
A number of suggestions have been made and some are being
implemented:
1.

Increase teachers' decision making and mission definition at

2.

the school level ( Johnson, 1990; Levin, 1991a).
Let teachers in a school define their mission as higher achieve-

ment and work out concretely (with technical assistance and
with the administration's commitment) how to achieve that
goal. Raise teachers' expectations (Levin, 1991a).
3.

Tie in-service teacher training to the implementation of
teacher-defined achievement-enhancing programs (Smith and

4.

5.

O'Day, 1991b).
Set higher state curriculum standards, beginning at the elementary level, and work with individual schools to implement them
(Smith and O'Day, 1991b).
Provide and work with counseling personnel to develop greater

and more effective parent involvement at the elementary level
(Levin, 1991a).
6.

Increase early resources (such as Head Start and high-quality
day care, for example) and add after-school programs for latc hkey children (Schorr, 1988).
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In all these examples, the key is that demand for higher achievement
is increased in the school or school district by the public administration or the public school teachers. The bulk of parents in lowerand middle-income school districts are simultaneously incorporated
into the school project, but the lead is taken by the school. In effect,

the concept is to raise expectations in school personnel to match
parents' and children's aspirations, and then to raise school wisdom
(K) and time spent on school-related activities (Ts) so that "voice
demand" (V) increases. It is the combination of higher demand by
school personnel and raised "voice demand" that makes increased
achievement possible in the democratic public model.
Once this process begins to work, it reaches far deeper than
the free-market model can. That relies on existing levels of parental
K and Ts. It is the very public nature of the public school system's
attempts to increase achievement that raises the possibility of large
changes in demand across the population. It is also the public nature of such attempts that allows the changes to take place without
sacrifice of the democratic goals of public education.
There are other important ways to increase parental demand

for achievement gains through public policy. If my model of parental demand is correct, then board-based family real income and
individual wage gains, especially at lower- and middle-income levels, would increase the time and energy that families have available
to devote to school matters. Increasing the cp171ity of day care, of
health information, and of direct health and nutritional interventions for mothers and expectant mothers would all represent the
kinds of social wage transfers that could have large effects on children's achievement in school. Real family income rose about 9 per-

cent in the

1980s (1982-1989),

but this still leaves it at about the

same level as its 1973 high, despite the increase in the average family's number of wage earners and in total time worked.26
Both factors are related and have almost certainly had a neg-

ative impact on pupils' achievement. These factors are also associated with a macroeconomic policy that has stressed cheap labor
and severe cuts in social spending at the federal and now the state
level. Ironically, stagnant family purchasing power and increased
family time at work are also closely tied to the Reagan free-market
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policies now recommended for solving the achievement problem in
the schools.
Notes
1.

2.

Again, this is not new, since conservatives have been pushing
for privatizing education since the 1950s.
The use of individual units does not mean that the units could

not be connected by a particular philosophy. For example,
public schools operating as individual units could share a
"public" mission; religious schools of a particular faith could
certainly project a philosophy; and a new conceptprivate,
secular, corporate chain schoolscould emerge if a voucher
system began to function on a large enough scale. It is not
difficult to imagine a nationwide chain of for-profit, testteaching, top-grade schools, run as a large corporation with
highly supervised, nonunionized teachers. This chain would
3.

4.

also have a unified philosophy.
Part of the schools' crisis is that they are not achieving their
fundamental democratic charge in key groupsthose schools
dominated by a low-income, minority clientele are generally
not successful at creating the middle-class American school
experience.
Coleman speaks only indirectly to the issue of externalities
and the optimal type of education (public versus private). He
implicitly assumes that the main issue in type of education is
the efficiency of achievement delivery, not common discourse

and experience, and the main source of externalities is the
optimum amount of schooling, not the common experience of
public schooling. His implicit argument is that public schooling does not provide this common experience anyway, since

public schools for the poor are such a different place from
public schools for the middle class.
5.

A strong institutional case for dismantling public schools
and, I believe, one that clandestinely underlies much of the
present push for privatizationis that such action would destroy teachers' unions, hence reducing wage pressures and pro-

viding more leverage for administrators to institute reforms
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and restructure the work force. Without unions, it would be
easier to get teachers to put in longer hours, take on new tasks,
and be forced to perform or change schools. In theory, at least,
a nonunionized teacher force would work longer and have less

ability to raise wages. Whether it would perform better is a

6.

much more disputable issue. Even at present salaries, it is difficult to recruit well-qualified teachers, especially those needed
to teach in low-income neighborhoods.
Ironically, progressives have been making many of these same

criticisms of public education for years (see Dewey, 1919;
Goodman, 1956; Kozol, 1967; Sennett and Cobb, 1973; Carnoy,

1974; Bowles and Gintis, 1975; Apple, 1979; Carnoy and
Levin, 1985). Their analysis, however, is very different from
the current privatization arguments. From a progressive standpoint, state bureaucratic behavior reflects society's configura-

tion of political power. If public schools in low-income
neighborhoods are ineffective, this fact reflects the value that

society's configuration of political (and economic) power
places on the education of the poor. This is a significant de-

7.

8.

9.

parture from the assumption that the bureaucracy has autonomous control of the school system.
As I shall suggest, a better way to express Coleman's argument
is that public schools themselves effectively lower parents' demand for achievement.
I have restricted the discussion here to the demand for educational quality. A similar argument can be made for the quantity of education (years of schooling). Indeed, the two are
probably highly correlated in that demand for educational
quality is related to demand for educational quantity: those
parents who want their children to go farther in school (to
college or professional school, for example) demand a higher
quality of schooling at lower levels of education.
The difficulty of defining "quality" as student achievement is
compounded by the usual use of normative tests in measuring
such achievement. In such tests, if everyone increases his or her

performance, 50 percent still do less well than the mean,
whether this is measured in percentile position or grade level.
If possible, I would restrict the measure of achievement gain
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in the models presented here to an absolute gain in achievement in each school year or group of school years. One way
to measure such gain net of parents' contribution would be to
estimate achievement in a given school year as a function of
achievement in an earlier year and as a function of the student's socioeconomic level (if the school were the unit of observation, the relevant variables would be average achievement

10.

and average socioeconomic level of students in the school).
The measured achievement versus the "predicted" achievement of students of similar socioeconomic background could
be interpreted as the gain resulting from school contribution.
Namely, that the marginal utility of leisure equals the marginal utility of time spent on school-related activities. We also

assume that the marginal utility of L with respect to time
declines more rapidly than the marginal utility of Q with
respect to time.
11.

12.

A good example of the power of K is that college-educated
female heads of householdseven where the father has been
absent from a child's early agemay have more voice (influence over their children's education) than lower-educated,
often higher-income two-parent families with more time to
devote to schooling matters.
The difference in school-relevant investment for children coming from less and more educated households comes from three
sources: the greater V in higher-educated households (Ts x K);
better nutrition in the crucial early childhood years; and more
school-relevant resources at home. The latter two are a func-

tion of income, as well as of parents' education and school
wisdom.
13.

The usual measure in production-function estimates is the
achievement added by the school, where the production function holds socioeconomic background "constant" to account

for parents' contribution. There is a serious question, however, about whether the full impact of parents' contribution,
as it interacts with school contribution, can be separated out.
14.
15.

Shanker (1991), p. E7. The scores are listed in Table 7.1.
Although we have assumed, on the basis of Chubb and Moe's

results, that the achievement gains are higher among high-
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7.1. NAEP Math Achievement Score.

Parent Education

Mothersome high school
Motherhigh school graduate
Mothersome postsecondary education
Mothercollege graduate
Fathersome high school
Fatherhigh school graduate
Fathersome postsecondary education
Fathercollege graduate

Public

Private

277
290
300
310

283
297
300
310

278
286

286
294
300
309

301
311

SES students, neither the NAEP data nor most achievement
data 1 "ovide evidence that the value added by either public or

private schools for students from lower educated, lowerincome homes is lower than that added for students from
higher-educated, higher-income homes.
16

See Levin (1991b). Levin correctly points out that private
schools produce a much narrower range of outputs than public schools, since they target a particular clientele with a par-

ticular product or products. Public schools must meet the

17.

needs of a full range of clients (as required by law). He also
suggests that private schools, as a result, can reach efficient
levels of production at smaller size.
Recent National Assessment of Educational Progress data
(Mullis and others, 1991) show that the reading test score gains
for blacks were reversed in 1990, especially for children who

grew up in the 1980s. Greater poverty rates in the 1980s are

probably the single most important explanation of the
reversal.
18.

See Hopkins and Massy (1981, p. 92) hr a graphical analysis
of the effect of intrinsic demand for outputs on the quantity
and price of such outputs. Hopkins and Massy define an institutional value function, V(X), which, when constrained by
the institutional production and cost functions, yields the fol-

lowing equilibrium: Marginal Factor Cost (MC) = Dollar
Value of Marginal Product (MR) + Effective Intrinsic Value of
Marginal Product, Normalized to Dollar Terms ( V/u).
It is the second term (V/u) that represents the intrinsic
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institutional demand for output X (in this case, achievement).

In order not to confuse it with the voice function, already
defined, I will refer to the intrinsic value function as 1(X).
19.

20.

Chubb and Moe's study is on achievement gains in high
school, where students' role in the demand function is more
important, relative to parents' role, than at the primary level.
The school's ability to motivate students to "demand" higher
achievement must also be important. Coleman seems to think
that private religious schools are particularly successful at
achieving such higher demand for achievement among lowerincome pupils.
See Ellwood (1988). In fact, gains for low-SES pupils have
been relatively high since 1975, as measured both by NAEP
and SAT results (see Smith and O'Day, 1991a). In the recent
flurry over declining SAT verbal scores, for example, the
longer-term trends (1975-1991) showed a 50 percent gain for
blacks, a 25 percent gain for Latinos, and a 14 percent decline
for whites. This is consistent with the gains on the NAEP
language-skills test. Since a very high percentage of blacks and

Latinos attend public schools, the data suggest that although
the gap between whites (higher average SES) and minorities
(lower average SES) is still large, it has closed significantly
21.

since the mid 1970s.
After two years of a statewide choice initiative in Minnesota,
fewer than 500 students from over 700,000 in the public school

systems participated in the choice process. This number does
not include students who transferred to other school systems

under interdistrict agreements predating open enrollment
(13,000 students). Bennett also points out that no additional
funding was provided to school districts to implement this
program, nor was funding appropriated to the state to provide
information to parents about the program. Therefore, many

parent: have not even received information about the program, and school districts do not do any marketing (Bennett,
1990, p. 146).
22.

It is also likely that parents will insist on a state bureaucracy

that would safeguard them against school fraud or lowquality private education. Private schools could well end up
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with much more paperwork than many public schools now
have if public monies were going for private school tuition.
Recent efforts establishing all-black male public schools in
Minneapolis reflect an attempt by the black community to
reach higher school achievement and resolve other problems
among black male teenagers. This poses an interesting example of local public efforts to raise demand for improved education, as a response to the failure of state and national efforts

to do so in a way that benefits that particular community.

24.

Local moves to raise demand for educational quality are perfectly consistent with the historical tradition of community
schooling; but in this and many other cases, such efforts do
conflict with the American integrative ideal. There is a social
cost (externality) to such schools, even though no one in either
the black or the white community may regard the cost as very
high.
One possNe solution to the limitation on individual school

growth is the "franchising" of an effective private school
model, much as in the case of chain stores or parochial
schools. Thus, rather than expanding a school's size, corporations operating in different market niches could package
effective school models for those niches. Again, however, since

the product is highly teacher- and principal-dependent, one
school may not be nearly as effective as another, even in the
same chain. The secret of success would be a clearly defined
"corporate" mission, such as in parochial schools, that unifies
teachers and principals around common, well-delineated
goals and enough teachers who would accept and could be
trained into that mission and those goals.
It could be argued that the good schools could expand
to take advantage of higher prices, yet there are certain limitations to such expansion in the education business. The very
"goodness" of a school often depends on the principal of the
school or on the close cooperation and mission orientation of
the teachers, and expansion beyond a certain size can quickly
reduce these two sources of effectiveness. In fact, the top independent private schools have hardly grown in the past generation, despite increased demand.
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25.

Levin (1991b) argues that vouchers would present incentives

for product differentiation among schools, where schools

26.

would aim for particular market niches, attempting to distinguish themselves from other schools.
Poverty in the past two years has climbed sharply again and
obliterated many of the gains of the mid 1980s, gains that still
did not bring poverty down to the levels of the early 1970s.
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8
Employee Involvement in
industrial Decision Making
Lessons for Public Schools
Clair Brown
During the past two decades, productivity growth has slowed in the

United States, while the productivity of our trading partners has
continued to climb. As a result, Americans have experienced a relative decline in their standard of living. During this time, schoolchildren in the United States have lost ground in certain test scores
to schoolchildren in other industrialized countries (Inkeles, 1977;
Rothman, 1987; Walberg, 1983; Commission on the Skills of the
American Workforce, 1990). These two trends have inspired educators and managers in the United States to search for ways to improve
both the educational process and the work process, in order to improve educational performance and firm performance.
One idea that has been reconsidered by educators and managers alike is that of employee involvement (EI) in the decisionmaking process. This form of decentralization is not new, but in the

past its application has largely been confined to managerial employees. Extending employee involvement in decision making to
nonmanagerial employees has become popularized as part of the
highly touted Japanese management system (Hashimoto, 1990;
Note: This chapter grew out of a joint research project with Michael Reich
and David Stern. Our project has been supported by the Institute of Industrial Relations at the University of California, Berkeley; the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor-Management Relations; the National
Center for Research in Vocational Education at the University of California, Berkeley; and the Pacific Rim Foundation at the University of California, Berkeley. This chapter does not necessarily reflect the position of the
sponsoring agencies.
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Koike, 1988; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1990).
This chapter addresses the following question: In what ways

has decentralization been used in the private sector to improve the
efficiency of decision making and increase the quality of labor input

by drawing on employees' knowledge, and what can the public
schools learn from these experiences?
The chapter organization is as follows. The first section develops a conceptual framework for analyzing decentralization. This

is followed by a section discussing company practices in general.
Then case studies of three companies in different sectors are presented. The three companies include a unionized manufacturing
company (Company MU), a nonunionized manufacturing company (Company MN), and a unionized service company (Company
SU). By contrast to the practices observed in U.S. companies, the
role of employee involvement in the Japanese management system
(JS) is discussed. The chapter concludes by asking what the policy
implications of these experiences are for the public schools (PS).'
Conceptual Framework

This chapter draws selectively on the large literature about organizational decision making, in order to construct a simple framework
for comparing the processes of employee involvement in industry

and education. The central issue of decentralization is whether
managers should make decisions after collecting information from
employees or whether employees should make those decisions themselves. The economist's conceptual framework identifies and compares the alternative decision-making processes with the attendant
costs and returns.
Here, employee involvement is seen as a form of decentralized decision making undertaken by employees in nonmanagerial
ranks. The EI process can be viewed as a subset of the larger organizational control process. The broader issue of decentralizing de-

cision making among various levels of management will not be
addressed here, however. In general, the literature has been concerned with the application of decentralization to managerial employees only. Extending the process to nonmanagerial employees
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affects the analysis in important ways and includes legal and other
institutional constraints.2
Most economic models of organizational decision making
emphasize the costs associated with collecting, transmitting, and assimilating information and .he costs associated with coordinating
various divisions (monitoring and transaction costs), the costs associated with divergence in the goals of the organizations and those of
the employees involved in decision making (agency costs), and the
difficulties involved in measuring outcomes resulting from the decisions made (moral hazards) (Anandalingam, Chatterjee, and Gangolly, 1987; Arrow, 1964; Clarke and Barrough, 1983; De Groot, 1988;

Lazear, 1991; Williamson, 1985). Sociological theories of bureaucracy make an important contribution by delineating the unintended
consequences associated with different control techniques.' These
occur whenever the control mechanism affects the institutions (that
is, rules and customs) that structure behavior within the organization.
Decentralization, then, includes these identifiable (although
perhaps not measurable) costs and benefits, as well as the possible
unknown risks of unintended consequences. Theoretically, an incentive structure exists for optimal decentralized decision making, or for
the revealed knowledge required for centralized decision making.

The costs associated with monitoring or gathering information
usually make such an incentive scheme impractical, however. In
addition, the agency costs associated with the discrepancy between
the objectives of the organization and those of the employees are
often unknown because of the problem of unintended consequences.
For an organization to know which decisions should be delegated to nonmanagerial employees, it needs information about the
following areas.
The Objective or Production Function
It is assumed that the goals or outcomes can be measured (the monitoring system) and that the system of control (usually either a sys-

tem of performance-based compensation or a system of rules
regulating procedures or outcomes) is well defined. It is further
assumed that the impact of the decentralized decisions on the ob-
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jectives, as well as the impact of the new system on behavior within
the system (including unintended consequences), is known.

Information System

It is assumed that the value of the employees' knowledge, and the
transaction costs associated with acquiring, disseminating, and processing this information, are known. Specifically, we must know
what type information is needed for what types of decisions.
The Decision-Making Structure

The primary factor here is the presence or absence of a union. In a
unionized organization, a cooperative union-management relationship at the centralized level is a necessary but not sufficient step in

implementing decentralized decision making, which includes
union-management cooperation at the site or shop-floor level.
Whether the union-management relationship is adversarial or cooperative affects the decisions made, as well as the costs of decision
making. In the absence of a union, the decentralization process lacks

an important mechanism for gathering employees' input, voicing
discontent, and ensuring trust in employers' commitments. The
managers of a nonunion work force must find alternative ways to
gather information, process grievances, and negotiate commitments.

Neither of the first two items is usually well known in the
real world, and all three items involve a complex relationship of
important underlying structural variables. The overall impact of
decentralizing decision making depends in crucial ways on the objective function, the information system, and the decision-making
structure, and so this triad is used to analyze decentralization in
private organizations and to compare private organizations to public schools.
Decentralization in decision making is a complex economic

and managerial process, and there are no simple rules for what
decisions should be decentralized under what conditions. Enough
experience has been gathered, however, to allow us to make some
crude generalizations about the process and prospects of decentralizing decision making.
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Company Practices

Since employees have always been involved in decision making to
some extent, we are concerned here with the innovations in employ,:rent systems that increase employees' input into decision making.
In general, we can categorize three specific types of employee involvement: traditional, which includes the types of decisions traditionally made by employees in unionized firms; innovative, which
includes the types of decisions made by employees when companies
increase employee involvement on the shop floor; and advanced,
which includes employee involvement in strategic decision-making
and personnel activities. Operationally, these three types of decision-making categories can be described as follows:

Traditional
1.

Solving routine (recurring) problems

2.

Involvement in scheduling vacations, shifts, work assign-

3.
4.
5.

ments, and transfers (usually by seniority)
Resolving conflict among co-workers
Processing grievances against management for contract violations
Training co-workers
Innovative

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Solving nonroutine problems
Suggesting improvements in the work or production processes
Suggesting improvements in the service or product
Involvement in the design and assignment of work
Monitoring one's own work
Advanced

11.

12.
13.

14.

Evaluating performance of co-workers
Selecting leaders or supervisors
Working without supervision
Involvement in strategic planning of output, investment, and
budgeting
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Each category builds on the previous categcry, so that a company
introducing innovative EI will be adding activities 6-10 to activities
1 -5.

Workers and their unions sometimes participate in nonproductive types of "decision making," such as absenteeism, nuisance
grievances against an unpopular supervisor, and rigid enforcement
of detailed job classifications. This behavior is matched by similar
types of adversarial behavior on the part of supervisors, such as rigid
enforcement of break procedures and policies regulating shop-floor

behavior. In practice, decentralization of policy making often
means changing the type of employee involvement at the shop-floor
level, so that workers and supervisors work cooperatively to reach
production and quality goals. These innovative EI activities require
a basis of trust and a sense of shared interests between employees
and employers.

In manufacturing, for example, the expansion from traditional EI to innovative EI for production workers often begins in
an atmosphere where feedback is viewed by foremen as obstructionism and where working informally outside narrow job descriptions

is viewed by union shop stewards as rate busting. Although there
are exceptions to these stereotypical descriptions, workers generally
believe that their input is not wanted (and may be punished), the
union believes that strict work rules are required to constrain arbitrary (and undesirable) management actions, and managers believe
that they have to protect their decision-making prerogatives in order
to ensure control over production.
To implement innovative EI requires the company and the
union to build an industrial relations structure that increases the
trust between management and worker on the shop floor and between union and company at the bargaining table, and that enlarges
the area of shared interests between these parties. Traditionally, the
union has short-run power over production standards, job assignment, and layoff procedures, but it has no long-run power over size

of the labor force, location of plants, automation, or any other
strategic decisions. The company has little short-run control over
who does what job, although it controls the size of the labor force
through short-run layoffs. The company controls its long-run in-
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vestments, and its ultimate power rests in its ability to determine
plant locations and the size of its domestic work force.
In order to implement innovative EI, the company needs to
share more of its long-run power with the union and the workers,
in exchange for greater short-run power over production standards,
use of the work force, and involvement of workers in making quality and productivity improvements. Even though the workers' longrun economic interests may lie in the financial success of their com-

pany, the traditional industrial relations structure prevents their
trading the short-run benefits associated with exercising shop-floor
power for the long-run benefits associated with guaranteed sharing
in the company's success. With an excess of short-run power for the
union and an excess of long-run power for the company, the area
of shared interests is small indeed.
The innovations that companies desire involve having the
union accept fewer job classifications with flexible assignment (that
is, having the union give up control over job assignment) and encouraging workers' input into daily decision making (balancing of
work loads, solving problems, suggesting improvements). In return,
companies usually make a commitment to employment security.
The issue that arises from a policy of job security, however, is the
company's need to ensure that workers remain motivated once they
have secure jobs. Motivation, which is a form of agency cost, is a
problem under the alternative employment system, which does not

have employment security but has seniority-based layoffs and
transfers.

Since job titles do not usually change as workers become
more involved in making suggestions and solving problems,
workers usually are not paid for these skills except through an
awards program and the commitment to job security. Long-run job
security usually provides the motivation, as well as the reward, for
employee involvement. Although the goals of the company, the

union, and the workers do not change, the structure of power
within which they function does change, and the area of shared
interests is enlarged. Conflict has not been eradicated, since employees and the company still have areas of divergent interests. With
more information exchanged, however, and with the shared goal of

short-run improvements to ensure long-run success (without bar-
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gaining tit-for-tat), outcomes that might not ever have been considered previously can now be negotiated, to make both sides better off
than under adversarial bargaining. Successful implementation of

cooperative union-management relations will lower transaction
and agency costs.

Case Study: Company MU

Company MU is a unionized manufacturing company that has successfully implemented innovative EI for production workers. For
this reason, a detailed description of the employment system at MU

is useful. Production workers are formed into teams and are involved in daily decision making on the job through the process of
standardizing work, which forms the basis for making improvements, problem solving, and ensuring that work is done safely and
efficiently. The workers are also involved by inspecting their own
work ("pass on no defects") and by participating in the voluntary
suggestion program.

In the early stages of production, workers spent months
standardizing work. Today, new hires receive one week of training
in standardized work.' Analysis of jobs (basically performing timeand-motion studies) is done by the production workers themselves,

although they can ask for help from industrial engineers (IEs).
Workers break each job down into its component parts (including
hand work, walking time, and machine time), with location and the
time required (in seconds) for each part of each job to be completed

in the allowed cycle time. Standardized work as it is applied at
Company MU differs from Taylorism in that production workers
are involved in both the conception and the execution of work.
Company MU has at least partially replaced IEs with EI.
During the changeover to a new product model, the process
of standardizing work and assigning it to teams had to be accomplished again. An assembly pilot team, which included both management and production workers, designed the line after "target
times" were established b-; production control. The pilot team spent
a year working on the changeover. During group meetings, team
members reviewed new parts and equipment and safety. They re-

viewed pilot products in the pilot room, reviewed job-process
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sheets, and set up racks and equipment on the assembly line, where

they tried out operations, checked ease of assembly, and made
improvements.

Even so, the transition on the floor was a bumpy one, and
many changes in allocation of work had to be made. For example,
among the seven teams in one department, three had to redistribute
work. They needed to add more members and to reallocate work
within the group, but these problems were solved by the teams on
the shop floor, instead of through the filing of product-standards
grievances, which is the way the problems would have been handled
before.

Suggestion Program

In a formal suggestion program, employees can make suggestions

either individually or with others, and these suggestions are reviewed and assigned points by the group leader, which are translated into merchandise certificates (valued at one dollar per point
earned) for those making the suggestions. The number of points
awarded depends on the costs and labor hours saved (on a monthly
basis), with points added for improvements in safety, in the environment, and in quality. Most suggestions are awarded less than
$100.

Some major cost savings have been realized through suggestions. For example, one suggestion on how to redesign the conveyor
chain to reduce its breaking resulted in an annual savings of $80,298
and 1,429 labor hours. The suggestion was given 2,612 points, to be
shared by the three team members (653 points each) and the group
leader (326.5 points) making the suggestion. Other suggestions have
included decreasing the shipping rack size (3,330 points; $251,424
saved), using sealant remnants (1,103 points; $35,124 saved, plus

environmental improvement), and using a regulator on the paint
line (2,018 points; $62,760 and 48 hours saved, plus quality and
environmental improvement).
The number of suggestions has grown rapidly since implementation of the program in 1986. In 1987, 5,225 suggestions were
made. In 1988, 10,671 suggestions were made by 71 percent of the
employees, which exceeded the participation goal of 60 percent.
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The average value of points awarded for implemented suggestions
was 18.89.5 Three out of four suggestions have been adopted. Over
the twelve-month period from June 1987 through May 1988, suggestions were made that would save the company more than $1.2
million yearly.
Problem Solving

Both individually and within teams, Company MU workers are
expected to solve problems occurring on the job. A formal six-step
problem-solving procedure is taught to all workers. The steps are
to identify and select the problem and set the goal, to analyze the
problem, to generate potential solutions, to select and plan the solution, to implement the solution, and to evaluate the solution. For
most problems, however, workers apply a simpler approach: asking
why, until one goes from the observed problem to the root cause.
As one worker said, "We're not engineers, so we just look at the next
step, rather than the whole problem."

Continuous Improvement

The culture of making small but continuous improvements drives
suggestion and problem-solving activities. Improvements cover all
aspects of the production process, including efficiency, costs, safety,
quality, and communications. The preconditions for improvements
are trouble-free machines, tools, and parts; standardized work proce-

dures; and good record keeping. These preconditions provide a
functional baseline from which to make improvements. On the
shop floor, improvements usually involve small changes in layout
or in operation methods, and workers use their job knowledge to
make improvements. As one worker said, "Every job has a secret
shortcut or formula."
Numerous examples exist of how teams here have reorganized their work stations to eliminate some walking or other wasted

motion. One supply team reorganized its system of supplying
gloves to the workers. Instead of teams' sending a member to pick
up gloves, a drop-off and pick-up system was instituted. This system decreased walking time. It also improved the planning and
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ordering of gloves so that more recycled gloves could be used, which
reduced costs.

The Stop Cord

Many small problems are solved daily, often by a worker's pulling
the stop cord to get help. All workers are told that they have a duty

as well as a right to pull the stop cord to fix a defect or solve a
quality or safety problem. If the problem is solved before the cycle
time is up, as is usually the case, the cord is pulled again, and the
line is not stopped. Otherwise, the line stops at the end of that cycle
time.

The stop cord allows problems to be solved on the shop floor

as they occur. This procedure has replaced the earlier practice of
letting problems pile up as grievances, until sometimes work stoppages occurred over production standards or safety. The stop cord
also helps identify areas where job assignments may be unrealistic
and where work may need to be redistributed, or where machinery
or the production process may have problems that need to be corrected. Workers distinguish between making emergency repairs to
equipment and making more extensive repairs to prevent the recurrence of problems.

Strategic Decision Making
The company makes decisions about products, manufacturing meth-

ods, line speed, outsourcing, standards of conduct, and personnel
decisions. The company is obligated by contract to inform the union

about changes in top management; about company objectives
(yearly), business plans (semiannually), and production schedules
(quarterly); about major organizational changes; about long-range
plans; about contemplated insourcing or outsourcing; and about
technological changes. In practice, this means that management consults in advance with the union on production schedule changes,
major investments, and possible layoffs. The company unilaterally
decides the level of manpower and line speed.

The union's goal is to be more involved in decision making
at every step of the way. As a union leader said, "We can't depend

c
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on management to always make the right decisions. Our people's
jobs are on the line."
Overall, Company MU has expanded employee involvement
in decision making to include both traditional and innovative activities (see Table 8.1). The union's role in advanced EI has been
limited to one area; the selection of team leaders. Of the three case
studies discussed here, Company MU has implemented the greatest
degree of EI in decision making, both on the shop floor and at the
centralized union-management level.
Case Study: Company MN

Company MN is a large nonunion manufacturing company that
has successfully introduced innovative EI at its new plants. The
transition at the older plants has taken longer and encountered
more problems.

In the mid 1980s, Company MN began a program for improving quality and productivity. Its new plants, with highly auTable 8.1. Types of Employee Involvement in Decision Making.

Traditional
1. Solving routine problems
2. Scheduling and transfers
3. Resolving conflict among co-workers
4. Processing grievances
5. Training co-workers

MU MN SU

JS

PS

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Innovative

6. Solving nonroutine problems
7. Improving work design
8. Suggesting product improvements
9. Design and assignment of work
10. Monitoring own work

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Advanced

11. Evaluating co-workers' performance
12. Selection of leaders and supervisors
13. Working without supervision
14. Strategic planning

X

X
X
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tomated equipment, were the first to move to the innovative system,

where employees work in teams, solve problems, cross-train for
multiple job functions, receive pay for skill, inspect and correct
their own work, and make suggestions for improvements. Jobs are
rotated, usually on a weekly or monthly basis. Job assignments are
made by supervisors according to production needs. Company MN
workers have been told that eventually all workers, even those who

do not change jobs, will be involved in teamwork and problem
solving and that this arrangement will require basic math and English skills, teamwork skills, problem-solving skills, and crosstraining.
The company has focused on goals of quality and cycle time
to measure improvements as work is redesigned. Quality problems
result in large numbers of expensive production-in-process becoming scrap and in dissatisfied customers if defective products are
shipped. Cycle time indicates the efficiency of the production process, and it affects inventory costs. Cycle time also affects quality,
since semifinished parts are often damaged or deteriorate while
stacked up waiting for the next stage in the production process.
Workers can stop the line if three defects in a row are found.
This usually happens when a new product is introduced, which is
also when most of the problem solving occurs. New products are
introduced often, since orders change frequently and the life cycle
of products is short. After production of a new product is running
smoothly, the production line looks similar to a traditional line,

since work is seldom disrupted, and high-volume output is
emphasized.
A manager emphasized that improvements in the production

process are probably more important than innovations in the human resource system. At one factory, the new technology uses onethird as many parts as the old technology, and a dedicated manufacturing line with a pull system is used. Under a pull system, a
work station does not begin to work on a new batch until the next
work station signals that it is ready to receive another batch for
processing. Since a pull system prevents partially built units from
piling up, inventory is kept to a minimum, and problems in the
production process are easily spotted as workers become idle. A pull
line is often used in the absence of a machine-paced line to simulate
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an assembly line with a stop cord: the pull system forces workers
to maintain the same pace in the absence of a machine-paced line;
a pull line is similar to a machine-paced assembly line with a stop
cord, since the stop cord idles workers until a problem is solved.
As Company MN has introduced innovative El, it has also
introduced an elaborate system of pay for skill and merit to motivate
production workers. Pay for skill has six regular grades (entry level
plus five upgrades). The difference in pay between skill levels is

approximately 6 percent. Each job has its own point value, and a
worker collects points after working on a job with zero defects for
five days, as certified by the supervisor. Job assignment is an important part of the certification process, and this is controlled by the
supervisor, who assign, trains, and certifies workers. One problem
is that workers may be certified to do many jobs but may have only
infrequent opportunities to do some of those jobs. Moreover, many
workers do not have the opportunity for certification on some of the

more popular tasks. such as working with programmable equipment. Each worker is given an annual minimum certification op-

portunity equivalent to two skill levels. In addition to being
upgraded, workers can be downgraded because of inability or because a job has been changed or removed from the process. Workers
who refuse to complete certification opportunities or who refuse to
attempt certification can be terminated. This is seldom if ever a
problem. From the company's viewpoint, the problem is that most
workers become certified for the highest level within three or four
years, and the company then has high labor costs, and workers face
a plateau.
The performance review weighs perfect attendance heavily
and relies on the supervisors' subjective evaluation of workers' behavior regarding assignments, extra effort, voluntary overtime, contributions to problem solving, and sharing of job knowledge with
other workers. A worker's performance rating can move up or down
with each evaluation. Contributions and problem solving measure
the worker's effort to contribute to team problem solving and process improvement. Standard performance includes contributing
ideas for problem solving, when the ideas do not end up as workable
final solutions. Merit level 1 includes contributing ideas or suggestions that can be implemented directly (or with slight modifications
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by management.) Merit level 2 includes providing workable solutions and sharing experience with other workers, such as informal
training of new operators or passing on tricks of the trade.
The company has a profit-sharing program in addition to
the regular wage schedule at its U.S. plants. The profit-sharing (or

bonus) program supposedly rewards employees for working in
teams and participating with management in solving problems and

improving the process, but few workers connect the bonus to
changes in the employment system and in work design. The bonus
program has generated controversy and some discontent, especially
among workers who receive small bonuses. Needless to say, workers
at the newer plants, where output is growing rapidly and bonuses
tend to be high, favor the bonus plan, which has accounted for 20
to 35 percent of their pay for the past two years. Workers at the
older, traditional plants, where bonuses tend to be low, perceive that
their efforts are not rewarded and that they can do little to increase
their bonuses, which they see as depending on the product market
and on the state of technology used. Since the bonus program was
supposed to have been carefully designed to overcome these problems, Company MN's experience points out the difficulties with
any type of program that rewards workers differently within plants
or across plants.

Introducing innovative EI in plants using old technology
with redesigned work has been more difficult than transitions in
factories with new technology. The basis of the problem seems to
be that the production process using the old technology has inherent flaws that cannot easily be corrected by workers. For example,
workers end up using defective parts, trying to find parts when they
run out, and building products with outdated design instructions.
Product design changes are often made without the workers' knowledge. Many tasks in the traditional factory eventually will be automated, but they have to be done by hand until then.
As the design of automated machines has improved, the skills

needed by operators have declined. Earlier, technicians had to do
more with the machines in setting them up for a job, and mistakes
would occur in checking machine readings with levels allowed in
the directions. The setup was not done correctly 60 percent of the
time. Now diagnostics are checked, and troubleshooting is done

r
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internally by the machines. Production workers can operate the
machines. Workers like these smart machines, since the internal
setup takes away the need for judgment. They can produce more
with fewer mistakes, and their jobs are less stressful. Operators can
focus on goals of quality and cycle time. The former setup technicians now do preventive maintenance and design ways to improve
the machines so that they are easier to support.
Since MN in not unionized, this company had less employee
involvement in decision making before its efforts to increase EI (see
column MN of Table 8.1). Workers solved routine problems and
were involved in training co-workers, both formally and informally.
In the absence of a union, supervisors were in charge of scheduling
and transfers; they used a system to record employees' preferences,
including posting and bidding for transfers. Without a union,
workers had no mechanism for being involved in resolving conflicts
and handling grievances.
When Company MN implemented innovative EI, workers
became more involved in solving problems, making suggestions,
and monitoring quality. Management continues to control the design and assignment of work and training, however. Workers are
not involved in the standardization, equalization, and assignment
of work or in the design of training as at Company MU.
Case Study: Company SU

This company's centralized union-management cooperation was
not extended to site-level employee involvement. In addition, the
company eventually reduced its employee involvement at the centralized union-management level.
Company SU has focused more on downsizing the work force

as new technology has been introduced than on implementing
teams and employee involvement in problem solving. With surplus
workers, a regulated pricing structure whereby costs could be recouped, and a commitment to employment security, the emphasis
was on how to entice workers to quit or transfer to customer-contact
jobs.
Company SU was able to accomplish this decrease in the size
of the work force without disruption because it enlisted the help of

t
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the union in planning and implementing voluntary reductions
through the use of union-management committees (UMCs). This is
an example of the effective use of a joint committee to help a company through a major transition. Let us look in more detail at how
the UMC system worked.
A memorandum of agreement attached to the 1086 contract

empowered the UMCs "to enter into agreements, modify work
rules, and resolve and/or make recommendations on issues of mutual concern" in the following areas (when the management and

union members of the UMC could not agree, the contract
prevailed):

Employment security (including changes in the work force, adjustments, and reassignments as necessary to ensure employment security)
Contract work (including review of all new significant contract
proposals, review of all existing contracts having major work-

force implications, the making of recommendations, and the
discovery of creative ways to resolve contracting issues)
Issue resolution (including informal resolution of problems)
Flexible working arrangements
Business partnerships
New ventures

The fifteen UMCs were composed of company vio° presidents and
union local presidents.

The flexible and broad language opened the way for the
UMCs to formulate various types of policies that would modify the
contract in practice. Because of the number of committees, different

types of practices could arise. Both the scope and the number of
committees undercut the power of the human relations managers
and the district union representatives, who had traditionally been
the primary negot'ators and administrators of the contract. In interviews, both sides cited incidents in which the UMCs devised new
policies that were against existing company policy or inconsistent

with the contract and tha: had to be modified or rescinded. These
traditional keepers of the industrial relations system saw their role

as having been changed from that of "primary instigators" to
'3
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"clean-up crew." They believed that the role of the UMCs needed
to be clarified and that the UMCs needed to work within a structure
that prevented duplicate or competing policies from arising. By
contrast, the vice presidents and local union presidents participating in the UMCs were generally pleased with the process of the
committees and with what had been accomplished. This is not too
surprising, since their power and status had been increased by the
UMCs.

Over time, the UMCs became focused primarily on the employee surplus problem, and they developed their own plans for
dealing with the surplus that replaced the work-force movement
process in the contract. The 1986 contract included an employment

security clause, which was conditional on no change materially
altering achievement of the business plan and which required employees to meet performance standards and accept reassignment,
retraining, and relocation. During the life of the contract, the company declared only one formal surplus with mandatory reassignment, which affected approximately fifty people. In practice,
relocation of workers to new jobs or new sites was done only on a
voluntary basis. This appeared to be the price paid by the company
to engage the union's help in downsizing.

In general, local union presidents thought that the UMCs
had done a good job of dealing with the problem of surplus while
protecting members' rights and minimizing disruption to workers'
lives. The union realized that the old "womb to tomb" philosophy
of job security had to be modified, but it wanted to find a way other
than displacing people. Even with the reduction in work force that
was accomplished, management became dissatisfied with its inability to force surplus employees to relocate or change jobs. The company wanted to take away employment security; the district union
wanted to take away the UMCs and emphasize training.
In the 1989 contract, new language indicated lowered expectations for the joint union-management efforts, and the number of
UMCs, as well as their role, was reduced. For example, to a clause
stating that the two sides would "endeavor to mutually plan and
evaluate proposed actions" was added the condition "while management maintains the right and responsibility to make decisions."
As another example, the language stating that when the union rep-
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resentative identified an issue or dispute, he or she would work with

the manager "to jointly resolve the problem" was changed to "an
effort should be made by both parties to resolve the problem." As
still another example, language stating that "communication to the
employees will be conducted jointly" with respect to operational
changes was changed to "Where agreement is reached, communication to the employees will be conducted jointly." The broad language empowering the UMCs in 1986 was replaced by language
constraining them to "service, productivity, and quality improvements and problem resolution involving operation issues." UMCs
are restricted from any agreements that would modify the contract
or company policy, and they cannot adjust or resolve grievances or
administer the work-force qualification and movement process.
Shortly after the contract's ratification, which had followed tough
negotiations and a short strike, the union withdrew from participation in the UMCs.
Cooperation seemed to have outlived its usefulness for down-

sizing, and Company SU now wants to implement qualityimprovement teams without active union involvement. These vol-

untary quality teams, some of which have been in existence for
several years, would focus on quality improvements in their own

ti

work groups. Future company goals include linking compensation
plans to individual, team, and company performance. Company SU
already had a team award (4.5 percent of pay for production workers
in 1990 and 5.0 percent in 1991), given if Company SU meets its net
income and service goals. If the goals are exceeded, the award can
be as much as 30 percent higher. If goals are not met, the award can
be as low as zero.

Overall, Company SU has not moved much beyond the traditional types of El. Some office workers have become more involved
in nonroutine problem solving as a result of the computerization of

their jobs; other craft workers had traditionally engaged in nonroutine problem solving as part of their jobs; still other entry-level
workers view their jobs as requiring less problem solving as the jobs
become more computerized.
The impact of the changes in Company SU's handling of job
movements and reductions, which now are being carried out with-

out the involvement of the union, remains to be seen. One sign of
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union resistance and of declining employee morale can alieady be
perceived in the sharply increased grievance rate. Company SU
serves as an example of a company that returned to an adversarial
approach after a cooperative period, a company that intends to turn
to employee involvement without union participation.
The Japanese Management Style

Let us now look at the extent of EI in the Japanese management
system. These observations are only general, since Japanese companies, like U.S. companies, vary widely in their practices. Overall,
nonmanagerial employees in large Japanese companies, who are
represented by enterprise unions, engage in traditional and innovative El activities but do not engage in advanced EL In contrast to

the situation in the United States, one traditional EI activity is
controlled by management: the scheduling and assigning of work
(see column JS of Table 8.1). Although supervisors typically ask
workers their preferences for work assignments, management sees

the final decision as its own. We were told that managers often
know better than the workers what job assignments will be best for
them. Since job assignment and transfer appear to be crucial parts
of the training process (Koike and Inoki, 1990), Japanese managers
want to control job assignment in order to control training.

The other two areas of schedulingvacations and shiftsare
also performed differently in Japanese and unionized U.S. companies. Japanese workers often do not take personal holidays (that is,
paid vacation days outside of national holidays), and the granting
of such days seems to be on a personal basis. Since workers usually
rotate shifts, there is no assignment of workers to different shifts.
Large Japanese companies provide employment security,
and they motivate workers by basing pay and promotion on performance evaluations, as well as on tenure. Employees and their en-

terprise unions do not participate in performance evaluations,
which are usually made once or twice yearly by immediate supervisors and the next level of management. These evaluations are
often kept secret from employees, who know only their job classifications, grades, and monthly pay. In rare instances, the union will
ask that a worker be reevaluated.
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In general, Japanese companies seem less interested than
their U.S. counterparts in the direct monitoring of individual output. Evaluations depend more on such subjective factors as perceptions of attitude and leadership ability. More objective criteria, such
as skills and suggestions, are also included. This type of evaluation
process is in keeping with the use of promotions to train workers
to take on more skilled work and more responsibility. The same
process eventually promotes some workers into management positions. One important characteristic of the Japanese performancebased pay system is that nonmanagerial workers cannot be downgraded. Workers can be transferred to another plant or even to
another company during a downturn, however, and these decisions
are made by management. Managerial employees can be downgraded after a certain age, in addition to being retired early or being
transferred to another company.
EI in the Japanese management system is distinguished from
its use in U.S. companies in one important way: in Japan, EI is
mandatory. Workers must participate in quality-circle activities
(termed "voluntary mandatory" activities), and they are required to
make suggestions. The suggestion program is integrated into the
work process, so that many of the suggestions reflect actions already
taken by teams or quality circles. The suggestion program generates
a large number of suggestions per employee per year, and few suggestions are rejected.

Policy Implications

Do companies implementing innovative EI tend to fulfill the three
criteria presented in the conceptual framework?6 In general, the
companies can monitor output and quality at a low marginal cost,
since this information is automatically collected by the information
technology that controls the production process. The system of control is less well defined, however. Pay for performance is not found
in nonmanagerial jobs except in one nonunion company. Instead,
companies rely on systems of rules, whose workings are often not
well understood. Because of the large number of intervening variables (such as changes in orders, personnel, and product design), the
relationship between the impact of decentralized decisions and mea-
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sured outcomes is difficult to isolate. Even with pay for performance, pay is tied to potential more than to actual performance, so
that the impact of decisions on outcomes is not clearly established.

In addition, management often seems unable to predict consequences of the system for such variables as morale and attitudes
toward supervisors.
Decentralized decision making clearly increases the input of

employees' knowledge. The transaction costs associated with the
collection and processing of workers' knowledge appear to be less
than the gains from innovative EI. In general, the transaction costs
are minimal when part of the information process is embedded in
the production process (for example, team activities and job rotation). Some of the information process is formal, however (for example, team meetings), and so has a direct cost.
Agency costs increase with decentralization, and so monitoring and control costs also exist; these have a direct component (for
example, awards for suggestions) and an indirect component (for
example, supervision). In a unionized setting, the difference between the net increase in information or transaction costs and the
net increase in agency costs depends to a large extent on the unionmanagement relationship at the local level, which is influenced by
the relationship at the central level. A cooperative unionmanagement relationship at the plant level will greatly reduce
agency costs. Union-management cooperation at the central level
seems to be a necessary but not sufficient condition for such cooperation at the local level, in the long run. Innovative El cannot be

implemented without prior implementation of a cooperative
union-management structure at both the central and the local
levels.

Cooperation is often the product of adversity. This should
not surprise us, since changing the structure of decision making in
conditions of imperfect information implies taking risks. Both the
union and management appear risk-averse; the two sides often
experiment with innovations only when faced with a structure that
is no longer economically viable. The fact that such changes are
made during a period of economic crisis does not necessarily mean
that they benefit management and harm the union or workers.
A cooperative relationship is often attempted by the union
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and management, independently of the goal of increasing employee

involvement on the shop floor. Cooperation is tried if the parties
believe that cooperation will lower the net transaction costs of bargaining, without changing the size and division of the pie. Such a
windfall gain, including possible increase in the size of the pie, can
be split between the parties through negotiation, so that both sides
gain (Fisher and Brown, 1988).

Lessons for Public Schools

Let us now turn to the central question of this chapter: What are
the similarities and differences between decentralization of decision

making in public schools and in the private sector? Let us first
consider the objective function, the information system, and the
structure of decision making, moving on to a discussion of the types
of decentralized decision making that could involve teachers in innovative or advanced EI in the public schools.

The economic, political, and social structure within which
the public schools operate differs from the structure governing the
private sector in important ways that affect the process of decentralizing decision making. Since market exchange does not provide a
connection between demand for the product and cost of production
in public education, output and unit costs cannot be used to eval-

uate the impact of changing inputs, including the employment
system. As scholars of education are acutely aware, educational reforms are hard to evaluate on a large scale because the objective of
"educated people" is hard to define and measure. Proxy measures

(such as dropout rates, college-bound rates, absentee rates, and
standardized test scores) are less than satisfactory because we do not
know the relationship between these proxies and the broader goal.
If these factors were defined as subgoals of the educational process,

however, then they could be used to measure changes in inputs.
Until measures of output can be designated, rational evaluation
remains impossible.
Once we have agreed on a way to measure outputs, we must

know how decentralized decisions will affect outputs. Here, the
schools differ from the private sector in that the relationship between inputs and outputs is even less well established. The produc-
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tion process in education is vastly more complicated than in the
private sector, because of the large number of intervening social,
political, and economic variables that are outside the control of
schools. Although researchers may assume the existence of a stable
production function in manufacturing, in order to predict the impact of changes in inputs on outputs, such an assumption cannot
be made i:, education with any confidence, since variations in the
intervening variables will cause the assumed function to be in flux.
We are left with the unsatisfactory prospect of evaluating the impact
of EI by evaluating the decision-making process (for example,
number of meetings or number of suggestions made) or the deci-

sions themselves (for example, actual suggestions made). The
former type of evaluation can offer incentives for wasteful meetings
or useless suggestions; the latter type can easily collapse into a sim-

ple comparison of teachers' decisions with decisions that would
have been made centrally by principals or superintendents, and
such a comparison negates any potential gain from EI.
The involvement and treatment of production workers in the
Japanese system has been characterized as the white-collarization of
blue-collar workers. By contrast, the centralization of decision making has resulted in the blue-collarization of white-collar work in
many occupations and industries, including education. Normally,
we would expect professional workers to be involved in decision
making, to have responsibility for their decisions, and to have performance standards and a pay system that reward experience and
skill. The movement to increase EI in decision making is partially
a response to the earlier centralization of decision making throughout the economy, and as such it allows us to experiment with forms
of organization that may be more efficient. Increasing the decision
making of teachers, however, is only one aspect of their employment system, which should be an integrated system that includes
standards, accountability for decisions, and pay dependent on skills
and experience. We must be cautious about applying any general-

izations for nonprofessional workers in the private sector to
teachers, since education differs in important ways from the private
sector. Teachers are professionals who provide a public good within
a politicized process, and so the agency costs and the monitoring
problems are more complicated than in the private sector. Although
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the potential of advanced EI is greater for these professionals than
for production workers, the difficulties of managing EI are much
greater because of the difficulties of defining and measuring the
objective goal in education. The agency costs are magnified by the
provision of employment security in an employment system that
does not relate workers' performance to the organization's long-run
performance.
Security also functions differently in the schools and in private industry. Exchanging employment security for innovative EI
in the private sector increases employees' stake in the company,
since the promise of security and the ability to raise wages depend
on the company's long-run performance. A school's costs and rev-

enues are not affected by performance in the short or long run,
however, and so security commitments do not increase the teachers'

stake in the school. Budgets are formed in an unreliable political
process and a changing economic environment. Teachers find that
budgets can be lowered unexpectedly, with the result being a decline

in the quantity and quality of education and in the quality of
teachers' working conditions. Demand is formed primarily by
demographics.
In this situation, where job security is granted and budgets
are unrelated to long-run performance, we must ask how to provide
motivation. The fate of the schools should not be tied to teachers'
performance, but the pay of teachers (including pay for skills and
experience, job assignments, and tasks undertaken) should be partially related to their performance.
This raises the question of what types of additional EI could

be used in the schools to lower transaction costs more than monitoring or agency costs would be raised. Innovative El at the site
level requires a budget to pay for meeting time, training for communication and problem-solving skills, and the costs associated
with the implementation of improvements. Over time, these costs
should be offset by output (quality and quantity) imprdvements and
by unit-cost reductions (or innovative El is not efficient). As already
mentioned, however, these costs and improvements may be impossible to measure accurately, and so perhaps the costs and returns of
El programs cannot be quantified.
Teachers know a vast amount about their students and class-
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room dynamics. This type of information cannot be economically
transmitted and used in a centralized fashion. Teachers may or may
not know as much about subject matter as the centralized authorities, however. For this reason, decision making has tended to be
divided in that teachers make decisions about individual students
and classroom dynamics, and districts make decisions about the

curriculum. This approach precludes the possibility of using
teachers' knowledge of subject matter and introduces the problem
of monitoring teachers to ensure that subject matter is well taught.
Decentralization that increases teachers' control over the curriculum
addresses the first problem but worsens the second. Less ambitious
types of EI, such as training programs for staff development, use
teachers' knowledge in an efficient way without incurring monitoring costs. Perhaps for this reason, EI experiments have successfully
focused on such topics as teacher development.
Teachers are already engaging in traditional EI activities (see
column PS of Table 8.1). By the nature of their jobs, they are also
already engaging in nonroutine problem solving, and they monitor
the quality of their work because external monitoring is too difficult. Many California districts have been implementing innovative
and advanced EI activities at the site level. Besides transforming the
union-management relationship into a cooperative one at the district level, districts have experimented with programs to decentralize

decision making so that principals have more decision-making
power and accordingly can involve their teachers in the decisionmaking pi ocess. The types of decisions usually made are those that
would be categorized as suggesting improvements or as design and
assignment of work. Although there are discussions about how to
monitor tie quality of work, peer review has been limited to new
teachers.
As Smith and O'Day (1991) argue, effective site-level restruc-

turing (that is, innovative EI) must have a well-defined structure
within which to function.? This is equivalent to having a welldesigned production system in the private sector. Smith and O'Day
believe that the state must provide the structure with an instructional guidance system, including a curriculum framework, student
achievement goals, professional development of teachers, and student assessment.
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In the current budget crisis, some California districts have
used EI in the budget-cutting process. Several districts have reported
that EI activities resulted in creative solutions, helping to minimize
the impact of cuts. The use of El appears to have increased teachers'
willingness to take on larger burdens as budgets are cut. Although
the use of teachers' knowledge to find creative solutions is valuable,
the use of EI to impose additional burdens must be carefully eval-

uated in a labor market where some policy makers would like to
increase the supply of highly qualified candidates. These increased
burdens may not be sustainable for the affected teachers in the short
run or for the labor market for teachers in the long run. In either
case, the public, which pays for education, may be misled about the
true impact of budget cuts on the quantity and quality of education
being provided.
In summary, the impact of decentralized decision making on
the performance of an organization may be viewed with cautious
optimism. Nevertheless, decentralization as a sole strategy in education should not be expected to have any direct impact on learning,
although it may have a direct impact on the working conditions of
teachers.
Perhaps the most important lesson we have learned from the

private sector is that EI is a complement to, not a substitute for,
well-designed products and a well-functioning production system.
EI cannot solve deeply rooted problems (inoperative communica-

tion systems, poorly designed products, defective or broken equipment). EI cannot solve the problems caused by poor macroeconomic
performance. Decentralization of decision making appears to work
effectively when it is part of an organization that is already functioning well. Innovative EI then allows marginal improvements to
the overall system. Over time, the accumulation of many small decisions add up to a potentially large payoff for innovative EI.

A growing economy is important in supporting high-

performing workplaces and schools. Without sufficient demand,
companies are not able to honor employment security commitments, and workers are not motivated to make improvements in
productivity. Without the promise of a job that uses a student's
education, the student is not motivated to learn. Literacy, which
includes mathematics, language, and analytical skils, prepares stu-
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dents to be trained on the job and to become productive workers
who can increase their skills over a lifetime. For employers to hire
and train new entrants and provide them with opportunities to
improve their skills and be promoted, however, growing demand is
required. Improvement in the education provided by high schools
will not by itself strengthen the weak labor market or raise the
returns on high school graduates' investment in schooling (Cutler
and Katz, 1991).

Innovative EI can have a powerful impact, over time, on a
well-functioning school, which includes cooperative industrial relations at the district and site levels, adequate and well-maintained
physical facilities, adequate books and supplies, well-trained
teachers, and healthy and eager students with grade-level skills. Innovative EI cannot be expected to overcome serious shortcomings.
Once s -hools are at a functional baseline, however, innovative EI
can be a powerful tool for making continual improvements and
maintaining high performance.
Notes
1.

2.

Brown, Reich, and Stern (1992) argue that EI must be analyzed
as part of the broader employment system and that its success
depends on the concerned training and security programs.
Some important court cases concerning the legal right, under
the Fair Labor Standards Act, of nonexempt employees to make
decisions that were previously made by exempt managers are
pending final adjudication. Another legal issue concerns the
possible use of teams or quality circles as (illegal) "company

unions." This chapter does not address the legality of EI
activities.
3.

The theories of Merton, Sleznick, and Gouldner are discussed
in March and Simon (1958).

The course includes material from Barnes (1968), as well as
material on communications and problem solving. Members
learn how to fill out work-standardization forms.
5. Seven out of ten team members are in the plant, and plant
participation rate is below the participation rate in other departments (40 percent versus 50 to 55 percent in engineering,

4.
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human resources, and quality control, or 83 percent in production control for January through May 1988). Within the plant,
the participation rate varied by department, from 37 percent to
82 percent.
6.

7.

These conclusions cannot be made concerning advanced EI,
since these activities were seldom observed. Innovative EI is a
type of decentralization that is an extension of multidivisional
structure in which operating decisions are delegated to divisional managers and strategic decisions are made centrally.
Benson (1991) and others would emphasize that college-bound

and non-college-bound students should be taught different
materials in a different manner. Students planning to enter the

labor market after high school would be better prepared by
high schools that integrated academic and vocational learning,
used cooperative (student team) learning and teacher collabo-

ration, and created a school connection with a company (or
companies).
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Epilogue:
Ref-reaming the Debate

Just about everyone, from educational reformers to politicians to
the American public, has a fatal attraction to changing the governance of America's schoolsdespite the complete absence of evidence that governance reforms in and of themselves affect learning.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the fatal attraction has reappeared.

Schools are "in trouble"or, rather, America is "in trouble"and
schools are allegedly a big part of the problem. School governance
must be changed, it is argued, this time through school restructuring, decentralization, and even decentralization to the point of privatizing school management.
In these pages, we have grappled with the political and educational realities of the proposed reforms. We have asked whether

decentralization is likely to improve American education and
whether the reforms will produce the results promised by the
reformers.

Our answer is measured. Many of us would like to believe
that decentralization will help produce better education for America's children. As democrats, we find the concepts of local control
and locally controlled management embedded in our ideals. We
have observed that schools well run by principals and teachers with
clear objectives do innovate educationally and do produce much
better results. We have also observed the stultifying impact of bureaucracies on teachers, parents, and children. In theory, at least, we
think that decentralization reforms could have a positive impact on
learning.
232
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Nevertheless, the chapters in this volume are generally skeptical. Education is a complex enterprise, and the current reform
proposals are far more politically than educationally driven. Because of politics, the proposed governance reforms are highly contradictory, as both Weiler and Lewis make clear. At one extreme,
some reformers push for choice and privatization, on the premise
that decentralized management, unleashed in a free-market setting,
can make schools significantly more efficient in producing achievement. At the other extreme, reformers want centrally controlled national examinations to make sure that teachers achieve centrally
determined educational norms.
Tyack reminds us that educational change is "steady work"
and that a key to improving schooling is to start with the classroom
and attend to the teachers who do that steady work. The main point
is that for any reform to improve instruction, it must ultimately be
focused on instruction and must affect instruction.

The question is whether decentralization reforms can improve instruction and, if so, under what circumstances. When we
met as a group, the first difficulty we encountered in responding to
this question was to settle on what we meant by the term decentralization. In his chapter, Elmore is mainly concerned with the com-

munity control movement at the local level and with what
decentralization means for instruction when the community and the
teachers are in conflict. Hannaway and Brown focus on decentralization of management. Winkler and Weiler refer primarily to financial and managerial decentralization and Tyack to management

decentralization and community control, ail in the context of a
wider view of educational reform. Carnoy and Lewis address the
issue of decentralization as privatizationplacing both the financ-

ing and the management of education in the private market, rather
than in the domain of public choice. Lewis also poses the issue of
community control, in ideological opposition to privatization.

Our group discussion concluded with the idea that both
community control of education and financial decentralization can
have indirect impacts on instruction by increasing the connection
between clients (pupils and their families) and producers (teachers
and administrators). Yet there is little evidence that such impacts are
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significant or positive, and most of the recent privatization
discussion exaggerates any evidence that does exist. That clients'
demands on school producers are apparently linked so loosely to
pupils' educational performance is not good news, either for community control advocates or for free marketeers. The loose link does
confirm that it takes more than ideologically based conceptions of
how education should work to produce better instruction.
Potentially the most promising type of decentralization for
improved instruction appears to be organizational, and this is indeed the focus of some of the current reform debate. But even here,
we conclude, much care is needed in jumping to hopeful conclusions. A high degree of discretion in delivering instruction on the
part of schools or school district personnel can be a positive force
for instructional improvement, provided that local personnel and
administrators have a clear picture of the instructional objectives
and the skills to reach them. It also helps to have good relations

with the community and to involve parents in the instructional
project. Where these conditions have been met, schools and districts
have seemed to do better.

This finding suggests that organizational decentralization
has merits, and there is some empirical evidence for the potentially
positive effects of teachers' and administrators' having control of
instructional policy. Other elements must exist, however, for this
potential to be realized. Indeed, it could be argued that unless organizational change springs organically from educational leader-

ship at the local level, it will have only a minor impact on
instruction and educational improvement.' And even if it does
emerge locally, it may fail to improve educational outcomes if objectives are not clear and if the technical ability to implement the
objectives is not there.
Such guarded conclusions should not be interpreted as cynic ism or as a loss of faith in public education. To the contrary, one
of these chapters' most interesting aspects is the implicit confidence

that the authors show in public school leaders' ability to bring
about meaningful educational improvement. From the point of
view of these authors, the flight away from the "public" in public
education reveals a misconception of America's educational problems and a misdirected belief in free-market solutions to social
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issues. The setting and realization of high performance standards in

schools must ultimately come from public school personnel and
government leaders as much as from the public itself. High standards and high performance are social choices with equally important implications for the amount of work that pupils take home and
for whit teachers organize for pupils in school.
Decentralizing decisions about what is to be learned and how
learning is to take place in schools is only a small part of the larger
issue of educational standards and performance. In that sense, the
promise of decentralization must be couched in a much larger debate: What do Americans want their educational system to be, and
how much time, energy, and money are they are willing to devote
to it?

Notes
1.

Lockheed and Zhao (1992) question the effectiveness of centrally planned decentralization with evidence that shows that

students in national government schools in the Philippines
outperform students in local schools even after taking into
account the socioeconomic status of the students.
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